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Himself hath done it.” Can it then he aught
Than full of wisdom, full of lenderest love*
Not one uuneeded sorrow will he send.
To teach this wandering heart no more to
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That 1 may turn and quench my burningthirst
At his own fount of ever li\ing love.
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Whose faithfulness no variation know*;
Who, having loved me, loves me to the end.
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preventing roughness .and chap-

it either

hand*

when in His eternal presence blest.
1 at bis levt my crown immortal ca#t,
1*11 gladly own, with all hi.# raireonined saint#,
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foundation” of all dirt, opens the pores
I give- a healthy action and brilliant
tint to the skin.
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Himself hath done it.”

Then I fain would
say,
Thy will in all things evermore be d*>oe;
E'en though that will remove whom best I love.
While Jesus lives 1 can not be alone.”
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He who's searched

Sees how 1 cling to earth’s ensnaring ties;
And so He breaks each reed on which my soul
Too much for happiness and joy relies.

There is no one article known that will do to
nan; kinds of work and do it as well as Sapolio.
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Ilim*clf hath doue it.” O! no arm but llis
Could e’er sustain beneath earth’s dreary lot;
But while I know he’s doing all things well,
My heart his loving kindness questions not.
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Yes, although

May se.*m the stroke, and bitter be the cup;
*Tis His own hand that holds it. an l 1 know
He’ll give me grace to drink it meekly up.
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Acid or thl and Rotten Stone.
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Himself Hath Done It.”

“Himself hath done it all.” OI how those
words
Should hush to silence every murmuring

cleans Faint and Wood, in tact the entire
h’*use, bet ter than >oap. No slopping. Saves
labor. You can't afford to be without it.
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doing tirstrate, till the company
failed, and 1 was thrown out of work.

ashing cloths.
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Well, old Harkness kept on with his
Ami the door swung to with a click
manufacturing, though 1 could see that, of the spring lock.
day by day, fewer calls for work were
At the foot of the steps an open
mailt*. He always wore a cheerful
trap, the sub-cellar hatch. The dissmile through those troublous times, tance was so
groat that I had time to

and

for Cleanrag^our llou-e will save the labor
ul one cleauer. Give It a trial.
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looking about town for something to do. Money-gauge so low that
I was ready for anything after a fortnight of searching and waiting. I as much as to say, “Look at me, if you
happened to lie walking through a want to sec a model man of business.
down-town cross street, when 1 saw a / don’t speculate. 1 don't get involved.
placard in the window of a paper-box Mark my consequent prosperity.” Now
factory—“Enoinexk Wantld. Good j when I see a man with a good deal of
Nalaky.” “That’s just me,” says I, so bluster .and swagger about biui, I
I went into the oiUcc and asked if 1 always make up my mind that he is a
would do. The manager said he would coward at heart. And when some peotry me. lie did try me, and it seems ple parade their financial soundness,
I must have have salisticd him, for he the Wall Street animals always snuff
It must have
told me to slay.
rottenness somewhere.
Now it is about this manager and been on this principle that I began to
this paper-box factory that my story, suspect, that Harkness wasn’t so safe
such as it is, will be; and to make after alL
One uigbt I was delayed bv an unlluugs all straight and plain, (a sort ot
oiling up at the start) let me attempt expected break down in gearing, and
to describe them both.
stayed in my cellar long after the girls,
First, then, the manager, Mr. Samuel the clerk, and the fireman had gone,
llarkness, also sole owner of the fac- hard at work tinkering at the engine.
tory. This Mr. Samuel llarkness was No one was in the factory but Harkthe greatest villain 1 ever came across, ness and myself. I do not think be
lie's dead now, poor man, and 1 hate suspected my presence. As I was
to speak ill of those who are gone, taking off ray overalls and fixing up, I
'cause, you sea, its much the same as heard a heavy drag come up to our
claiming behind a man's back ; but he door. There were four or five men
teas a villain all the same.
Not one with it, who were not our regular cartof your story-book villains, either. I men. They jumped out, were let in
have read lots of novels, romances, through the half closed doors of the
and such slut! lately, but I haven't main door above me, and were led upstairs by Harkness. Presently they
seen anything about their villains that
applies to my villain. Theirs are in- reappeared, bearing eases of various
variably thiu, dark meu; of lithe, kin ls of stock, fancy paper, gilding
serpentine motion; with yellow faces, stuff, light machinery and different
straight black hair, and deep-set, odds and ends, with which they loaded
! fugitive eyes. Something of the evil the drag, and then drove off again.
one cropping out at every point.
Why, All was done in such a quiet, mysterij Lord bless you, you'd recognize this ous way, that it was evident that somekind of villain soon as ever you clap- thing wrong was being done. What
ped eyes on him, just as you would a could it be? The men were not robpatent machine, with every bit of metal I hers, for there was Mr. Harkness, and
labeled. My villain wasn’t dark at he sole owner of the factory. A man
all; was tolerably stout, in fact, and does not commit a larceny on his own
1
well-to-do looking ; didn’t squirm a bit; ! property. I couldn’t make it out at
and, to cut this description short, was all.
I started to go. Just as I entered
j just like most anybody else you meet.
When 1 engaged under him, of course I the office from
below, Harkness came
j l didn't know any thing about his vil- in bv the passage w av door from the

ar.
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notice all this. Would it hurt
much when I struck? Would it kill
And that was all.
When I came to, I found
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The Double

you don't want nor expect come tumbling in upon you; when the baby has
scarlet fever, and you haven't crimped
your hair for a week—but an elegant,
very select company of the first people
in society, duly invited and prepared

for.

The only person lobe surprised
her dear Sinclair.
Now, how to manage it? Pretty Mrs.
Hubbard imd a little mosey of iier own
in bank—»o every woman should have,
for use in such emergencies. There was
no serious difficulty in the case,
except
to msnago so important an aflair without the one most interested
receiving
It is a mistake on the
any Pint of it.
part of a man to suppose that woman
was
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WILLIAM A. EVANS.

Counselor &

Ellsworth. Jan’y 1st 1871.

Attorney at Law,
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November 2;#, J87I.
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Street, Boston. Aug. 1st, IMS.
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ail Orders for

Silent, Rasy Running
keystone
MACHINE.

For Elegance in Style and Finish,
perfection
and range of work.
easy operation, this new Ma
chine ha* no superior. It has all the ralnabU
improvements, a splendid tension, la easy to lean
on, very durable, and pay* best lor Agent* to sel
ol any Machine in the market.

Affvutti W'anted.
Address M.

c. IBOCK, General Agent

Sold in Ellsworth
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to

THE NEW 1873.

SEWING

HNHAM,

and Counsellor al Law.

‘■irticular attention given to taking IFeeds, Mortgage**, to.
'p' iat attention devottdxo the collection of de‘
mn
against persons in the County of Hancock*
Office on Main Street,
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S20 Tremont

<1 WIM.HAtl,
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FIRE, MARINE, LIFE AND ACCIDENT

INSURANCE AGENT,
State <f Mill Sts.. Ellsworth, Mr.
v .nr but reliable Companies
represented at this
\geuoy,>ncb as the
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Hanover, Liverpool, Lou do a Ic Globe, German,
Agricultural, Bangor, Girard, Gloucester, Ailemannia A Travelers,
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Human Hair Goods
MANUFACTORY.
J.

H.

CLERGUE,

Assets.#27.000.000,00

!
year* experience in this business warntw me in saying that I can and will make it for
tniere*’ "1 uarties desiring Insurance to
place
ri-ks at this
Agency.
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HOW TO GET RICH !
Kcw :,uy man.

woman,

gir:

or

boy may get rich

H:<>M

FIVE CENTS capital,
TKJi CENTS, and stump for return
postage
A. G. GRIN'DLE,
Address,
Iy~
South Peuobscot, M&iue.
l,:
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tyEnvelope* printed at

der at lowest

prices and in tbe Utteat styles.
8^*The largest manufactory eMl of Boston.
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A

this office.

75 cents per

89~I*eople
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can

distance

tend orders by

mail at a slight expense.
*8“Orders solicited. Address
J.H. CLERGUK,
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Not one of these youngsters who go tc
a scientific school for a few years, and
take a C. E., M. E., or something ol
the kind, and then put on airs aboul
it.
They always atlect to suub us
practical men, but we rather get intc
them when it comes to real woik.
Ol
course, these chaps are well euough it
their way (and that isu’t mine) in getting up artistic drawings and models,
and all that sort of thing. And sometimes they are of some account. There
was
young Hoppin, jvho helped me
with that toggle-joint'' I
originated
the idea ; he put it into shape. 1 made
enough to retire on it, and I did the
square thing by him, if he was a
“scientific man,” so 1 feel perfectly free
to speak my mind about the lot, alwayi
excepting my friend Hoppin.
But this isu’t telling my story.
There’s my wife Bessie (bless her dear
little heart,) always saying I can’t
come to the point without as
many
twists and turns as my own old
machinery. Perhaps she is right. But
then, this is the first time I ever tried
to express myself in print, and I don’t
exactly know how to go about it sc
you must excuse me. That’s reasonable, isn’t it? And besides, I am getting so stout and logy-like, that 1 ain’l
as sharp as I used to be.
My young
acquaintance, who is an editor, oi
some equally useless member of society, has roped me into this scrape,
and ought to help me out; but he
doesn't. All he says is, “Fire away,
old man, and make it short and sweet."
Pm afraid this isn’t telling my story,
either. Prolixity (that’s the word)
comes sort of natural-like to me now.
Let me see. It was sixteen years
ago this summer that I cams to New
York in search of employment. I had
been running an engine in a big tannery in the western part of the state,

1

mem

well

aiong

a nine,

acquainted,

through my work

auu

I

wnen we

used

to

to be

leisurely.

got

hurry

able to
see
her home every day after six
o’clock. Sometimes, too, we used to
go to concerts aud lectures together ;
and very often I found time to visit
them all of an evening. 1 hadn’t said
a word of love to her
yet, but was
waiting till my wages were increased
euough to enable me to keep a home ot
my own, and then ask her to till it. Of
her state of feeling toward me I knew
nothing, except that she looked upon
and trusted me as a brother.
so as

One thing used to rile me, though,
and that was the sneaking sort of
liking that Harkness seemed to have
for her ; aud worse, he showed it
plainly
enough by the way he persecuted her
with his odious attentions whenever he
got the chance. She told me she would
leave the place if she could only get
another.
1 have said that it was sixteen years
ago that I entered the box factory. If
you will take the trouble to subtract,
you will find that makes 1857. It puts
us just in the year of the
great financial
crash. I had been in the factory about
three months, and was getting used to
the geueral run of things; and
though
it was out of my line, and none of my
busiuess, I could not but notice how
slack trade seemed to be.
Rumors of
failures up the street, down the street,
on the corner, at Nos. 35 and 37 over
the way met my ears.
Rumors of
failures past and failures to come.
Rumors of great distress east, west,
and south. Rumors of a threatened
general smash up. Honey men tell
me that when the market'is
tight, it
only needs such a wholesale panic to
bring down every one. It is the apprehension, not the reality that does
the work. But this is not telling my
story, either.

Suddenly
I His face
naiKi.cSo

he tore up the cellar steps.
ten shades paler than

was
an

expression oi uorror was
fixed on his features—an expression of
agony and fear that I shall never forget. It haunts me still. It will stay
by me till my dying day. Poor fellow,
he’s gone, too, since then.
Jim hardly stopped in his wild flight,
as he hoarsely whispered, rather than

cried

“Hundred and ten on the steam
guage ! Safety valve clogged !! Kun
for your, lives !! 1”
I took in the situation at once. Terrible the danger was. The old boiler
was registered at eighty pounds to the
square inch, but we never dared run
higher thau thirty. And a hundred
and ten ! We were standing directly
over it, and
while I hesitated, the
pressnre must be steadily rising. It
Hashed upon me that there might be no
more danger in jumping
down and
pressing the safety valve, than in running away, and in spite of the awful
panic, I had a prejudice against run-

IN'

j!

.*

nil

IU.

Uliv

1.111.

.111**.

Hubbard did.
Siic went around and invited the selected ones iu person, with an injunction
not to alow a. breath to tie breathed
about the atlair to the unconscious personage iu whose honor it w as to he
given. She also went to Delmonieo's
and orered the supper. Then Stic proceeded to Dodworth’e and engaged the
music. And upon flu* mouth of each
and every person engaged in preparation
she placed a seal. Dclmunico understood that the hills were to lie tent to
Mrs.
Hubbard. If* id Worth was hound
over to make no remark, but to have live
members of his hand at Mrs. Hubbard's
house at the appointed hour.
All went merry us a marriage hell.
Not a breath ot suspicion floated in the
n’.r.
Mr. Hubbard Went and camu in

sublime unconsciousness ol the approaching tc-tivilies. The champagne
was delivered at the house
during those

Drugs,

CTT333,

Surprise Party.

vulgar surprise parties—where people

tloor above. He started perceptibly
wlu ii lie saw me, but instantly regained his composure, and said, as coot as

33

a

When Mr. aud Mrs. Sinclair Hubbard
had been married ten years lacking ten
days, the lady look it into her head that
it would be delightful to give her husband a Surprise Party. Not one of your

<

cWn

myself in

Bessie, my

room.

A STOKY OK NEW YOKE LIKE.

ham-SAPOLIO

—

me

Bessie now, hung tenderly over me,
wailing for the light of recognition to
appear in ray fevered eyes.
All was soon told. The boiler must
have hurst the very instant I struck.
Harkncss was killed by
allying piece
of machinery ; the would-be murderer
bail exchanged places with his victim,
for I, strange as it may seem, was dug
out of the ruins alive, and
got oir with
only a broken arm. (rod forgive him.
Bessie insists that if it hadn't been
or the accident, I should never
have
“spoken out.” So after all, it was a
blessing in disguise.

I

j labeled.

me

outright!

|

And now for the factory itself. It
j
I "as a somewhat dilapidated thc-storj
you please :
buck concern.
Kugiuc iu cellar (most
••Ah!
you’re late llill. What’s
uii-urpa-^ed by all Cosmetic* known.
every manufacturer bad his own power wrong to-day ? Hope you won’t blow
In Memoriam.
then, instead of just belting on to the j us up for a week or so yet. We’re doone
have been few more beuutitul tiootiu
[There
big engine of the block, as they do ing a staving business, Hill." (ltliiuk
t
1*) cent* j-vr
Ale and every
than this written. It was on reading it that low
II. II. OKIE .V CO.,
;) ollice and samples, first floor ; 1 see him now. "washing his hands
body should hare it. You w.ll like it.
Plenties
: “< >no might almost wish
*aid
Georg**
-I)«alcr*
into die, if he knew that so beautiful a tribute aclipping and folding machines, second with invisible soap in imperceptible
DON'T FAIL TO TRY THESE GOODS, this would be written to his memory. ”]
floor ; girls (lasting, sorting and trim- water." with that self-satisfied, hyBuy it of your merchant if he haa it or will
Chi the bo#om of a river.
ming. on third floor ; stock of all sorts pocritical leer on his face.) "Just scut
procure* it ter yen if not. then wnta for our
Where the sun unloosed its quiver
Ship ShAsilerr, Carriage Stoci,
on the
fourth ami fifth.
We used to a load of line boxes down to the H’injPaampiet **AIT about Sapolio,” and it w«il be
the starlight gleamed forever,
And
mailed free
Fishermen*.- Gomls am] Groceries.
turn out an immense deal of Work with
ed Arrow. She sails to-morrow, so we
bailed a ves.#< 1 light aud free.
t:\ocn
Also Agmts fur
YiouGAirs so*s.
Morning dew-drop^ hung like manna.
very few hands. There were uliout had to ship in a hurry. Five boxes;
the
On
of
bright
folds
her
banner,
20 PAliK PLACE, .V. r.
A nu ricnn
Powder
twenty-five or so girls, the manager, and a beautiful vessel, Hill. Good
Co.,
And the zephyrs ro*e to fan her,
his clerk and ollice-boy, a man to hoist
eowly.IT
Softly to the radiant sea.
!.
slaim. June iilh, 1*7.;
6n»o2»'>
niglit to you.” "Good night, sir,"
and do odd jobs, the fireman, and uiy- said 1. and left.
At her
a pilot beaming
prow
In
th nu#h of youth stood dreaming.
self. Kxccpl when stock was taken iu,
ii. v. cun-: .sc co..
As I went up the street, another dray
And he was iu glorious seeming
j or work sent out, there was nobody passed, driven towards the factory.
Wtuksale dealer* in
Like an angel from above.
else in the building.
Through hi# hair the breeze# sported
1 had the curiosity to turn and watch
Aud a- on the wave he floated,
1 generally kept to my own business, to see whether it, too, stopped there.
oft that pilot, angel throated.
and staid down in the cellar, nursing It did, and when 1 reached the corner
Warbled lay# of ho]ie and love.
Crockery, Wooden Ware, 4c.
the old engine. She sadly needed it, of Hroadway, 1 stopped and looked
Through those looks #o blithely flowing
j
n:n. .**•
-liinE J .me i'»th. *71.
Bud# of laurel bloom were blowing.
beiug as ricketty and patched up a back once more. There, in the darkAnd his hands soon Were throwing
contrivance as one cares to stay along- t cuing twilight, the same process of
I ‘ATENTS.
Music from a lyre of gold.
side of. She always reminded me of hurried loading was being repeated.
Swiftly down the stream he glided,
S>ft the purple wave* divided.
Win. IranUliii Vain.
] some old people you see, who are It seemed to be all right. Harkncss
And a rainb-,w an h divided
On hi# canv as’ snowy fold.
always in ueed of a (rectorial for a was there, out somehow, I wasn't quite
AND
cough, or a liuimeul for rheumatism, satisfied. Trimming machines are not
Anxious hearts with fond devotion
at Law, and Solicitor of Patents.
j
DR. GRAVES’
1
Watched him sailing to the ocean.
or something or other.
This engine tiue assoi ted gilt edged boxes, by any
llines Block. IT Main fetreet,
Praved that never wild commotion
of mine was in such a state that the manner of means, you kuow. And l
Me.
’Mid the element# might rise.
IIANGOR,
And be seemed like some Apollo
always wauled easing somewhere, a knew it too. though, very likely, old
WILL
summer wind# to follow,
DO
IT.
Charming
rivet here, a plug there, new slutling, Harkuess didn’t give me credit for beT.
oo-ooi).
Dr.
While the water flag*# carol
Trembled to his music sigh#.
| more felling, or a baud around the ing so well posted. Well, if I couldn't
GIVE IT A TRIAL,
whole boiler. From boiler to fly-wheel settle the question, the next best thing
Surgeon
7
But those purple waves enchanted,
she was ricketty, ricketty.
liut there was to give it up. And give it up L
AND YOU WILL BE CONVINCED.
Rolled beside a city haunted
OFFICE. GRANITE BLOCK.
By an awftil spell that daunted
was no present danger to be appredid.
ELLSWORTH.MAENE.
Every corner to the shore.
The Heart Regulator ha* been recommended
hended: all was safe enough with
Night shade# rare the air encumbered,
Next morning 1 went over, as usual,
by
many physicians, and is allowed by all
1
And the pale marble statue numbered
the l)ei.:al»Pr*»ft*siun
irried who know its value to be
proper care and attention. There was to the factory. Jim, the stoker, open1
just what we claim it
in
-i -ubM.intial manner, and at price*
Where
the
lotus eaters slumbered,
—a < ’lire for Heart Disease.
I bad to exercise that same ed the doors
the rub.
.in petition.
Aud woke to life no more.
always, us he had to be
For circular- of testimonials, kc., address
care and attention all the time.
proper
the
-ole
Then there rushed with lightning quick- :
early to tend to the tires, which we
agent,
A Perfect Set of Teeth for $20!
liut if 1 was so occupied, 1 could not banked
ness
every night. I expected to
pruduccd bv the use *>f Johnston FRANK K. INGALLS, CONCORD. N. II.
O’er his face a mortal sickness.
help meetingflhe girls now and thin in see Jim. but was much surprised when
I
n*-\v' apparatus and
Liquid Nitrous Ox*
the dew in fearful thickness
Aud
mi
imr.c Ether. The lrecring ol the
Price $1 j»er Bottle. For sale by our agent*.
the passage-wav. Most of them were 1 saw Harkncss. This time it was he
Gathered o’er his tcmide fair.
l'ully perlormed and tee lb extracted 1
! of the
And there* swept a dying murmur
common sort—coarse, vulgar
unit pain.
4411
who came up through the cellar door
S. D. WIGGIN &. CO., Druggiats,
1
Through the lovely Southern summer.
creatures, that I never could abide, 1 Slid 1
Mam st„ Ellsworth*
lyr.l
As the beauteous pilot comer
through the other. As before,
HARD
TIMBER
liut there was one little pale-faced girl we met
Perished by that city there.
unexpectedly. Now it was my
I took to straight olf. J'he wasn't a lturn to be
X.
FOWTKU’S
M.
Still rolls on that radiant river.
surprised. He was intenseAnd the sun unbinds his quiver.
bit like the others, and seemed as nice
v
pale, and seemed much agitated.
Hard Pine Plank, Hard Pine Flooring
And the sunlight streams forever
j and quiet, and lady-like, as they were ; With a strong effort of the will he
On its bosom as before.
AND STEP BOARDS,
But the vessel’s rainbow banner
j noisy and common. As I said, I took : strove to conceal his strange manner.
The sub-criber keeps constantly on hand and
Greets no more the gay Savanna,
to her,
and she—well, she didn’t He endeavored to
J. Brooks’ MilFOR SALE BY STETSON & POPE. for -ale. at the Rooms over Mary
speak calmly, and
And the pilot*# lute drop# manna
linery More.'opposite U. k b. K. Whitings’,) a
IVe got to be I half succeeded.
snub me.
altogether
«
On
the
MrWharl tnd D k F..
nter of E. Street
purple wave* no more.
of
good
supply
in
Office No. 10 Mate Street, Boston.
4C
j fast friends soon. She told me the j "Hill,” said he, "Jim has tended to
COFFINS
tale of her sad life : how her father the
engine, its all right;-come outside
GEO. P. CLARK 4
had been a prosperous mechanic, ami
with me, I want to talk to you.”
A
SHIP BKOKEia,
they had lived in such a dear little
He turned to the cellar door and
home ; how the father died, and lett shouted ;-Jim, come
N
up, come up at
her, a mere mite of a thing, iu charge once. Huu over to Mr. Hreut’s priD
of her feeble mother and baby sister ;
COMMISSION MERCHANTS
vate house—you kuow wuerc that is—
An Engineer’s Tarn.
and bow sbe contrived to get along and and tell him not to discount that bill
X'o. 16-i State Street,
CASKETS
keep grim famine from the door on the to-day. He quick 1”
ALBERT WILLIAMS, JR.
which will be fitted up at short notice.
pittance of her earnings. Whenever 1
"Yes sir, coming,” sung out Jim,
BOSTON.
AUo,
:::0O0::
could, without making a fuss, I helped
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hours when the gentleman waplace ol business.
■Ten days flew bv, and the
morning of
the anniversary dawned as bright and
morning
at Ids

tine as heart could desire.
Mis. Hubhard s spirits, somewhat depressed by
the anxiel4Best all should not he suecessIni as she desired, arose to a degree of
buoyancy when she opened her eves npI on the beautiful day.
When she descended to the break fast-is mm there lay
her
a
upon
plate delightfully suggestive
morocco ease, which she
hastily opened,
an
exclamation of rupture us
uttering
she beheld a handsome set ot diamonds.
Ot course she hugged and kissed her

darling Sinclair, leeliug doubly glad to
think "I the happy surprise she had iu
store lor

He, too,

him.

spirit-.

j
j

was

iu excellent

As lie kissed hot
iu the hall, before
going down town, be asked her if she

could not have dinner at live instead of
six that afternoon. This jit-t suited her,
and she assured him that she could.
‘But, Sinclair, you do not think of
going out on our
she asked, alarmed

anniversary night?at

the idea that he

might absent himself when

most want-

j ed.

lie

colored deeply, and stammered,
*1 shall not go out unless
you
accompany me, to be sure, Lizzie.’
‘Ob, my dear, I think it would be so
much nicer to pass the evening at home
—(fiiietly, at home, you know?’
’\ cry well, my precious,’ lie ausyvrcd.
rather dubiously. ‘But 1 should like
y ou to wear your diamonds to
grutily
your husband.’
‘1 will dear, yvith the greatest
pleasure
imaginable.’
Then they kissed again, and Lizzie
danced through the ball, thinking to
herself, ‘I can dress as much as I please
now, without exciting his suspicions.
He will think lam dressing for him',’
His present of the diamonds caused
her to be even more extravagant then
she liad intended to be; she sent out lor
a large
quantity ot flowers to be made

-ayiug:

■ lit

Mini

gfiitl

Sit

nt

shim..

c*..l_I-

»!...»

evening.

•I will invent some errand which will
take Sinclair out ol the house from seven
until nine. Our friends will be here
by that lime, tor I obtained their promises to be punctual. They will be
sure to come early in order to
his

enjov

surprise.’
It

was

rather a

bard; although
the afternoon
the new dress

long day

to Mrs. Hub-

she contrived to spend
comfortably in trying on

which arrived jtislalter
luuch—a party dress of white silk aud
puffed tulle almost as bride-like as her
wedding-dress—and in having her beautiful dark hair dressed in the height of

style.
Outing

the

lunch she had summoned the
three servants aud told them of the
Surprise Party, under the sternest secrecy; they were to have the dressingrooms in order, the
dining-room tu
readiness for delmouico’s men; and the
whole house was to be lighted as
bymagic when the time came for her to
the
give
signal.
•Could she trust to their discretion not
to let the master get a hint of what was

going on?’
At first, instead of
ning.
answering, they
I looked down from the doorway, looked at each other,
exchanging comical
aud
the
significant glances; they put
upon
trembling, paut^iig, struggling steam demon beneath. The their hands up to their mouths and
their
toes into
dug
the carpet, ensafety valve apparatus was in plain
ding by bursting into a simultaneous
sight.
giggle.
From, the end of the letter hung sever‘Well, said the lady, frowning a little,
al huge links of chain.
does it seem so very funny to
you,girls?
“I don’t think I'm a coward—usualOh. es it, do, mum, Anally auswered
the
at
I
am
I
know
not.
parlor
maid,
her
But
best
not to
least,
trying
ly,
that evidence of villainy took me all giggle again; it do seem rather tunny.
The master will be awful
aback. 1 staggered aad clung feebly
surprised,
mum! O Lordy, its a good
joke! aud
to the lintel tor support. The words
seemed forced out of me, and not uttered vith my volition:
“Yoj scoundrel. You’d steal your
insuraice, would you?”
A sudden vindictive push sent me
headloig. As I fell I heard a demoniac laugh.
“’Peich, if you want to!”

the three crammed their
aprons in their

mouths.
‘You seem to enjoy it so
much, I trust
you will do all you can to help me along
with it.'
‘Indade we wull, mum,’ broke in the
watter-glrL ‘Exchuse our laughing. U
struck us as to tunny. l>a! you needn't
be afraid to trust tu. Patent
wringers
couid’ut equeeaa it oat of as.’

could-1

Avoiding a direct reply, she slipped
her hund into his arm, and they di
I scendcd together.
As soon as they
J were out of sight, Mary turned a blaze
of light on in the two front chamber*
and the upper hall. The lower part of
the house was already brilliantly illuminated. The sweet perfume of flowments.
ers met them halfway. Still, Sinclair,
But as Mrs. Hubbard went
up stairs much to his wife’s satisfaction made
to try on her dress, she heard a scream no remark.
He seemed oblivious to
ot laughter from the three. She much
all the strange changes he saw about
wondered what could be the matter.
him.
Mr. Hubbard was home, and the dinTen men, with musical instruments,
ner served
punctually at five o’clock.— stood iu the
back half of the broad
It was ait ordinary dinner, and Mrs.
Hubbard thought her spouse felt slight- hall, partially concealed by the stairs.
ed because she had not ordered a handThey were divided into two groups of
somer repast; but she knew that she
five each, and appeared to be insanely
would bo forgiven when the event of
glaring at each other.
the evening developed itself.
Quite a
•Those fellows have come too soon,’
lively dialogue occurred between the
two before they left the table.
thought Mrs. Hubbard, in silent dis‘How nicely youi hair is dressed,
‘They will spoil it all. Ten of
my may.
them, tool And I’m positive 1 only
love,’ remarked Mr. Hubbard.
‘It can t be that he suspects
anything.’ spoke for five!’
she thought; adding aloud, ‘Vos, dear;
But Sinclair apparently never deMonsieur Tcte aid it. You said I must
tected their presence. He rather hurwear my diatnouds for
your sake; and ried his
I am going to put them on
step, and they entered the
presently.’
‘Do, Lizzie. Dress yourself just as front parlor.
‘Mercy !’ thought the wife, ‘I shall
prettily as you can. I will take it as
be ruined.
Here are at least twice as
a proof of vour continued atTectiou.’
many flowers ns I ordered !’
•I shall be delighted to
please you,
Yes, the costly, delicate things
Sinclair. Of course I’m not as
nretty haunted
as I was ten
every nook. Their odor made
but
I
wil'l’—
years ago,
‘Lizzie, you are even more beautiful the air sweet as a June day : but Mr.
Hubbard did not notice them, any—to me.’
‘My foolish boy! can this be so? If more than he had the musicians. LizI were on that side of the table I’d kiss zie looked up to him curiously. He
[ was looking down at her curiously,
you twenty times. But, Sinclair’—
i Neither made any remark. They walk“What is it, Lizzie?’
ed up and down the floor once or twice.
•I have been thinking that it has been j
Then the door-bell rang, and they
a long time since
you have called on halted as
by one impulse. Some perthat sick artist. It will take me a
j
sons flitted up
the stairs. Again—
while
to
dress
good
; suppose you go
more bell, more people Hitting up the
sec how he is getting
along. I shall stairs.’ Still the husband and wife
i not complain if you do not
get home said not a word to each other. Both
until nearly nine o'clock.’
were smiling to themselves,
l’eopie
‘1 wouldn’t go out this
evening for were crowding up the stairs, and presa thousand dollars.
Besides, our arI cully begau to crowd down again.
tist has sailed for Italy, with the
help
The first four who entered were Mr.
of friends.”
and Mrs. lVggins and their two daughj •I'm so afraid you’ll aol tired of »»li. tuo—i nuiu uiu-iasuiuucu
peopic,
for ait', darling, 11 takes
; ing
ages to whom Mrs. Hubbard had
forgotten to
dress.’
invite. finite aware that she had not
“I really shall not mind it,
dearest, invited them, she gazed upon the
I have a new magazine.’
with astonishment ;but nowise abashed,
‘lint you look quite pale, love.
advanced
with
good-natured
\ on are confined to theoiliee too close- they
smirks, which only increased when
A
little walk will do you good.”
ly.
they beheld her surprise.
•In the night-air, Lizzie'’
!
“Didn’t expect us, did you?” •'aid
i he waiter-girl stood iiehind her
Mrs. Pegging contentedly.
master.
Mrs. Hubbard, looking
“Indeed 1 did not,'’ was the answer,
up,
in her perplexity, saw that she was on while ill
fair hostess inwardly wished
the very edge of an
explosion, her thev hud chosen some otlur evening tor
|
apron in her mouth. She frowned, and t heir v i.-it.
| the
Hut her own invited guest began *■
giri recovered herself from the come in
and take up her attention, un
brink of the giggle.
occasionally among them appeared some
I
Tiring the cottee !’ commanded the unbidden guest, w hile one and all were
mistress, severclv.
in the 1110*1 liilariou> spirits, smiling to
‘No, iodada, mo, that they
n'tl’ asserted the cook.
‘Very well. If you keep the secret
and do all you can to have things go oil
well, you shall each have a handsome
present.’
The servants each retired, solemnly
promising that everything should l>e in
readiness in their respective depart-

j

As tlie

the extent of a broad grin. Still not one
remark from Sinclair*
llea-ked no exThen
planation of the phenomenon.
the musicians began to tune up.
What
was the matter with the music?
There
was a most hoi iDie discord. Five seem
ed to he playing agaiop,and five a waltz.
“What iu thunder is the row with the
music?” muttered Mr. Hubbard to him'elt.
“I thought Drafulla was alvv.ivcorreet.’
it is not Drain I la; if is Dodworth,"
said Lizzie, who overheard his exclama-

girl brought in the 'fragrant

Mocha,* she

heard the wile say: T
have taken a great
fancy for some
chocolates, dearie. Can’t you
go down
to Maillard's and get me some:'
‘Maillard’s?
l’wo miles to brim'
I do believe”
you some chocolates!
Lizzie, you want to get rid of me.'
This intimidated the
lady from making any more suggestions at that moI tie two finished their dessert
ment.
and adjourned to the library.
They
sat tm-re a short time,
looking over
the evening papers.
It was after six
o'clock, and Mrs. Hubbard was extremely uneasy. The words swam before her eyes ; she hud not the least
idea ol what she was reading.
She j
was so atraid the llowers would arrive
before she got rid of Sinclair. And
how to get rid of him was the
ques-

tion

“How the dickens do you know thatr
he asked la r.

“liecauMe l”—She hesitated,ami

some

friend* coining up, prevented the
necessity of her explaining.
The discord in the music became so
alarming that the master of the house
was about to step into the hail, when
the dining-room gil l came, elbowing her
way through the crowd.
‘Mire, sir,’ said she, looking ha
tion.
and
frightened
wholly
delighted,
He appeared about as
‘there’s throuble in the diniu’-room.
fidgety as she. Them
black
waiteas
is
a pullin’ om*
He rusttled his paper, got
up auil
walked hack and forth, sat down anoder's wool that hard I’m afraid fur
the dishes an’
sir.
Won’t \ <•
again, and finally looking over the top come in an settle’vittles,
cm ?
of his Erenimj J’ont, lie said :
Oli, mercy ! thought, poor Mrs. Hub'Lizzie, dear, havn't yon forgotten hard. What will become ol uiy pleasant
about dressing ?’
surprise? 1 didn't know vvaiteis ever
more

1

■

—

•Oh,

uo, Sinclair !

minute.’

I’m

going

this misbehaved.

Devoutly she wished that her precious Sinclair belonged to a club, ami
was going to it that
It
very evening.
vvonld be easy to send a mes-. ^er
after him when the time came for desiring his presence. Hut he had been
too devoted a husband to join a club.
T am going up to my dressing-room,
too, Lizzie. \ou need not burry at
all about your toilet. I have some
new handkerchiefs to
mark, and shall
not be down until eight o’clock.’

Sinclair, said she, y«-u
will have to speak to them.
I shall info-til Delmonico that this is not just the
thing.

Delmonico? echoed he. The supper
is from Purcell’s.
At that, two or three dozen o?' guest-*
, who were standing near enough to hear,
1
began to laugh, with their handkerchiefs
to their mouths.
‘Youare mistaken,dear,* said the lady,
I
i very sweetlv, but decidedly: 'll is quite
likely 1 know fromwlmm 1 ordered the
supper for my Surprise Party.’
Your Suprise Party/’ exclaimed her

|

husband.
‘Why, yes. Whose did you think it
Mrs. Hubbard’s countenance brightwas?’
ened. If he only would stay up stairs
“I thought it was mine, my love.’
an hour or two, ail would come out
“Yours, Sinclair?”
splendidly. She lingered behind, al“why, ot course. Whoes else should
lowing him to precede her up the lit be? Didn't you observe how I c<»nstairs, while she whispered to Mary, trived that you should be prettily dressthe parlor maid, to attend to the re- ! ed ’*this evening?”
You contrived? repeated the wife,
ception and placing of the flowers in

mechanically.

ana
dining-room. \Y lien
“Don't you understand it vet, mv
in the midst of dressing, a ucarr
"It is you who <lo not understand it,
ring of the bell caused her to step
lightly into the hall, and looK over the my love. This is my party. 1 gave ii.
balusters, to see if it heralded the to surprise you.”
‘T am very much surprised, Lizzie,
flowers. Her husband opened the
door of his room and also intended to j At least, you cannot pretend that you
ordered the>e flowers and the rooms to
peep, but he dodged back when he be lighted?”
saw her.
Indeed 1 did—and the music.
1 be music!
‘Hubbic, dear,’ said she, goiug to
Lizzie, I engaged tlio
his door,‘promise not to go down un- music—Grafulla’s.
It was If oil worth's I
til I call for you.’
engaged.
Ai that instant
something crashed so
‘All
came the cheerful
me

she

parlors
was

right,’

pouse.
After that there

res

loudly in the dining-room that the
t excited ample heard the noise, and
in- I then, lor the first lime, became cou-

was an almost
of door-bells. Mrs.
Hubbard grew hurried and excited.
She would have been certain that her
guests were beginning to arrive in advance of the hour,
only that she knew
Mary would come and inform her, il
such was the fact.

cessant

ringing

I
i

scions

that

crowding

the

wuole

around

tug with intense

Lizzie,

company was
beam-

them,every face

delight.

said the husband, solemnly,
understand that vou are giving me
a Surprise?
Yes, Sinclair. Do 1 understand that
you are giving me a Sutprise?
Yes, darling.
before eight she
Did
invite our

About a quarter
took a good look at herself in her mirror, preparatory to goiug down stairs.
She could not fail to see that she was
looking beautiful. The rich, soft flowing white dress was extremely becoming, and its elegance was greatly enhanced by the uew diamonds—her
husband’s costly' gift. In her rich,
dark hair she wore a single white rose,
and as she moved away from the glass,
she looked stately as a queen. Tire
flush of anticipation on her cheek*
made her more lovely than usual.
Her heart beat quite fast as she knocked at Siuclair’s doof. He, too, was in
full evening dress, as he came out,
with a rosebud in his buttonhole.
‘In your honor,
darling,’ he said,
smiling at her surprised look. ‘How
glorious you look, Lizzie! All out
friends ought to see you
to-night, la
not that a new dress 'f

d» 1

I

you
I did.
Did

triends?

you?
Y'es, and pledged them

to secrecy.
say we did not keep outpledge, cried the company, and then
! here was an universal burst of
laughter.
Above n all arose the crash of
china,
i Mr.
Hubbard, followed bv his wife and
c" b tends hurried
back into the (lin!?
ing room. Ten waiters—five hold of
°»e end ol t he
long table cloth, five hold
I ot the other, each
party quarreling for
Y

its

|
)

ou

cannot

right.

What is this? asked the master of the
house.
We were sent here from
Deltnouico's,
sir, We have our orders.
We weic sent here from Purcell’s
Them fellows have no business here
sir, and we’ll break their heads.
The house servants stood by, grin-

ning and giggling.
Peace, lellowsl said Mr. Hubbard.
Get along as well as you cau
together,
and 111 give you each a
dollar extra before you go. The fact
is, I begin to

The Hooue Bon.
percieve that I hi* is a complete success
—what yon might call a Double
Sur-1 The Iioosac Mountain has been perpri-e.
forated. Light has been let through the
And so It wa«.
If there was double
expense, there was also double fun.
The two bands agreed to plav alternately ; the double provision of flowers made
She room double beautiful; while the
double ‘'upper, furnishing such a plentitttde of the choicest delicacies, contributed its quota toward* the pleasure
nod flue spirits of all interested in the
Double Surprise Party. However, when
the next anniversary- arrived, although
there w as a brilliant gathering of their
fricuds. it was remarked that nobody
was
surprised!—[Qodey't Lady't Book.

Correspondence.
Lettir from

heart of this raountain of rock. The com
pletlonofthe tunnel is a thing of days.
Massachusetts has the honor of building
tiie Mont Cents of America. Iler enterprise and sagacity and perseverance deserve recognition and praise.
She Iras
done a work of which the nation may well
The

leys

iloosac Mountains divided the val-

They

each ether.

height of three
places, and form a

rise to

thousand feet In some

a

the West.
of

They

Western

turned the great currents
from their eastern

traffic

gether, and unite in the universal rendering of thanks to the Giver of all good.

and build up Kew York at the ex
pense of Boston. The Rostou anil Albany
Railroad climbed over the range by picking

course
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Still the

freightage refused to make the ascent
That line of nigged, romantic hills stood

and loved it from early youth, and felt Its
peculiar sacredness ag'tbe family holiday,
the day devoted to home joys and the ties

the great
harvest Helds and inter.is! markets of the
nation, and dwarfed the city that has

directly

up their enthusiasm about a SUore
l.ine Kail Koad from the Penobscot to the
St. Croix. The Directors of the Company

keep

asking the towns

to vote

in

between

reuioviug

1'his

Boston

and

of kindred, which become all 'he dearer
and closer from this bond, which we hope
may oever be loosed.
The general

was

happiues*
by

of the

day

must

have been unshared

the poor fellow,
who yesterday expiated Ills crime ol murder upon the gallows. One thing tiie murderously inclined people of the District

that massive obstructions.

so long ago as 1835.
Tiie
feasibility of tunnelling tins mountain was

eight

be;to thejcltizens

of other part* of the country, quite what
it is to one from the North, m ho has known

Shore Line.
always had a giant’s ambition. Tiie hope
Washington County friends still of Boston and Kastcrn Massachusetts lay

Our

day

can never

its way

through depressed and favoring
localities, but tiie great bulk of Wester*

THURSDAY, DECEMBER i, 1873.

seen

per cent, discussed
year after year, the converts to must have discovered
by this time. ». t.
ot their valuation for the construction of
the scheme steadily increasing meanwhile.
that hanging is not out of fa-hion, and
a 3 1-2
teet gauge. It is thought that the
Finally, in 1848. the Troy and Greenfield crime may meet its deserts even unto death
Washington County towns w ill do so.
Railroad undertook the job, but without —he met his late
with coolness, and proIt must he confessed.however, that there
counting the cost. In 1853 the Legisla- fessed to have faith io the future and hope
is more doubt about the action of the iianture of the State loaned two millions to
that his sins were furgivcu fur the sake of
eock County towns, and particularly Ellstiie Company towards completing the
Jesus, who died to save sinners. While
worth. It is not that there is any less zeal
work. But the enterprise met with various one would not he
sacriligiuus enough to
for a railroad communication, nor that our
unlooked-for obstructions. It was found
limit the grace of God to any mortal, is
people arc not willing to pay for a railroad. to be a heavier load than any cor|<oration there
not too much encouragement
to
Tiie necessity for the road and of paying
could carry. Then the State, which had crime in thus
making the gallow s the highfeelIs
a
lor it are both recognized.
There
become committed to the undertaking,
to Heaven, ami allowing condemned
ing. however, that a false start has been took it lip in earnest, and for a dozen years way
criminals to vaunt their sins, and boast of
made in the matter. Some 17 months ago. she lias
struck the blows and fired the
their immediate entrance into glory 7 \V ill
our people were assured by the Directors
trains, until at last yesterday afternoon there be
any fewer murders tor such a
t hat a stock subscription of *67>.0o0 by Ells,
she let a streak of dayligltt through the
I spectacle?
worth and a corresponding one by other
mountain's heart. Tiie aperture Is four
Free « uba is exciting less Interest now
towns would ensure the immediate buildmiles and three-quarters long through
that the cloud of war is not so threatening
iug of the road. A public meeting was solid rock, which is two-thirds tiie length
as at one time, and the
Spanish govern"
held hare at which two of tire Directors
of the Mont Cenis tunnel. Tho roadway
ment leans toward moderation and peaceheld oot most tlatteriug assurances. Tha
be
will
twenty four feet wide and twenty- ful counsels. The
* Tty
young republic should
consequently voted the flbo.oOO, but six feet high, and tile completed work u ill
not quarrel with lu elder;
thereby risking
was
scarcely- had this been done, wiien it
cost about twelve million dollars.
So
its ow n destruction as a republic, and shakwhispered that a blunder had been made, much Massachusetts
foresight, persistency, ing the foundations of renubli. ani-m in the
and that more money was rcuuired to
auu grit nave none so overcome one inold world which are ai best none too strong.
make a construction contract. At any
surmountable obstacle to the success ol'
That America catt avenge any insult to its
rate no contract was made as promised by
her capital. The completion of this cateitlag, is very certain, and, should it be necthe Directors, and not a foot ot ground lias
prise opens Boston to the trade of the essary. no doubt prompt measures would
been broken.
West, and makes her a rival of New York he taken
by the coming Congress (o preAnother circumstance is having more or
as an importing
and exporting capital.
pare for u ar. but better la peace, and so
less influence, esjieeially since Bangor deWith her line facilities lor loading ami unthink tlie '|Hiwers that be" evidently. The
clines having anything to do with tile
loading ears at the wharves, with none of terms agreed to
by the Spanish governroad. Hancock County has almost no
the expensive handling and trucking to
ment are sufficient to satisfy tlie most exvoice in the direction, at any rate only half
which all our freights are sul^evtral, anil
acting. and w hen the errand is rctm-tuheras much as Bangor, which has two Direcher admirtble location in other r- jKH tcl upon which tlie yirgiuiu* went. Its hontors. w Nile Washington County absorbs
for a foreign commerce, and the extrusive
orable return seefu» almost a marvel, and
five. The Hancock Director is a gentlemanufactories of all kinds at her very
the Custelar administration wins honor for
man of intelligence and enterprise, but he
doors, she certainly has advantages of no
itself.
is only one ol nine in the Board. This inmean order.
The sagacity and enterprise
But every other matter shrink* into inwill
need
to
he
rectified
before
the
equality
In* merchants and leading men have
significance In comparison with the assemHancock towns will pull very heartily.—
shown in planning and carrying through
bling of the magnates of tlip laud on tlie
The anomaly of two Bangor directors in a
this mighty work in the face of great d:t!lcoming Monday. Candidates for the variroad that is not to touch Bangor ought to
eulties. no le-s than in re-building their
ous offices, are in force, and each man has
be corrected.
city after a most destructive conflagration, iiis clt mule of
We fear tire present programme will
admiring friend* to wish
and enlarging its lines to take in the terrihim -access, and reap the advantages of it
prove a little faulty. It seems that the
of
that
to
tory
population
really belongs
aflerw ards.
whole subscription and loan will he absorbIt, are the l»e»t possible pledges of her
1 hat Mr. Biaine i* to be the Speaker ot
ed by the Construction Company. Land
renewed growth and prosperity and intin* Forty-third Congress is generally condamages are unprovided for. and they w ill creased
influence.—[jMily Grajduc.
ceded. and no better one could be found
he considerable in a road 115 miles
long,
among them all to till the responsible posiThe
Shore
Line.
so
running through
many villages.
I.apd
tion. ilou. Horace M lyuard liaa a
As many in this City are still making
owner* will he greedy in spite of public
strung
inquiries as to the plan by which the follow ing, but not sufficiently so to wiu the
opinion.
race.
As for the oilier candidates, they
The late of the Knox A Lincoln K. II. Shore Llue llailroad is to he constru tedare

convinces
to

that

us

Calais, ol the

independently

a

line from

narrow

can

never

we

Bucksport

will

once

more

refer to the

must

subject.

Company

the Bonds. It must he operated in connection with some existiug road, by lease

on

to

build the Bangor and Calais

Towns and cities on the line of the road
in bona /Lie stock subscription

otherwise. We believe, too, that assistance from some existing road will he

to take

necessary ;in the construction of this. If the $3,000 per mile; the New York Construcroad was to be a iquir only, the narrow tion Company to lake In bona fid' stock
gauge might do but if it is to be a bidder $3,000 per mile (the amount being equal.)
Then they propose to build a first-class
lor through busiuess it must have the cus3 1-2 feet gauge road at $20,000 per mile,
tomary gauge.
to

We trust the Directors

w ill not pres* the
present when railroad securities
arc ill such had Oder.
There will be t revival presently, and in the meantime we

fully equip

it

with all the

Committee to prepare a bill for
the repeal of the Salary Increase.
Mr. Hale gave notice in the House, im-

amount

mediately after the drawing of

take stock in the

seats,

of stock

necessary

ladies !—no such bargains are to be had
here, and tlie feminine mind mourns over
the sorry lack, but mu-t indulge in the

lux,
bargain,

urics without tlie added glory of a
consequently they show qq token of hard
limes on their lovely selves, aud shine radi»
aut for conquest.
Yours.
X.

Letter from Boston.
Th

hand in the good work.

mks'jitnoj

Thonwis' i
Orchestra—.1 Complimentary He nett— \
!’■ rental—Lyceum Xotes—The Xete Lowell Depot.

to b

per
Calais

tie should introduce and press for an early cent, of the valuation of 1«70.
passage a hill of repeal. There is some would take 1.210 -hares of stock in the
hope that this iniquity may be blotted out Company, being its proportion.
This
and we rejoice that Maine men are to have amount voted by Calais will insure the
a

from

tlie

required.

Coinpauy equal

r

Beautiful toilettes appear on The street,
one hear* wonderful tales
of^lbe pauic
prices ruling the X. Y. tuarket—Alas for

It is found that in order to raise the sum
required, towns and cities must vote to

that

one-armed soldi,

and

rolling stock, to build all sidings, de|>o[st
wood-sheds, station-houses, turn-tables,
switches.
water-tanks,
engine-houses,
can belter determine what is the best
poli- fencing. Ac., aud everything which is recy for the .Shore Line.
quired to build and equip, and put in running order, a first-class road, and to take
The Salary Bill.
in payment for the balance due for buildThe caucus of Kepublicaus in Congress ing said road, the bonds of the company at
Monday night, appointed Mr. Kaason. Mr. So cents on the dollar; to commence as
Tremaine, Mr. Butler. Mr. Thomas, and aoon as the towns aud cities raise the
a

a

party at heart, which it must have for ila
own sake—nous rcrroHS.

matter at

Mr. Hale

in favor of

are

nor

Ohio, say tlie yuid unties, who are sup|>ojed
to know.
This Congress has much work
to do. and much to uudo of the previous
term, if it lias tlie good of tlie Republican

Shore Line llailroad:

or

give up tile attempt,

try to rival
Ca*-ar. For To-:master of the House, tlie
candidates .ire numerous, hut the chances

The follow ing is the substance of the proposition made by ihe New Y ork Construction

gauge. operated
pay the Interest

at

Myron W. Whitney, the

Senttnoe of the

uur

Diy—Theodore

JkisUjD Conetpoftdent.j
1*0*10*. I>ec. i»t. i&73.

—

—

Of all tlie days in tlie year. I believe that
1 hank-giving day is the gladdest and most
merry. It is then, that all who have homes

building of the road, and the builders only

The

We regret that this hand will soon be
lost to ns forever, as this is. Thomas' fare
well sesson, aud the last whiter that he
will bold the conductors baton over that
corps of distinguished artists.
COMPLIMENTARY BSScVir.

liberty, on account of the weakness of azine publishing. they
havajsold tbelr perihuman nature, to be as lenient as
justice | odicals. the Atlantic
would allow.
Monthly and Every
But your crime was differ- 1
to Hurd A Houghton.
\ on took a solemn oath to
whom Mrs. S. brought from London with cut.
protect Saturday,
anti *
The Rev.
her.) by ex-Governor C'lsttim, lion. A. H. is, in up port the constitution. That oath
Mr. Orsay. a Methodist
tne
of God, perjury. Yon beBice and many other distinguished citizens came a sight
plunderer, the greatest perhaps clergyman of Branford, Conn., Is frescoing
of Boston. The platform was decorated ever known in
any country and you ap- his church with his own bands. The work
profusely with flowers, and the pretty hall pear on the Tweed trial to be a recipient! evinces skill and good taste in the work*
(Mechanic's) was brilliantly lighted and of a claim far $3,000,000, of which you man.
presented indeed a cheerful as|>ect. Mrs. kept 91.730.000 and turned the rest over to I
—For killing Capt. Norton at Seahrook,
Siddous never read better ami the wonder- Woodward. The court must take cognizful boy. is s perfect marvel to all who hear ance of this. Instead of performing your the Supreme Court has lined the Eastern
him. He plays with all the accompll-hcd duty, you deliberately caused to be preparRailroad $5 000. and, like Judge Davis in
ease and skill ol our 1110*1
thorough music- ed a claim against the county, having lital scholars. The entertainment was one tle or no foundation, and endorsed a war- the Stokes case. Judge Foster regretted he
rant in the name of an extinct firm, violatcould not make it more.
of gieat delight to all. and afforded such
enjoyment as rarely falls to our lot. It is ing your oath and committing forgery. We
Vermont has 57.083 farmers, three
are unfortunate in not
to be hoped that ul no distant day a-similar
having laws adequate
repast can lie given l he people of Boston to that class of crime involving moral per- i florists, 122 gardners and nurserymen and
again. Mrs. Siddous is always welcome jury. I trust that another Legislature will seventeen stock drovers, and. according to
ami even a child, only eleven years ot age amend this. All the court can do is to ! llte Rutland
//ern/d, which ought to know,
who possesses so much talem'aod ability, make an example of you, a- fur as the j
"hundreds of pretty girls and a
statute |»erinits.
great many
will never want for an audience.
You occupied a res|M‘eta*
hie position, your friend* are respectable I darned fools.’
PERSONALS.
ami estimlahle. You have a wife whom
—The Western potato
|
Rev. C. Y. Swan, pastor of the Bowdoin
crop Is a failure,
the court pities, hut even
they must admit > and tins favorite esculent
church,
went
to
K.
MaineDixfleld.
Square
flic justness of your sentence, which I am !
brings high
last week, aud preached the ordination about to
The sentence of the prices, selling in Chicago at $1.25 per
pronounce.
sermon of Hro., J. B. Herrick, formerly ol
court is, that you be imprisoned ar the
bushel^
Sedgwick, Maine.
State
in Sing Sing for the term of
Kev. Newman Hall of London, is draw- five prison
—At Little Rock, Ark., the 24 ult., the
which
is
the
utmost
years,
penalty the |
ing crowded houses here, but it I- hard to statute permits me to
prisoners in the Clarksville Jail overgive.
tell wherein Ills power lies, for he is mu an
Farrington was then ordered to stand powered the guard- and captured their
orator.
It can only be in the simple,
up. The Judge said :
arms.
An alarm was given before
touching and sympathetic manner, in
l am glad the person just convicted lias
they
w hich his exhortations are made.
the manhood to admit what it seemed to got out. and tlie citizens of the town surJudge Putnam, of the Supetlor Court, is me lie ought to have admitted in tin*
rounded the jail. One of the
proprispners,
winning many laurels in the lecture field gres* of th- trial, ami which
perhaps might "Mid. H a Race, who is sentenced to he
this season with his lecture on ••The have wived
from
you
conviction, because
Miracle Plays ol the Middle ages." lie is
hanged on the 23d of next mouth, tired a
your connection with the ease was tin* maka due speaker aud a man of
1 ing out of account*
great ability.
which you knew to he 1 double-barreled shot-gun at two citizens iu
false ones, adding fifty per cent.
LYCXl'M NOTES.
You j ttie street, severely, if not fatally, woundwere a
Mrs. Scott Siddous read in the
participator in 'the crime. There ing both. The citizens then took posse-sion
Mil |t»v
was a conflict as to whether
State" uoiirse |a»t Monday evening wiili
you signed the of the first floor of the
name, but there is no doubt as to vour
jail, put five kegs
great success.
of powder in it, laid a train
in
the
for some discrime, ami the jury
On Tuesday evening Gen. Bank- lectured participation
tance. and notified the prisoners that unless
in the ••Lyceum" course to a large audi- were justified in the verdict. I must make
a distinction, as I intended to. in
ence.
your case.
they surrendered in thirty minutes they
\ ou do not appear to have
Last Friday evening lunch to the regret
participated in would blow up the
flii» nr..:. ,1. _i..
building. After a slmrt
of all who are interested In the ...
parley thr\ surrendered, throwing tli.lr
A-tronouiv. Prof.
Proctor clo-.sl
hi- | o#n statement you participated in' the
crime.
\ ou will have an opportunity af“rnis nut i.f (h<- windows.
course or twelve lectures m Lowell InstiA* one ot the
ter a short term *d sentence, to return to
tute.
guns struck the ground It exploded, the
and
an
honest
career
•lame* T. Fields closed his course on society,
make
by
atonement for the past and recover the
slightly wounding three |»ersoiis.
Modern English Literature la*t Saturday
j charge
" allace ami another
name you have lost.
g‘**d
You
sen- i
are
It
was
a
prisoner were brought
evening.
very satisfactory series,
both to the speaker and the audience, for fenced to one year and six month* in the j here last night and lodged in the Penitenevery night the hail was well tilled with a penitentiary.
tiary. Wallace will be hanged next month.
very attentive aud appreciative crowd of
He lias killed quite a number of
men.
eager listeners, while Mr. Fields discussed
Romance of the Polaris.
among them the late Hun. Elisha Meers,
abiy the different literary people with
w hom he has been so
Circuit Judge, and is the most
intimately associated. < apt. Hh<I«|InkI'in VUIfa (hr
des|>erate
Hrnoklfa
THU NKW I.OWKI.L DEPOT.
character in ttiat section of the
^4r*l to Mfrl TraoB-Thiriera
country.
VI ttMl h« 4(<l 4Nll 1 UN
On Monday last the apacious new deivot
Mr. George E. Robinson, who was inof the Boston Si I>»well Railroad. on
All the w »rld is familiar w itli the
history strumental in saving the life <>r
(Causew ay Street, was opened to the public, of the An tie ru m* of the I
Secretary
S. steamer
it having been completed aud ready for
INdaris. which set out on a voyage of di*- I Seward, when attacked by the assassin
use.
Jt is an imposing structure, with it- covery in the Polar region, in pci. It will l'ayne. on the nlgld of April 18th 184),
be remembered that in October. 1*72. the
Mansard roof so graeetullv turreted. the
was presented with the medal
awarded him
immense archway* over the entran -es. the
shill, " bile mooring to a vast Held of ice.
by Congress in 1*71. The medal, w hich
in
north
train-house
gigantic
latitude seventy-eight degrees,
*up|»ortcd hy ir«»n
was made at the
was
trusses, the handsome waiting phiiii* and
blown from her fa-timings. and that
Philadelphia mint. Is valelegant apartment-, and it w as admired by nineteen persons, among wliome were ued at 81.100. On the obverse side of the
a large number of people who vi-ited the
•••veral K-quintan\ and Captain George K.
medal, Mr. Seward is represented
lying in
l\-on. the navigator of the ship, were
building. It can no; tail to he appreciated
his bed with the curtains drawn. Standleft behind. Captain T) soil and his comby the patrons of the road.
E
panions were picked up by the -ealiug ing at the side ot the lied is Payne, with an
*f•minerTigress, after being l‘.»3 day- oil lr<\ uplifted dagger In one hand, and with the
and >a*t .lulyt aptainJ. O. Huddingtou,
General Nows.
other clutching the throat of Kobiuaon
;
who remained in command of the Polaris
on tlie reverse side of the medal
is a bust
when -be drifted away*, was al*o picked
up.
w th 1 is
companions, by a Scotch sealing <>l Kobinson; above his head a wreath of
!
-hip. th* I'olarU having, meantime, foun- flowers, and on each side (lie
following Indered in the Arctic sea.-.
I’yson and Hud- ;
:
THE
VILLE DU HAVRE ilingtou have not seen each other since they J scription “pur his heroic conduct on the
Utli day ol April, 1805, hi
were separated in the tempest mi that fearsaving the life
HUNK!
bil Aidie night, tin Wednesday,
t'aptain of the Hon. \\. II. Seward, then Secretary
Huddingtou arrived in New York from his of State of the United States.”
hou-e at Groton, Conn.. having gone esRUN DOWN AT SEA !
pecially to see and greet his old shipmate, j —A case of the most abject poverty was
rigi»--s, and awaiting ord<Ts a*, the Brookreported by a Boston police officer ThursTWO UVSDHKD ASD TWUXTY-slX l\u Na\y \ jfi| to go out of commi-sion.
i.H'Ks lost:
It was ( aptaiu Huddingtou** de-ire to day. The officer had his attention called
to two liaif-clad children,
meet his old comrade unannounced
As
wandering about
he passed into the Navy Yard, however. It
oxt.v $ighfv-sevex kkscuei»:
the Streets with bare heads and
feet, iu
wa-ea-ily noticeable tha. the attaches had search of cold victual*,
tin Investigation
n e
forgoir.-n the veteran sailor, for he
Details of the Dimtst* r.
was
frequently -aimed by workmen and tie found that these children had a brother
official*. On visiting the Tigress he was anil si-lcr at home in bed with no clothes
di-uptH»intod to learn that t tptaiu Tyson to put on. When the two became chilled
THK TERRIBLE TIDING*
was
not <ii. ooard. and
inquiiy failed to and tired they went home and
London, Dec. 1. The *iiip Tri-Moun- ••licit
changed
information of his place of resitain, from New York, arrived at Cardiff at
places with the others, who then donned
dence,
which,
however,
is in Hrooklvn.
an early hour this morning,
bringing in- Ks.juimaux Joe and some of the -aib»rs still the rags and took their turn at
begging.
telligence of a dreadful disaster to the ou hoard the steamer
met their old comThe mother was a widow, and was
steamship Ville du Havre, which left New inander and
obliged
mutually warm greetings were to leave her children and
York Nov. 15th. for Havre, under comgo out to work.
exchanged at their miraculous separation,
mand of Captain Surmount.
At two
She earned three dollars per week, of
preservation and final meeting after an ino'clock on the morning of the 23d of Noterval of thirteen month«
iptaiu Budd- w hieh two had to be paid for rent, and one
vember the Ville du Havre collided with
ingtoit remained about an hour in confer- dollar was all
the British ship 1.•»ch K •>, li mi I>»ndoii
she had left to feed hersell
*ition W ith the officer* of the \e»»< 1 and
for New York, and
ink shortly after.
and children.
then took his departure.
1 wo hundred and twenty-six of'the
pasPosral. Carps to Germany. An arsengers ou the steamship lost their lives.
Tkr l»t-lu«r«i *-lrum->bip.
The Lock Karn rescued ©7 of the *teaiu«-r's
rangement has been entered into between
The /Sill Mill *i
of Xov. 15 says
passengers and crew, and the Tri Mounthe l uiled States and Germany for air ex“The Inman steamer City of Kicluuoud.
tain brought them to Cardiff.
which has been for some time overdue, ar- change of postal cards between the two
LATKit particulars.
rived at t^neciistow ii y* -ti ida\. in tow ol
countries, to go into effect Dec. 1st. The
Later despatches from Cardiff bring the tin*
City of Montreal steamer, belonging to
ad»htioiial
following
particulars: The Ville the same company. The latter was also postage on cards sent from this country to
du Havre was struck amidships hy the overdue. Th**
City of Kichnind left New Germany is lixed at two cents each, preLoch Earn, and sank in 12 minutes. After \ ork on th<* 25th of October, and four
days payment of which is to be made by affixing
the collision occured the Loch Earn imlater the cap of her cylinder hurst, disaban ordinary one-cent
stamp in addition to
mediately lowered three boats, which ren- ling completely icr steam machinery. The
that printed ou the card
dered all the service it was possible for weather at tin* time wawith
stormy,
them to «I«>—Fifty three of the crew were
heavy -eas. The disabled steamer was
1'he editor of a Minnesota
paper has a
saved including the Captain.
put under sail, and for the three following buffalo robe which was once the
property
THK KR8CUK.
days made fair progress, but on the fourth
of tlie Sioux chiel Son of the Sun.
whereupLondon, Dec. 1.— 3 p. m
The 87 per- day strong easterly gales were encounteron are pictured all his
ed.
and
she
was
driven
sons saved from the wreck of the Ville du
battles, scalps and
completely out of
other trophies. He is going to use it as a
Havre were rescued by the Loch Earn. the course of the Transatlantic steamers.
The
weather
continued
bad.
and
Slid not the Tri Mountain. as was first
very
the
means to frighten
delinquent subscribers.
stated. They were transferred from the steamer made little or no progress till
—A couple of iiigeuions little
Monday, when, having got back to the regLoch Earn to the Tri Mountain on the
boys at St.
ular trick, she was
overhauled by the Cbmil. Minn., lately amused themselves
same day.
The survivor* reached Bristol
by
of
Montreal.
The City of Kicluuoud
today. There is inimiae excitement in City
iilling a schoolmate's mouth with snow and
was then lying to under close-reefed
London over the disaster.
topsails. with heavy cross seas, and in rather tying a handkerchief round his jawa to keep
THK ILL-FAT LI* VRSSKL.
a perilous position,
i apt. Mirehousc. of
then shut, and the Coroner's
Jury could
Ns.\y Volte. liec. I. Til- Ville ilu Havre the Citv of Monti •e:il mi onr*<» li-nl rwn !mid
■»
*
van ii
ulUMIlJJOr
was
tlie
formerly,
Na|>olenii 111. >jhe was Scrs attached, and took the helpless vessel
altered and moeli enlarged, la-t winter,
in t<>w. Owing to the had state of the ; drowning.
and came here for the first time as the Vil- weather, their
The Boston Advertiser in noticing the
progress did not exceed
le du liavur ou the iltb of April, making three and a half knots an hour, hut
the
members of the last Congress
the passage from Brest to this port in It
pays the
City ot Montreal brought her consort in
days and 23 hours. With the exception or safely, lu passing the forts one of the following well deserved compliments to
the Great Eastern site was the largest hawsers was thrown off. and the
other im- the Maine members.
steamer that ever cut red at this
John I.yncli ot Maine was a valuable
port—her mediately parted with a loud report, but
diiuentions being 430 feet by 3s feet. Her
the City of Klchmond was then in still
member of the House,
industricarrying capacity 3 500 tons weight and water, and wasat ouoe brought to anchor. ; ous anil an intelligentexceedingly
counsellor and aumeasurement.
The main saloon was fitted
Ilcr passengers were transferred to the thority Oil a great
of questions,
variety
up willi marble wainscolting ofthree dif- City of Montreal for convet ance U Liver- .lolin A Peters of the same State
was
ferent varieties. The upholstry was in
pool. ami tug Steamers have been telegraph- one of the most popular men on the floor,
velvet and wood-work carved hi the most ed lor lo Liverpool to tow the disabled
both for bis good nature and hi. decided
vesunique design. Her engines were com- sel down the Channel.”
opinions.
pound, direct acting. 3,200 horse power,
made by Leslie & Co., at Newcastle, on
—A volcano has broken out in Pinto
the Tyne.
State Neva.
Mountains, near Eureka, Nev.
damages to THE

■

J

&

straining

Who can wonder after having aat one
evening in Music Hall, and listened to the

soul-inspiring music of tills orchestra, (hat
such adjectives as graud, unrivalled and
peerless are applied to it? Last Friday
e veiling they opened a series of six con-

■

■

■

—M. Thiers is

presidency

writiug

oi the French

a
history
ltepuhlic.

of his

Shakespeare.
—Tlie hark,

Portland,

was

of
Oder of Pictou. N. S.. lor
wrecked off Cape Breton, on

Tuesday. The crew narrowly escaped.
—Forty-one citizens of Denver want to
be Postmaster of that city—salary not so
much of an object as a steady plane.
—The Boston papers departed from their
usual custom and printed editions on the
moruiug alter Tkaitksgiviug.
—The

published

total
in

which are in

number

of

newspapers
tifty-two, four o(

Japan is
the English language.

-"-Senator Edmunds of Vermont, is
ooveriug horn an attack of
which lie contracted on his
pean

l|oiqau
recent

re-

fever,
Euro-

trip.

—P.T. Baruum's wife died in New York,
Wednesday night. Iler husband is in Germany. She was born in Fairlicid, Ct., and

■!

—The Hrst national Thanksgiving procamatiou was that issued by President
Washington in 1795. It calh d upon 4.000,-

baa found time to count up
of church in New York city

the number
There are 340 in all. valued at

acknowledged standard of all that goes to
make up a perfect orchestra. Mr. Thomas
has boen successful in
sarariay so vaiuahlo

elude several church buildings now is process of erection, and
among them the Ho*
man Catholic Cathedral.

over

$411,000,000

snnitthlng

Tliie count does net in-

people to give thanks for the prosperity
I >f the country. Seventy-eight years after,
Giant’s proclamation appeals to
| president
It 0,000,000 people.
1

1

100

I lie Catholics of Kockland have formed
temperance organization under the name
uf“St- David’s Total
Abstinence Society.••
there will be about the usual amount
on the Narraguagus this

lumbering done

place

Thursday evening,

on

eQcel<.,,

“Army Expert-

—The meetings ot the Educational Aasociatlon at Waterville were successful In
every respect. There was a
the lust day.

large

attend-

ance on

hoy has slipped with
Social and Political Interests
a pair of skates and striking on the hack of Of
the people of New KngUnri, but shall also con
tain a larifo amount of matter w hich will instruct
his head with sufficient force to
split that and
the
circle
same

winch depends mainly
large
edify
article open, lias not only reached his feet upon its columns for their knowledge of what is
on iu the great
unaided hilt lias given the boy who laughed going
Business Centres of the World.
at him one of the most
astonishing whale- The same features that have given to the Week
ings he ever received.—[Danbury Xeirt.
ly Journal ita strong hold upon the people, .u.d
have caused Ita subscribers to renew thru- m,-..
script pm* year after year, will l e retained w,
do not propose to introduce any catch-penny n v
elites for the flcld is aheady tilled with such
newspapers, but we propose to till it*

iiaWcts.

Special

THIRTY-SIX LONO COLUMNS
That

hadaiie dk kokn.vs

AIMTHEO

The citizens of ttocklaud were to vote
Tuesday on the question of the city subscribing $31,536.54 to the Bay & River
railroad.

—Meetings in the interest

of the Penobscot Bay and River Railroad will be held
in Rockland and the other towns
along the
route of the Knex <t Lincoln road
December.

early

Vrurx’
old

Experience

Large an

I

manufacturers

of

the

Weston
patent burnishes iu Bangor have received
another large order from England, which
will at one* be -ABed. This invention
promises to be soon well established in the
old country. The London
Photographic
Afcws In a long article praises the work of
the machine, and recommends it to
Eng.
Uah photographers.

household

a

flu

may

Amount of Newsy

Reading

< lull-,
» paper like Ihe Boston
Journal mu bo
secure.I fltty-two times each
year for rilKI.r < i*
1‘Kit wkkk. the ttaiement would *e« in
to waYiaut
a circulation of a hundred thousand
m th,- \, w
England a late*. W e
believe

Weekly

confidently

inspection <>f its columns will itiivino- lliiv
that the investment of such a trifling ..u,,t ls
the wisest expenditure that anv man .Ut ,„.,k,.
who desires a

of an

Nnr*e.

Xr*. Wliulsw'a

I

of

at Such a Moderate Price.
When ;t la remembered that by forming

Mosthluy Nyrap la die
one of the t*c t
male Phy*iand Nurse* in the United States, and Man
u*ed for thirty year* with never failing Which he can place in the hand* or the
mi.crs
•afety and success by million* ol mother* and of hi* l.iimly, confl-lent that the re is u. i,.
children. from the icebla infant of one week old jectionahlc in any of its many apartment-.
We ahull be happy to send specimen c
to the adult.
It corrects acidity ol the stomach,
rr'i. ves win*! colic. regulate* the
bowels, and of expense. We invite the attention of f
ter*
and Agents to our terms. There i* n
health
and
re«t.
five*
comlort to mother and
child. We believe it to be the Best amt Surest vance in price, thougti the pap.
la-t v, .,r aaKeltic IV in the W orld. In all ease* of DYsI N
greatly
eulnged and improved.
• »ue
TKHY »n I I *1 A Kill I'K \ IN < IIILDHKN. wheihcopy by mad..f.
rr 11 arises
Eive copies to one address.7 V»
from 1 oetMu* or from any other
causes
Ten copies to one address.... 1.‘* o
Kail directions for uslmr wi |
oinp.in\
each Uitlle. None <»enuine uni*-** tlie facsimile1 \»> one
cops to the geUer ip ot a club o
•fi | ft if*.% (’KICKIN'* is on llie outside w
rap* j ile*All ordt-rsmust '<*! ac.couipuuied bv the m..
per. Sold bv all Medicine dealer*.
spuolyia ! «•>. All pap, r* are discontinued i-r.-uioiiy »; r,
expiration of the time f -r which p«\ ui, nt h k«
been made
prearrlpdo*

!

FirsfClass Family Newspaper.

c»ans
l»een

-■>

1

MOTHERS READ

THIS

THE DAILY JOURNAL.

KILLS!'3 8A37 3737?

III?
hand,

and your children will never b*- sick
It !
itu i.imik;*
will instantly cure sour stomach,
dy aterv grit;
lug m tlip bowel* wind colic. A
i.ive* n bet
teething. Pleasant to take, < outline* no opium
•*r morphine.
Relieves jour child t*v curing, not : Contain* the latest new* by telegraph and
**y causing it to sleep, a- its restored health ami Irmi ail parts ,,f the world. Itmi
more than three tiuic* that of
thrifty growth w ill soon indic ate. Sold by drug
.my t .ip>
class in New England.
gists. Price 86 cents per bet .•■
6 mo# -2
t*n

in |

MORNING AND EVENING.
I
.1,

:

f-kO

TERMS.
C'hlldreu

eflea

look

Pale

aud

single copies.?,

Sick

year.
Payable iu advance.

THE SEMI WEEKLY JOURNAL
Contain* all the news of the d iv tli Imbng
vn a- „i t'je Mark. I*. « OtBmi
*
bns ,i ver lane «iirulati >n am
bants throughout New K _■ u.
k
ery fuesday and hrnlav njornl.ig*.
■

One

copy.
EiVt* copies to one ad Ircss
Ten copies t.. ou»- a ! Ires*.
And au extra copy to the geti. r-uj.
I he money iu all ea*es uni t a
order.

The liousrhold Piiiiiirrn,

Family

«ts.

>i c

•

from no other cause than having worms in the
stomach.
BROWN’S \ KKMIM «,K idMHh
will destroy Worm* without injury to the child,
bring perfectly WHITk. and Tr. e Irmu all coh*rtng or other injurious ingredients usually u*ed In
worm preparations.
Cl KTl.H A BROWN. Propriet or
No.ilA Kulton Mrci t. N. u buk.
Sold l^y Druggists aed Chemist* .«n
dealer* iu
Medicine* lll wk.vTT-flVk < KM* a Box
SPOol V‘£H

l.iuimrnl

the best remedy in the world for the following
complaints, viz: < ram ns in the Limbs and >t.»m
ach. Pain in the Stomach. Bowel* or side. Rheu j
malism in all Us font *. Billions L
li
Neuralgia.
< *dd*.
Cholera,
rre-ii w >un U,
Dysentery.
Burn A, Sore Throat, Spinal
Hpr.im-'
Complaints.
and Bruises. Chills an l tVvor. r or Internal and
kxtern.il use.
It* oimrattoQ Is not only to relieve the patient.
but entirely removes the cause .if t!•«- comp.ant.
It penetrate* and pervade* the whole -v-a-ui. re
action to all it*
storing h*mltby
u»d
part-.
quickening the blood
The Huusrh'ild
Piaarra Is purely
Vegetable and All Healing. Prepared by
C t UTI* A BU'iH N.
No, 215 Fulton Street. New York
t
For sale bv all druggl*t*
spi .* 1 2.-

JOURNAL NEWSPAPER CO.,
1*0

is

w.ihl.(laa

Hanlon.

Hi

State of XIaiiie.
HAN< CM K, 88. November2H i'7
1 alien oil execution
and will he sold at to.
au -tion on the J.eh
day oi |>.*cem!\.[>
at ten oV;.,. k in the toreuooii. ;it
fp.woili.. h

1

\

X

Emery,

right

m

E len

in

Ell-worth,

in

A

m

y which HainWidg.
H..(,k
ounly o| Han- .ck has
■,
the Mh
d
Mux a. 1*
t-7; u j., 1, u
" aa
attached on the Origin. ! \N
from mortgage two certain
in said Eden in said <
bound—1 a
oUiit>
scribed as follow*, vu
1st. Regaining at the shore at a Per-..
thence 1011 tlicrl> At rods to .4 p >-t
erly Ilf rod* to land o; Or
p
,,
tl,[
north 47 rods to the -h r.
0
laud it/..
Rmilda and tfist of Ute Jon itlian In,,...
following the shore to the first men
1'
««pi
said

it

..

day

•:

<

Announcement!

Special
A

,,

FIX K ASSORTMENT

»>F

PIANOS, ORGANS. MELODEONS

..

For

Ns. •

BALK

.1

containing four acre* niorr m j,-..
-M
Beginning at the l>o.iuecorner whi••.

AND SHEET MUSIC !

* to«>« 1 a liir U
tree, on luie ot Si, r»,
b.
ardson's lot and running south M
«•_s*» rod*
thence aout'i in degrees wi-st .1
AMcn Hau
l’s ftOUU
degrees West 30 rods to a spotted p
corner, thence to the tils', mention—i
taming seven a. res more or I.---.
In. a!
scribed lots living
subject to a niortg ige
uv
of >cth Hamor. recorded iu lie,
Li
|;,
v 01
ijg. Page ibj, to whieh re--od rvjeren
be had lor a mote
particular description
L. H. WUIAN Sheriff.

••rlv

AT

It lock. Kllsusrlb. Mr.
••“Instrument* for sale upon In-tailment*.
spno eour dw4».#
( vomIm'

j

>

ifftto ^bbfrtisfmcnts.
Htate

of

K

Maine.

kikcrnvR

Department,
Augusta. Dec. I, IH7J.

Notioe of Foreclosure.

>

it

\

BRIIx.E>. and
harles Bi idgc■JOHN
mg conveyed
M
by their
.late
>epteinber| In,
and
?

Saturday the £7te day of December,

at ten
in the forenoon,
there Will Ihj sold by
auction. at the Custom House at Bucksport. the following described articles of men ban
disc; the name having been Loteiied for Violation
of the Revenue laws, vu.—

AT THE OLD
-has got in

Mii-

and U
ort
oi U.in
,,rl/

lluckspoit viliag.

..

...

-4U

4

k

described in u de-l fro,,,
said Aim ra. n
ob'
||,
Vol. lu*», Pago
a
I
1 -.^
of land xvith the stable
st.r.diug
e
by Cook Brown, to *;iid Robert, ih
constituting their (th*n) home,u a 1. and a:..-,,
ithe conditions of said mortgage huv<
••
broken. I hereby give notice tint 1 l.u 4.
closure of said mortgage.
Lewis iluckm:
I* 1
>Nov.%j, 1-7.1.
same

P

STAND,
Aflolo.

premise*
to

ILirrirnan,

^.ck
l»ie- e

I iah-

fenasrly of Ci. W. dk C.

AS Almira if. Mile*,

WN

icksport, m the Count
the 18th day of
September, ls;j
tnetr homestead m

Whiskey”

W.

11

Notice of Foreclosure,

j

i

.Lilli.”
T'wentj-b»u- bottles ‘*Henues*y Brandy
WM H n.\ip.ENT, Collector ot Customs,
as a iu-, Nov. is. 1-7 b
usto.u iiou-e,
ivrij

Geo.

if

t

1.-

n,.‘

public

t

1

nor-fiwL-n’t

OS o'clock

gallons of

de.

1.-c .r
!*»*;,
Registry, Vol. lj.., p ,g..
Castine. hound-1

cock Cmnty
land lying in
Water street, southeasterly
1 v»
erlv bv i.ui-1 occupied by Roden k >i .1
south west ei Iv by land m
occupi'i-m ,,j
Keeler, and the
Mi-lition oi
«i 1 mm tg ig.- ?,
b*-en broken, 1 claim a foreclosin'* thereof
c. .1.
\|;|M1.
Castine, Nov. Jl, 1*71.
u.

notice.

Twelve
Two

t

to me

i

An adjourned session of the Executive Council
will be held at ttie 117*111 :TLlK3I2 in AuguMa.
on Tuesday, the 17lh day of Dvcuinbur iu*!.. at 10
O’clock, A. 51.
iu 4
Attest. GEO.G, ST AC V, Secretary of Stale.

Registry.

..

PETITITON OF JOSEPH F. 6RAY A OTHERS

a-

HEW & FRESH STOCK
—OK—

I'o lh..

lion.

fu‘
W*ff
towns

-..

u.t..

1873.
II..11M0I l:.-|

Mini

n s.

„tan.,

NOKSSIUSKH,
Ot
1

»ulM,
>ed*wi« k, Brook-V .l
,,4 1 p,..
k-ot respectfully
repre.-eiit, that a. «
.t«
n the eel and smelt
tl-hing. We a-k that
nay be enacted to protect the
bu-in,-elerred to lor the following reason,
1st. Those inclined to take the
1,
.,
1
alls and scows, and
m,.
| Willi spear*. from one pari of tin* river to the
search of, ai*dto take the eels. vnd
£r,m
have reduced the eels in size an 1
quantit*.
m,t
also disturb the smelt ilshing. w:it
j, t
cxtcn-ire business
We then* tun* .-.uu.-Uv or
IV.
Umt .1 law may be enacted
prohibiting th- uk li
ol eels in any
way from the stream or mvi >„?.
ginning at the so called Walker's Mills, m li .M.k
rllle and running down to Johnson » n
urows
called, in Penobscot and Urook ;viilu. We a-k Unt
th ^e persons inclined to Uke
eels, niav be prohibred Irorn so doing, :it
any time i\« khtim;
the month ol March, m each
4l, ln u
year.
a,.l
u
bound will ever i ray.
: J"47*
JQMgM r. <iRAT and others.
..

FANTY. A.ISTD

M-huig*

Family Groeerica
such

THE CELEBRATED BOND
a

e

--

CRACKERS,

Oyste" Craokena,
also

...

...

as

FRESH GROUND BUCKW1IE AT
UVE MEAL. OAT MEAL, GRAHAM FLOUR, SUGAR, SLICES
TEAS. COFFEE,

A <•.

fine lot ot

READ THIS!
those

Cigars

CONFECTIONARY,

A

Constantly

on

I

GEO W.
tllaworth. Dec. 1.1S73.

or

* s. K.
than

Wintin-

more

.;

\

nth

„i

calling .ml .ettlmg
4

*•*•**"$&

AIKEN & CO.,
have

APPLES,

hand, by the pint, quai l,

u

of

!_Klbw„rlh.N„v

all

choice lot of—-

a

or

t.

co,u

I

LOW FOB CASH.
—also

READ THIS ! !

indebted

ALL
account,
wiihihiln.*UI
note

and Tobacco.

and other articles too numerous to
mention,
of which he will tell

now

on

hand the

LARGEST LOT
-OF-

CHRISTMAS GOODS!

gallon.

HALE,

ever

offered in Ellsworth, which will be
cloned

Notice.
TU£niu?r''i*n?J h®rebJr g>*e» notice that he in
twfwVtVr” nfi,r
Deser”®
*1*3?“* qu*rn*®’ s*»“* Gland,J.MlHALL.
___L\
Notice.

out

immediately

at

a

VERY LOW FIGURE.
Ellsworth, November *25, 1875.

“

I^iir ami
rpilE Ladies

1-48

S*WALL B.

ol

Levee l

the West

TH*«1‘Wei
Cl Ti1
iff, ‘M7t,iion
With 11)1-1
thp b.wnot
Bic

SWAZEY,|b

titwn

nf Bt

liluehili.and

ITOTIt'K ia hereby giren, that the
Director, or
"*« Bangor A Calai. Shore Line
Railroad
Lomphny. will petition the coming Legwhuu?,

Cberryfleid,

Nor. 13.

a

"°«b

W‘

to
1

(Bella.! papers please copy.)

Notice.

“1

l.UFEV^

N0Mbe»U^aeI*y.^”,!h'?al
charier
bring
irn,ftiXt

■

teifenF^r**M001tK-

■>«« Lcgi.iaC'tHtfto the town

Notice.

over

to

r

5w4s

JOHN A. GRF.F.N
,I,,NAS

Bluehiil, Nov, 23, 1873.

» rai I road® bridge,
SL Penobaetjt nypr.b«iMconnect
with any railroad
lbe
tw«f IP®1
9f
*5W «t aome point hef,n‘i ‘L
10

w

annexed

Notice.

the

k*fmn

Ajrgherom patronage is solicited.
Legislature Kotiee.

tlde'water'ln°lluA(M>ort0h *wL»r>T« into the

in

—Mason Seavey, late principal of the
Saco High School, has become principal of
Mason street Boys English fjigh
Schoq|,
Boston, at a handsome salary.
The

So

it the beat preparation it. the world for
beautifyIt impart*
injc tWb complexion.
smoothing*,
transparency and ro*y freshness to the «kin. Cure*
all eruptions of the face
I* not injurious.
sold
by DriigjfiHi* or sent by Mail. Price .Hi cents per
box.
Address MII.I.KU liltOH
1U Laidea Lane, N. Y.
spuoft mo* iJ

Thirty

member

every

something which they shall read with pleasure
and profit. There are papers which contain .«
larger ainmist of literary reading, blit there i- u
paper published in New England which furni-h.

on

—

l'

in the Hall

OYSTERS

—Col. Z. A. Smith of the Portland
Press,
lectured before the Lyceum at
Brownfield,

—

".rk',,

connected with the

ward. while the

winter.

on

The Pnbll-h*™ of th* TVi.t.m w—k-v
i..„rn,l
Inritc Hie «*i'ti'lon
,.„i,v i. t'.*
*
nttririmnn *>f .1 rmi Ir nwwvur
V
p»«t FORTY YK.R.hi. r. eel,,.,) f,nm the
o'Ve>r
,n
I
eent eN««e*
m
iwrl. The 'h -ucin'le who rely U|.„n Ihe Weekle
3
Journal for

ral intelligence, and reliability which mav be
alter the placed upon it* editoral comments. The aim r
the Publl.-hers has always beeu, and will aonrinue
literary exercises were over.
to be. to send out a weekly sheet which shall bo
free from all sensationalism, and shall pi*-sent a
large amount of reading matter, which shall keep
—We have seen a stick of wood weigh- ita
readers fully posted up regarding
ing scarcely four ounces fall from a hoy's
The Leading Events of the Hour.
arm and striking on his toes rendered him While ita pages shall not
only reflect the *ul>fttantial progress of opinion upon
topics which are
of
Incapable further action for hours after-

A dance took

a

—A Cincinnati
quill-driver is very I
severely criticising the works of one W.

—Somebody

here. ft was well attended and the
audience was very enthusiastic. It is a
combination of talented soloists ami Is the
certs

any more

—

for felonious assault, who sprang to rescue
s«5 years old.
Warden Chamberlain when recently attack—Grave apprehensions are felt Jof the
ed by • ooiiylpti August Carriere, a Cuban
sentenced foy obtaining money by false uifety ol t!|e steamer Sirius, now 36
days
1
retenses | and Anthony Baker, sentenced
mt from Halifax tor England
She had a
for robbery.
irew of nearly 300 men.
--

iv

running

allin owing to the violent storm prevailing.
News. General Reading and Information,
The innate was furnished by the Bowdoln Will cheerfully endorse
the ftillnes* of iu« news’
the
freshne .•* of it* weekly compendium of gen.-,
led
Orchestra,
by Mr. Anthony Frank.

■

•• «v.mv.

that road from

prepare your ci.urs.
Cheapen New*p<‘per in .Vest Enijland.

The

—The exhibition of the Senior and Junior
classes of Bowdoln College, too* place
Monday evening, the attendance being very

j

Another Ocean Horror

1M4.
A N»v<r Volnini*.

cars.

—

1

I08TM WEEKLY MUM.

the P. A O. C. Railroad Saturday, the
managers failing to die the ffJO.OOO bonds
to insure the repairs on the road, thus re-

at

j

! ed io for quite a time. Holman and Cox
could be picked with toothpicks were both withdrew from the caucus, and as they left
frequent and facetious. iVe have now to Eldridge told them that they “bad better
•congratulate the metropolitan journals on join the Republicans.” Jy the vote lor
the possession of a prison so admirable or- Speaker Mr. Wood had 77 votes and Mr
j
dered that its surplus murderers can eg- Cox 12. which indicates that a large macape without even a waste of toothpicks. jority of the Democratic members D opposIt is very undignified to sneak away in the ed to the repeal ot tbe salary act.
night, and ike excellent and enlightened j Alter this exhibition of the Democratic
management of theTomba has made this members of the House, we ahull expect
sacrifice of dignity unnecessary. [Lew-1 that our Democratic exchanges will slug
very tow ahottf salary frabbieg. JYtst.
jaton Journal.

the apper Hudson boat* have
gone Into

winter quarter*.
—Nashua ha*«two landlord* who deduct
• large per cent, from their
rent bills to
Nnw York. Nov. 28,—ThU morning
mill hands whose hour* of
•Lime* II. Ingeraoll. convicted of
employment
forging are
cut down. Honor to them!
and altering a warrant for a fictitious claim
on the
county for *15.134.40. was »eu- | —When Sharkey left the Tomb*, he left
fenced to five years hard labor in Sing I
Sing, and his tool John l). Farrington, to i direction*. In a note to the Warden, that
Ills old clothes should
eighteen months. Judge Davis said :
bajgtven to the Com*
Ingertoll.—It often devolves upon me to | inlssloners of Charities, for the poor.
sentence criminals who. under sudden
pas- ,
—James R. Osgood A Co
slon. pressed uy poverty or want, commit j
of Rnstoo,
crimes; ai d I always felt that a judge was | propose to rellnqulshitba business of mag-

~

this State, and allusions to locks which

—A correspondent of the Lewiston
Journal writes that it Is understood that
Sheriff Stacy served a writ of injunction on

—

THANKSGIVING DAY.

j

'■

—Navigation on the Hudson river north
Rhlnebeck, Is effectually closed, and all

JUDGE DAVIS GIVES FARRIXG TOX
SOME EXCELLEXT ADVICE.

ask one year to complete the road after
sudden collapse of
they break ground, w ith proper notice to ! (except some who are compelled to he
summer joys” am] the unexpected
early
the necessary materials. The Directors | absent) luru tiieir laces homeward and
arrival of Capt- “Jack Frost” have inter- get
have carefully investigated this matter,
happy faces they are happy at the thought
fered with business in a most uncomfortaand believe these contractor* are every ! of once more meeting with the loved ones
ble manner. Lumber that we can’t eat nor
wav
responsible, and will build the road, away : of ouce .more sitting at the hearthwear, is left on tiie wharves, and flour,
if the towns will avail themselves of this stone : ot taking the seat at lb.: table which
corn, and dry goods, that we can eat and
lias so long been vacant, and of
proposition.
U'Mir
tire
af a f;ilitILrin«r HigtumA ilnu n
listening
Mr. J. W. Moore, of Ckcrryfleld, in a again to those old familiar voices, so
dear
the Bay. or on the sea. Ice intervenes,
letter on the subject of the Kailroad. write* to our ears, because associated with all tlie
and the "Little Round Top" with an exasas follows in reference to the offer of the
I
joys and sorrows or our younger years.
perating disregard ot our comforts has
In thi- city tile day camu and went and 1
company ana me itit|ionance mat is at- |
broken her pruprlior.
tached to the action of the City of Calais : j did not differ materially Iromformer tears.
The hopeful people believe that a thaw
••It appears to me we can’t afford to Every
horse-car and steam-car alike,
is at baud, which w ill straighten all these
lose this opportunity. Necessity requires seemed crowded with a mass of human
out.
We
it
things
hope will come, for this that we should make this
effort to satisfy beings, all evidently intent on the same
extra thirty days of winter will work much
and hold our people, to put a stop to the
eriand. vit.. that of meeting with old
harm and suffering if no relief comes.
vast tide of emigration by developing the
friends anil indulging iu a good turkeydinner. Efforts Were made to have
The indignation of the Democratic Con- natural resources of these two Counties.
every
I am much pleased at the noble stand poor family in the city supplied with all
gressmen at Mr. Holman's resolution,
which
citizens
are
about
to take in
lb*- luxuries which are needed to constitute
your
pledging the Democratic party against the
a good meal, and we believe it was accomBack Pay swindle is most instructive.— aid of this great enterprise, and I feel confident that if your city votes the 8 per
plished. The North End Mission fed three
Kldridge of Wisconsin sneered at Holman,
ship.
ami told him if those were his sentiments, cent., that every town on the road will hundred hungry children from their table
follow suit, and we should be able to close
London, Lee. 1. The ship Loch Earn
which was loaded bountifully with all that
lie had better join the Rep.,
party. We
was so badly damaged
this contract in a short time.”—[Calais their
by collision with
think so too. Any man
longing and eager eyes could desire, the
holding such opinsteamship Ville du Havre that the perand The Baldwin Place Home for “Little sons rescued
ions cannot find much comfort in a Demo- ! Tint's.
by her from the wreck reWanderers" laid a table for one huuilred quested to be put on board the Tri Mouncratic camp. is. S. Cox
The Back Pay Questionhaving expressed
tain.
•
All
were
safely transferred wjth the
similar disgust at the swindle w as also adDespite the frequent protestations of the more.
of three persons who were too
It was a dull day outside, with lowering exception
vised to leave the Democratic party, it Democratic press and Democratic Convenbadly injured to be removed. After the
clouds, a shivery atmosphere and some collision the Loch Earn
was good advice, and as Cox k a
put about for
good fel- tions, the first thing that the Democratic
snow, but it lia<l a tendency to make the
Queenstown, at which port she was due
u* we hope he will take it.
representatives did when arriving at Washabout
the
29th
ult. in her disabled condiin-door pleasures all the more appreciated.
-ington was to commit two-thirds ot their
tion. Nothing has been heard of her.
The churches were well filled and many
The first day ef the session of
Congress i number to the hack pay swin 'le, both by
TUB SHIP THDMOUNTAIN,
of the religious societies united in services
was all taken up in organizing, and the
Dominating Fernando Wood, a leading salwhich did good service |u rescuing the
to the day, thus proving that
was
not
sent
in
appropriate
until
Message
Tuesday.— ary grabber, for Speaker o*-er S. S. Cox.
passengers, is an Amerlean full-rigged
Hence we are not able to present it this who was a violent opponent of the aeheme, the old fashioned religious observance of ship, built at Medford, Mass., in 1830, and
the day is not on the wane, as
week. We shall give a condensation of it
many have was formerly owned in Boston.
by a vote of more than two to one. and
AN INV88T1GATION ORDERED.
in our next issue.
then declaring Mr. Holman’s resolution supposed, but that the views of our Puritan
ancestors are still adhered toHavre, Dec. 1. The French authorities
(act the
In
the
back
the
party against
Hon. James G. Blaine was elected with- committing
day was never more extensively observed, have ordered an investigation luto the loss
pay, out of order. So incensed was Mr.
of the steamer Ville du Havre.
out opposition to his third tern' as
Speaker Eldridge of Wisconsin, at the actiou of nearly all kinds of busiuess being susof the House, which is
imthe
most
really
Mr. Holman, that he called him the “most pended entirely. In the evening the streets
IWstitflss fsrtwi.
portant office in the United States next to
almost deserted appearance.
arrant demagogue iu the House.” To this, presented an
Boston. Nov. 28 —The Thanksgiving exthe President's, The Maine
think
The
influences
of
a
people
spell day are good, ercises in the Massachusetts State prison
Brother Holman retorted that Brother
Blaine is werthy the highest office.
and it would be a sad page iu our history, were supplemented by the pardon ol four
Eldridge was “a ready supporter of every
if this traditional festival of our nation convicts as follows; Neil Kaflerty, age 21,
Some time ago the New York papers scheme of corruption and plunder before
sentenced to three years for robbery, hut
should be ever blotted out.
has lost his eyesight sioee entering the
were eery merry over the eseape of a
the House." These compliments are said
TIIKODORE THOMAS' 0U0UK0TR4
prison; Aaron White, serving tile sentence I
•coudemed murderer from a certain jail in to be but samples of the personality IndulgBt'slx I.**.

Thievat.

Fire Tain In Slaz Sinz tor lazeriall.

Dow has been engaged to slug as an additional attraction, and she will make her
first appearance hi these concerts, this
evening. She It acknowledged by many
to be Boston's favorite soprano.

A

Ring

of

Last Tuesday evening a complimentary
clusively confined within the boundaries of
New England, has spread over the Union, benefit, was tendered to Mrs. Seo;t Siddous
and now all the states, ta theory, rejoice to- and Master Harry Walker, (the boy-pianist

solid barrier between Mas-achusotts and

Cbr (EUsmort!) ^ntfririL

Wuhington.

effect of more constant Intercourse between the various parts of our common
country, that this festival, once almost ex-

of the Hudson and Connecticut from

acquisition

tenor. He Is a thoroughly artistic vocalist.
In two of the concert* Mrs. Anna Granger

Washington. D. C., Nov. 29. 1873.
Thanksgiving Day. the day so dear to the
heart of a New Englander, has come and
gone! the annual sacrifice ha* smoked Its
way upward, and the traditional turkey
ha* fallen a victim to the appetite of "lordly man." This one thing shows the happy

proud.

be

m

to

Bucksport

Bucksport,

water

Vida^

and
subscriber
Le*'“l;,lurc for

the Great

Nov,^;^

in

=>""

">*«£

Notice.
given that the next Legists
if,h1er®b3r
N°TJ£.K
tare will
be petitioned for leavp
,l

meriting® chuurini,

lal law to prevent the
Uofl out marks on all logs,
mt% afloat in Union

“

b®
•***■

ahmVle Jt!5r
V ,eut'
rtvtr w55ve,!JL®'Vj ®'eeP-

aaaar*4SSS3«5e

»nd extend the Bennett
tide waters at Bucksport

0, x,„i

village.
Bucksport, Nov. 18, 7S7J.
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ea-' IUt°
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The Weatheb.—The most old fogy
slgher for “ye olden times” must be
abundantly satisfied with this weather.
The “oldest inhabitant” It speechless. He
intimates by signs that he cannot do the
subject justice. It beats blm. It alto
beats the
mink, the musquash, “Old
I’rob." and all the other weather prophets.
Xo one foretold this, and yet It la upon ua.
People are disgusted at the low spirits of
the Thermometer.—2S” on the second dty
of December is too low for any
respectable
Thermometer. But It Is nothing alter one
gets used to it. It is far better weather
than we had In November, or even In
August. Ths air is purer aud more bracing. The system is invigorated and Its

TELEGRAPH,

Speed

Dll*

cuf'iw

»rth

American'

From Portland.
Portland, Dec. 2.
ACCIDENT.

hrakoman on th<
Eastern railroad. slipjM-d from the roof ol

Marshall

Hiram

last

ear

a

and

a

while

ight

killed. five

was

Portsmouth,
passing over him

near

car*

The Sprague Mortgage.

Providence. R. I.. Dec. 2.
A sudden movement was made tlih
morning in the matter of the Spragut

Mortgage.

the

by

named

trustees

The

that of Zachariah

when
of

The document otherwise is
w ith that sigued by the
Sprague lamily. It is understood that
this action was taken without the concur-

nearly indent ical

beauty.”

and

entered upon, is “a
oil

now

IXSL'RAXCt?.—Charles

Wednesday

issued

versary

of the

u

named iu

1

haffee

the deed of

knowledge in

From

personal

long

a

ac-

were

w

4Ngard

this expression.

to

loaf ornamented

nn

m.

<;.

I
1

*

II.

>l»<*ppard.

eu reported may have po**i-av«*d. from the fact that the
**ank directly in the line of travel and

vieinity

: 'i«-

of numerous small crafts,
a number
up.

rument

tin*

prisoners,

difficulty
obtaining them.

pi-rieueed in

no

will he

green

as

renew

Ellsworth Hills,

we see

in you

|

Only
Our

gladness to dim;
When they paint him a terror.
Thev wrong the old wight.
We’ll weave him a chaplet

iSrunswiek.

For he wieldeth no sceptre.
Put we’ll willingly kiss
Whenever it brings u*,
To evenings like this.

1

News.
London,

Of

Dec. 2.

London lljur. says it has trustworthy information that by a privately expressed wish of Hus Ninth, the Cardinals
iiavi been in consultation
and selected
1 eccl

Arch-bishop of Perugia for
Po|ie. lie was horn in 1810 and

next

S>

aidinal in 1>53.

a <

*ui-

He is

a

hard-

king Hishop. and is called an lletraMane, but Mould no doubt
live on terms
:
amity with the Italian Government.
ai-V greatly respects Cardinal Pecei.

m "i
i"1
■

i

j

City and County.
Se-iglnu

Services is this

"Nl'l['"

City

each

Sunday.

rr

U-.—Sabbath School at 10:30
;it 2 :lo and 7 1*. M
'';d||,!i,b S'ho'd at l p. M. preachV!'A"
.it 2:].» and
p. 31.
1 Ml
UilAN.—.sabbath School at 10::J«J V M
1 p u.-hmj; at 2 :10 and 7 1*.
31.
31.
l*

A.

<

I

P

A 1 III >!

hill-

!<• _!».-.I

M.

i-ik A.
—

1

a

I lie

boy

t..

g
*

...

Mibbalh School at 2 1*. M.
a

were

skating

on

—

o';

1 he

'.<»ck

stores

on

is

1,f‘lw,'e“

mornings.

commenced

at

7 1

Monday evening.
the difference of the
atmosphere
(Weduesdar) and Tuesday

—Vi-per Service

will be held at the L'nitriaii church next
Sunday evening. Dec.
7. at 7/>'clock.
—.Mr. Butler's second term of
•School will commence to-morrow

day) evening. December 4th,

at

I

I

Singing

(I hurathe Con-

gregational Vestry.
—The tow boat "Little Round
Top" has
been untVwtunate of late. While
breaking
up u
Sunday -he broke one of the flange*
"! her wheel;
by removing the one opposite she was enabled to work until
1

pathway,

to-night;

chias line, made her lajt

Hancock Corvrr Savings Bank.—The
Trustees have declared a dividend at the

in this Bank dutiug the first
k of this month wrill draw interest from
the first day.
C. C. Burrill, Treas.

ot
ei

has come

the losing overboard of two
young men
this county, from the uetv schooner

Dexter < lark.
hoard

accidentally

and could not be recov-

ered.

Their names were. Willis
Joy of
:
hi-city and Snowball Thomas of Eden.
Hie "Dexter Clark" was bound
from A'ew

iork

to

Then greet we our friends
That to them hath been given.
Such blessing- on earth.
Such favors from Heaven.
With glad hearts we greet them.
That these garlanded years,
Are so rich with life’**-miles,
So unmarred with its tears;
Thu- Ik* it forever;

We wish the musical
people of Ellsworth. would give a series
of concerts this
winter, while we are
shut out from the
" on
1 tie concert last winter
under the
direction ol Mr. J. H. Butler, was a

dreds
cert-

perfect

and a source of delight to
hunWe are confident that such
conwould be

suc es-.

flatteringly patronized,

in. a afford a most
pleasing entertainment,
a,id ’heir
‘“fluence is beneficial in cultiVat ng a taste for
music. We believe there
1*
energy enough in Ellsworth to
provide
them.

at

once, on

them

j

charge

by mail

artist.

two

or

One

—A

uailic

Lite

rites
M CM

—A reporter of the New York World
has discovered a restaurant in the Bowery

breakfast can be obtained for five
He says be can now hid defiance
to the hard times.
where

a

cents.
■

—Fadover tells us Mrs. Fadover says
she’s glad Mr. Smith has found that there
Assyriau Canon— she always was curious
to know bow the walls of Babylon
got
battered down.
—One of the pleasantest sights to he
seen in any place is a group of school-girls
their way to school, books in hand,
faces rosy with health, and all with a
-ehaw” of gum briskly at work.—[Titua-

on

vtlle Herald.
—Bunches of Autumn leaves are said to
be very beautiful evening decorations, if a

lighted

caudle be set behind them. If the
flame of the candle be allowed to touch
one ol them the brilliancy of the
display is

greatly Increaaed.
—A sample of the tyranny of man was
shown at a woman's rights meeting In
Titusville, where a gentleman entered and
told bis wife, one of the ofBcers of the
meeting, to come home quick, ‘‘as the
baby had the colic.” She went.
—A western paper tells the story of a
country-woman who made her first attempt

get In the Court House through the
patent back-action gate. She opened the
gate, went through, as she supposed, and
shut heraelf out on the same side seven
times; and then ejaculating “merciful
takes,” climbed over the fence.
to

—In former timet the government algiven to the widows of 8cotcb

lowance

clergymen was nearly equal to the clergystipends. A minister of Crenshaws,
a pariah among the Lammermoors, having
men’s

contains an

elegant
bods, by which

butterflies have been attracted, to the delight of the children. The other has a
basket of ripe peaches and grapes, set of
witli bright leaves, sod those bare attracted wasps,

uauiuo

w

end.” whereupon Mrs. Partington says site
“had an idea they batln-d all over."

beautiful

bunch of roses and rose

Stealings.

always sate.”
watering place correspondent
ivn

receipt of subscriptions.
account of
delivering
by agent. They each rep-

picture

and

when iron ones aren't

on

very

a

—"Loss of a China packet ship J” exclaimed Mrs. Partington. “No wonder,

children in
graceful and expressive attitudes, the designs being entirely new. by a Parisian
resent

—A gentleman. In search of a man to do
work, met on his way a lady not as
young aa she once was, and asked her:
"Can you tell me where I can find a man?"

by which the boy .and girl an
alarmed. They are the most attractive
premiums offered by any paiiodlaal this
season. They tire each aoented oa white

wooed a lam in humble circumstances, the
damsel, when consulted on

fhther of the

I

••

Boasts

the subject, said: “Take ’em, Jenny, tak’
’lm; he’s as gold Asad aa leeven’.”
—When that Albany editor got a letter
inclosing a dried ear, and containing the
statement that that was all that was left
•‘of one man who wrote against me,” ha
walked away on hU.

••

••

.Hair,
Corned
.loal2
44
I late
.12
Veal
.07ao.*
salt I ork
-12al4
flam*
.15
Lard Leaf
.12
"
-8aIQ
*•
•'
Buil»r
J5
•*
Cheese
.llalfl
Chickens
,12.il4
••
•*
.17
Turkeys
Cranberries per bu.

address, told

**

••

••

*•

•*

"

dyhard"

5 .uosti.no

Coal
ton
8.5oaU.OO
#4.00 OR LlnsM44 gal. 1.10*1.15
Ioffe#
Here
per lb. .30*35
jm
bu. «80*S5 While Lead pure
Barley
Corn Meal
.12a.14
per lb.
Hborts
bag #2.00 liar " ton #14.al8.00
Fine Feed
2 25 Nails
Jb.
.utito o?<
Colton Seed Meal
Herd* Grass44 bu.
6.00
2.26 Red Top
per bag
1.50*1.75
.30 CloYer
Kegs t*cr do*.
.14
per lb.
Fish flry Cod per lbCalfskins
.!*»
,U5a07 Pelt*
75*1.00
•*
I ollc-ck
.04*05 Wool per lb.
.30*4”
Fresh 4 i»d per lb.
.05 Lumber Hemlock
Fresh Halibut per lb .lo
per m. #lo.all 00
Clams per pk.
.2.5
l al5.00
Spruce
Pig* Feet
.oft
Pine
li.a4U.uo
Trim*
.12 shingle Pine Ex.
#5.0u
Hides p« rib.
.07 aos
Cecar
4.00
••
Flour sup. |»er bbl.
No. 1
2.75
••
#8 00*900
2
i 26
-XX
0.00*10.00
1.76
Spruce
XXX"
10,60*11.00 clapboards spruce
Choice
13.00
cx.
30.0#
Potatoes |»er bu.
.00
lti.uu
Spruce No I
sweet *•
lb. .05*416
l ine clear
40.00
bu. #1.75a2.<«>
Onions
«•*.
50.OO
tk^-ts
.75 Lath Spruce
1.76
44
.tio
Turnips
pine
2.00
salt
.7o*su Cement per cask
bu.
3. o
Pi< kies
.»■*» Lime
1.60
gall.
ltai»uiM
lb.
.I7a2u Brick per in.
#9.al2.oo
Prunes"
.12:1 Hicks per lb
12*14
Tomatoes 1 lb. Cana
Rabbits
io
Tamarinds per lb.
.161 Partridge*
.lual6
••

_

••

'•

neigbor having met witli the same affliction, and equally desirous of keeping before him the image of Ills dear departed
by

•*

lb.
.1.1
coffee A lb
.12
.•
'j ..
.12
Molasses Havana
.50*55
per
gall.
44
Purto Rico
per »*!!. .70*75
Tea Jan. 44 Vb.
.65*90
Ool.
.50*85
•*
••
Tallow
.(Halo
Wood s’t cord 3.50*4.00

example,

the name of

and Ms farm is

"Glenbetsy."

••

••

••

'•

••

i

44

4

|

44

44

44

••

4 4

44

4*

approaches when the hoy
of the |ieriod turns his inind to meditation
As the hour of 8 p. M. strikes, he softlv
—The

season

withdraws from the table where he had
been engaged In digging the putty from a
nail head, and unostentiousiy deposits
himself back of the stove to think.
We

particular

to

there is

cause

an

emphasize

tills

word, be-

the part of
sister, who lias

impression

on

Ills parents and his eldest
the honor of escorting him to bed nights,
that he is going to sleep. They go so lar

••
••

’•

44

44

••

••

••

•*

44

Ukij

MARINE LIST.
Ella worth Port.
ARRIVED.
Srh
.*-* h
s*'*i

coo-

tii]iit's for live minute s, when it graUuallv
dies out, ami all Is silent back of llic stove.
When the boy comes to attain be is being
lifted to his feet by his waistband, ami

h
sch

cullWI

S’b

>*

s<*h
sch

on the bead to indicate that
it is after 10 o'clock. He makes a desperate attempt to find where he left off the tune,
hut ignonilniously fails, and live minutes

later is

stumbling up-stairs,

with

an

Sch
s« h
s* h

in-

terested and active sister In his rear, and
firmly hut faiutly maintaining that he was
not

asleep,

but

lJirectl)
figure
bronzed, “America.” weighing 14,9t>6
of
The
the
dome
iron
pounds.
pressure
ttl>on its piers and pillars, is 12.477
|niunils to the siptare foot. S<t. Peter
presses nearly 20.W*' pounds more to
tne square foot, ami Bt. Genevieve tit
Paris, C6,UUQ pounds more. It Would
require to crush the supporters of out
dome a pressure ot 667,270 pounds to the
over

your head is

in

a

square loot. The cost was about 1,000,000.
The new wings cost $li,60U,0«lO.
This architect has a plan for rebuilding
the old central part of the capitol and
enlarging the park, which will cost
about $.1,200,000.

List of Letters.
List of letter* remaining in the Post Office
Dee. 1.
Burton, Edward II.
M< K« n*ic. B. S.
Frazier, Edward
Moore, 1*. B.
Fro^t, Maria C.
Murch, Byron E.
Gould, E. W.
Mace, Su*ic
M«»ore, Loui*a
Haynes, Laura F.
Hatch H. X.
Newman. John
Geo.
Higgins.
Smith, Annie M. Mr*.
Houstan. Frank A.
Sinclair, Aunie F.
Jelliftou, Jennie
Sherman, Daniel A.
Lewi*. S. F.
Swt*U, Geo.
Maddook*, Nancy A.
.Shannon, Patrick
Maddocks Caroline E.

I vie ware. Steven*. Ronton.
J M K
'linHy. r >mroi. It..,ton.
» '* Lawrence. Davis. Ronton.
CLEARED.
Lange*. Jordan. New York,
Hujt/ar, EcruM. liar Harbor.
ARRIVED.

Nov. 27.

Nov. 2*.
trank Pierre. Lrant, Portland
Dorm. Keith. Boston.
Minncola. Davit, Boston, while lying at
anchor near Deer l.laml. parted both
• Ham* ;\nd went a
bort- in the late gale.
Me..m tug. Lillie Round
Top- went loi her
and p.wrd her to ElDworlh.
Nov. SS.
Engineer. M.t/raiJ. Boston.
ttiace. Alley. Boston.

Patriot.-uutli.irds. Poritiud,
CLEARED.

Sch
•■*'h

We-ley A.U-rt. South. Ru-ton.
Delew.tie. Me v eft*. Boston.
Seh
loretter, Going, Boston,
ocb Careesa, Saddler. Bo.-lou.

only thinking.

Tiir. IIomk or tiii: Capitol. The
dome of the capitol at Washington is the
most ambitious structure in America.
It is lOBfcct higher Ilian the Washington
monument in Baltimore, OB loot higher
than Bunker llill monument, and 23
feet higher than the Trinity Church
tower in New
York. It is’ the onlv
considerable dome of iron in the world.
Ii is a vast hollow sphere ofiron, weighing 8.000,000 pounds. How much
is that? About 4.0U0 tons, ora weight
ot about 70.U00 full grown persons, or
nlout equal to a thousand loaded coal
ears,
which, holding four tons each,
would reach two miles and a hail.

••

44

to openly express this belief, hut he
stoutly denies it. and immediately proceeds
to demonstrate the gross injustice of tho
insinuation by humming some familiar
piece, l’retty soon the humming ceases,
there is a significant movement at the ta.

hie. and then it is resumed again, ami

••

•*

44

Sch
s* h
Sell

Seh
Sch
sch

Doris, Keith. It

Nov. JO.
n.

<

op)-, Treworgy. |>o«(on.
Mint
Bo-ton
Ivxtcr. Mtcrinuu. Boston.

Exprc--,

ARRIVED.
Fair Dealer. Ueuiirk. Ito«ton.
Ella, Porter, lloekland.
Ui«utrr*.

The wreck of sch < ha* I'pton. fui Ellsworth,
lost on the si-t- r*. off Portsmouth harbor, ha*
l>*'*'ii towed into Port-mouth, with it* cargo of
lumber. The ve-sel is probably damaged be-

yond repair.

S« h Agues, fm Bo«ton of and for
Ellsworth,
went a-lior*- in-ide Trundy’* Reef in th>- -torm
l Monday, but wa* lowed off
by the tug W II
Scott before*he»uffered mil h damage, and
c

put
iuio Portland harbor.
Sch David VVasnon of Hrooksvi;].-, Me., fm
Bangor for t ura.-oa, was lost at ,*. a. Aug 2*.
1 h- waptain and live m* n arri»ed at Montev iJ.-o
1,1 t 20.
The D W was 229 toils register, and
wa- built ut Brooksville in 18*i7
sch Ann. Marshall, fm Port Johnson for Salem. with a cargo of coal, struck on Handkerchief shoal night of 22d ult. and went to
piece*.
Crew saved ami arrived at Boston.
Bi ig H H McGUvery. Stubbs, fm New York
for Richmond, Me. put into Portland 25th ult.
R* port- got among the breaker* m ar Portland
Light 24th ult. but came otl w ithout damage bv
assistance of tug Charles A Warren.
S«-h NeUie C ushing, fm St John. N B, for
Havana, before reported returned 2Uth ult. was
caught ill the gale of lsth and had sail* split,
broke main Iwoiu an*l gaff and lo-t boat from
davits; also lost small portiou of deck load of
.books.
Keunohunkport, Nov 27.—Sch, W»ter Witch,
Amen, and Lizzie Uuptill, Suuw,fm liuntuD for
Kocklaud. were driven ashore on Kollv and
Ureen

Islands, respectively

m

ALE'S HONEY OK HORRIIOL'ND

ANI»

TAR*

reft,

daughter

In her dreamles*
sleep I**t us leave her now,
H e’ll oft return o'er her dust to how
;
M e will look and long for the
happier time.
M hen we’ll meet
in that fairer dime.

Bath—Ar 28th, brig H II MeGilvery, Stubbs.
N York.
Sid 2>th. seh Mary Eliza, MeGown, Boston.
gi«*t*.
Puuii.ani>—Ar 27th. seh Cape Anu, WoosPike'* Toothache Drops cure in 1 ininuta.
ter. Boston far Hancock.
« Id 29th, seh Jed
Frye, Langley, Calais.
.Many Suffer rather than take uau*eou*
Ar 1st, schs Marccllus,Ellsworth for
Boston;
meiliciue; and this ta not to be wondere<! at. j
Mechanic. Kenm-buuk to load for Ellsworth;
•a* the remedy is often worm?
tiian the disease. i
Ida Blanche. Penobscot for Boston.
| Sufferer*
from cough*, cold*, influenza. M>re
j Gloucester—Ar 2»th, seh Keystone, Hutch,
throat, or tendency to Consumption, will find
fu Dr. Wi*tar* Balsam of Will* cherry a ( Bluehill for Phila.
Newhpryfort—ArSSth.schs Daniel Breed,
Lowell, and Julietta. Lawson. Bangor.
ual iu
disease.
Salem—Ar 20th, »ch Maine, Lord, Boston for
ui:i> an.
IM i-okt a Nr to SUFFERERS,—The greatest
Boston—Ar 23th, sell* Franklin, Colby.
one
benefactor is
who relieves pain and cure*
Wiscasset; Howena, Uuptill, Calais; Ariosto. (
disease. I>K- Mlmikk ha.* accomplished both
Rockland.
Elwell,
by hi* miraculous discovery of anakems, au
Ar2l»tb, sch-Caroline C, Spurling, Calais;
absolutely easy, apid and Infallible cure for Xeponset,
Wiley, Virginia; Maine. Brown,
pile* iu all mages. All Doctor's endorse it Bangor: Sarah
iiucKins. Baiigur.
and 20.060 cured sufferers testify to it* virtues.
CM 2.di,P >1, sell Julia A liich,Kelley, GlouIt I* a Simple suppository acting as an instruX
cester
to
load
for
York.
ment soothing poultice and medicine. The
Ar 1st, sells Leonora, Norfolk,>nd Castilian,
relief is instant and cure certain.—Price 1.00
•old by Druggists everywhere, and sent free Ellsworth.
New Beheokii—Sld 27th, C II Macomlier,
by mail from Depot, 46 Walker at., New York.
Higgins, New York.
Ar 20th, seh Xorthem Light, Ireland, l’hila.
Habitual Caativeaesa Causes
Xewpuht—Ar 23th, aelis Harry Lee. Mayo,
Headache, Dizziness, Worms. Liver Com- X York; American Eagle, Brown, do for Bosplaint, l>> spepsia. Sour Stomach, Bad Breath. ton ; Uanibal. Coombs, Bangor for X York;
Ac. The surest preventive is Dr. Harrison'* Lizzie Lee, Cobb, Bluehill for X York.
Peristaltic Lozenges; being both Tonic and
Sld 23th, achs Harry Lee, Mayo, I’ort JohnLaxative, they restore nature, thereby curing son ; American Eagle, Boston; Louisa A Boarda costive habit.
In the opinion of every Drug- man, Norwood, Calais for X York.
Sld 30th, sells Hauibal, X York; Lizzie Lee.
gist, they are tbe most pleasant and effectual
remedy for the Piles, aud tbe only one that Bluehill for do.
reaches the cause, as outward
Pawtucket—Ar 21st, seh Golden Rule, St
application* are
only time and mouey wasted. Trial box, George, Me; and sld 26th, for X York.
30 cu. Large box, 00 eta. mailed free for this
New York—Ar 23d, sebs H P Blaisdell,
last price.
Wood, Savannah; Walton, Uott, Bangor.
Sld 24tb. seh Nellie Grant, for Bermuda.
DR. HARRISON'S ICELAND BALSAM,
CM 26th, sch Storm Petrel, Haskell, Savana splendid cure lor coughs, hoarseness, and
nah la mar.
all THROAT and LUNG complaints. For sale
Ar 27th. sch Fleetwing. Henderson, Baltiby K. S. HARRISON A CO. Proprietors,
Vo. 1 Tremont Temple. Boston, and by all more for Salem.
Ar23th, sehs Julia Rich, Church, Calais;
lrnuTO
Druggists.
Otronto, Hammond. Providence.
CM 23th, neb Jennie M Murphy. St. Ketts.
Chapped Hands, face, rough skin, pimples,
Ar 30th. sehs Mediator. Davi», Elizabethport;
ringworm, salPrhrem and other cutaneous Golden Rule, Pawtucket;
Montrose, Allen.
affections cured, and the akin made soft and
Providence; Andrew Peters, Elizabethport.
smooth, bv using tbe Juniper Tar Soap, made
Passed through Hell Gate 25th, sehs Florida,
by Caswell. Hazard A Co., New York. Be
Hoboken for Portland; Caroline Grant,
certain to get tbe Juniper Tar Soap, as there Jordan,
Webster. Port Johnson.
are many imitations
made with common tar
Also 26th, sehs Fanny A Edith, Bentley, Ronwhich ate worthless.
4w4S
dout for Belfast; Senator, Grimes, Philbrook,
and Lenorv, Spofford, Virginia for Boston.
Philadelphia—Cld 28th, sch Mary & Eliza,
For Eruptive Diseases of the Skin. Pimples
and Blotches, Vegbtink is the great remedy,
Crowell, Boston.
Savannah—At
as it removes from the system the
24th, sch Geo Washington,
producing
Sherlock, Baracoa.
cause.
Pensacola—Ar 28tb. brig Bockv Glen, HigOld Probabilities.—Our learned friend- gins, Lisbon via Turks Island,
San Francisco—CM 21st, brig Brewster,
who site at Washington, and receives, from the
Johnson. Port Townsend.
signal stations of a continent, reports on the
fsnln Perm.
vicissitudes of the weather, sorts, compares
Matanzas—Sld 17th, brig Alberti, Oreutt,
and infera from them the daily bulletins
Portland.
which everybody reads, might reasonably add.
Guantanamo—Ar brig D M Merritt, HarrtIn view of our late sudden changes, ‘-Colds,
man. St. Jago.
At Havanna—Nov 23d, barque Carlton,
and
Affections
of
the
Throat and Lungs
Coughs
will pievall In tbe East and North. Warning Tjecartin, anc.
At East Hakbor, T. I.—Not. Mtb, brig
signals continue in the Weal and South.” In Rocky Glen, Higgins, from Lisbon, Ar 8tb. 23
viaw of the truth of these probabilities, we days passage, to sail 12th for Pensacola.
commend to ail sufferers that excellent and
potant specific, A tee’s Cherry Pectoral.
It has, ta countless instances, saved life, and
has, within the knowledge ot every one, allsEllsworth—lid ult.. by Rev Mr. Gamtson.
viated most alarming symptoms and effected
WillUm H. Moon of Ellsworth, and Miss Marr
cures almost surpassing belief. So ezesllent is
E. Dermott of Monson, Me.
it that the modlcalfaculty laiftiy uaoit in their
Lamoine—Thanksgmng Eva, at the real-.

removing

MARRIED.

DAUCIIY A CO.'S COLUMN.
^44^ 0^ Brings

$3

Write

you free

by mail the very best

‘ELASTIC TRUSS’

at once

to

Pomeroy A (Jo 714 Broadway N. Y.
4w4tf

TteMajicCortSlS'fKSSI

black or brown and contains no poison. Trade
supplied at low rates. Address, MAGIC COMB
Iw48
CO., Springfield, Mag*.

OUT OF BUSINESS!
Hut not out of Courage orJEncrgu! All such
should irrite us at oner for a good chance to
make large \ cages this U infe r. S> nd for our
4\v4S
circulars and terms to
D. L. GUERNEEY* Pub** Concord* X. li.

ALL OUT OF
Dr. .T. Walker’s California Vinegar Hitters aro a purely Vegetable
preparation, raado chiefly from tho na-

EMPLOYMENT
obtain light,

can

pation by writing

respectable and profitable

to

I*.

oecu

O Box 5-5o, Ito-ton. Mass.
4 WPS

C AlPH OKI N E"

“

Tbe

Greatest IMscovery ol the Age t«»r the relief A
cure of Uheumali'ni. chrome and acute. >|»rains.
Brui«es. Pam in Chest. Back, or I.mibs,.StilI.Jomt-

Glandular swelling-, Inlbimin:iti>n <. Nru
Bunions, Catarrh, Ac. W ill md grease or
the most delicate fabric. which makes it a
luxury in every family. Try it and t»e convinced
oj it- great merit.
i.'i ets. per indlie. UhCBh.N II«»Y 1. 1‘rop’r. itki ».i enu ch-st. N. V. 4vv4*
Mrain.-.

|

|

|

ralgi.i

teksI” Our

REMARKABLE SUCCESS
>

The

a medians been
the remark.vb
of
Vi.vkoar Bitters in healing the
qualities
sick of every disease man is heir to. Tinware a peni'o Purgative as well as a T
t'
relieving Congestion or Inflammation
tho Liver and Visceral Organs 1:1 Baiun.-.
Diseases

Highest fleiliml Aatliortdei of
the fti'*uige-1 Tonie. l'lintler and
!■» the medical w •m id
i-

uenI known

-1:

The

JUR USEBA,

line-t- lei
of Vila' loire-, exhaustion o| tht*
nervous -yt »• debit tab ..
m. rc-boes vigor
fleeVltlabd blood, remove- vs-ie|i* oh-truc*
lions mi | arts directly on tiie i.ive
and -|deeu.
1*11otde. .I.uis C». lxi.t.L*»bb, 1tl

tive,

and

under the Sun.

Thing

Sixteon Oil Painting* in a Bock !
Nev.rlK-b.ie was -u. h an id. a .tU. n.i '- d f.r
Iniok Hlu-tration ; ev ry one vvh hu-.-et-n it proit Nl'PKKB.
MrlumnceHarriet Beecher
Stowe'- la!*--t work.

Women in Sacred
is

«d

«»•:

a

History,
.tr

r»arrativ. --ke!. he
an
legend try

Scriptural, historical,
■ u«lr.sleil

■■■

...

cor.

(iRAM)

*
from
source#. 11wilts fslxtern Choice <»,| 4 hr.**
nsoa, after paintings by th#most celebrated art*
i i-t- of the w oi l, giving a rich and m ignni
t
•""'i.*
iH-iuiy.
I >t >ur in berchurmin* style ha* uritirn a bo.
lull •»t in ten -t. ami w itbout a i it 11 paije in ir v« a, h
even ii 11..1 ii!11-tva!••• 1 w-nild
; rati.I v
,r ;•
Hit I LI.I ANT OIL-4 01.011 l*|( Tlk I"
make u one ot the m*».-t unique. original, .u.
remarkable books ever off.-red. Hie in. t min..
It* bed
|| j..r
i. h
parately. Would teadilv
w bile tbe entire book, u Uh the 1*.
or
mi.together wdh sumptuous binding-.
h
|n
ail la- bad b»r one-lifth
t|, ,t am on
|
1.* psi.i:
lied in h.N .l.hll a I in l.l.UMVN a
is in t^iiitf a tr» in nd-m

;

and Anti-Bilious.

It. II. Me DON ALD * CO..
and On. Acts.. San Francisco. California,
of
Washington ami Charlton Sta N’ Y
Hold by ail Druggist* and lkalrn.
I v 4:1
47
eomo

4w4tf

A New

".

ENTERTAIHMENT!
of

customers,

>

Mam

tr'-i-l.

■

Sensation

Among Agent?

iirl,

n

LEWIS A.

>.

II

*

-S.

K.

JOY, Propr.

The
Harness and 1 runic bu-ine-s in
branch-•*
arne l on in a -'•.!■•
( W 'lk.n
warranted
-nit all ru*i nisei

HEAVY TEAM

S. |e-a.en.
l-n .HIM It
a b
v
■.!.
n*W and
lo jf,-t phu-ai.t w
k and
money in It
I
i.
ill i;
.V
I
pav -'". I lur ti iiii*
ii | ...;i.
A » *>., New ^ ork. lbi'l ui, C In igo. >an Knre..«■
or
Cincinnati.
\wi*
|
..-at
R*flAAA€*,:*T* 11
n
l/www ee by ma.!. w tlb t
\dlre-~ VII. Whim. N.
»»i..fi per lav.
ark, New Jersey.
i« §-

opposite

Whiting'..

.•

■

the

at

Harness find Trunk store.

<

and

cf Dm Wat.kee's

Aperient. I):aphoret:.-f

are

Carminative, Nutritious. Laxative, biuretir,
Sedative, Counter-Irntaut Sudorific, Altera-

p;a'•!

York.

properties

Vi.NKf.AR Bittfbs

It

New

Never before in the

history of the world has
compounded possessing

Furopr
>b

of Vinecak Bir-

answer

tho system.

of

the -real Ore.ms. More
and tin* hi-torv of
1.4* 4 ntcaton <*» year* 1m Africa.
Al-o ow splendid nr** H.hlr, j;;*t i. ady
\ |Ure--. Ill BBAIil) llliOS. Pub's, a.; \N .t-liingbui
M, Bo.-toll.
|vv | s
W o;i|,r- beneath
Agent \\ anted tor th

the

1

success

is, that they remove
tho cause of disease, and the patient recovers his health.
They are the great
blood purifier and a life-giving principle,
a perfect Renovator and Invignratnr

ij ill 4 lavand allot he
>lav
$4.Y- in
selling
HPCAU’C CTflQV A Perfect l.itirarv
UUkAn 0 0 I Un I aAdvi ntuiv- upon and
>

tive herbs found on the lower ranges of
tho Sierra Nevada mountains of California, tho medicinal properties of which
are extracted therefrom without the use
of Alcohol.
Tho question is almost
daily asked. “What is tho cause of tho

unparalleled

-tain

llurnesranted

fI1

to

.n-.

LIGHT BUGGY

be -1 manner, and w.u
satisjv both in style and finish.
|,,

t[,(.

Itolies \
suitable f*r

Itlankcls,
I

summer

<.r winter, ot
colors and \ lain.

si-

j.in,.

!.*nr«* book. full nf ifoti thiaec
m
impoftsY :nf rmutii'-i, p-,;'. f
A*iiUtu. Lti, ft CO-, -J4 bixth Av«.,.\«w

of ad kaids.

Iro n Hie I dost s u it-.ga down to tmcommon zinc .m l leather ch ap
run*, ail m .|e

A
!

an

4

beautiful home.”

Hancock, Me., Dec. 2d, lh73.

\

ik

Is_

w

Ladies tmii.cuts'
Luck Valises,

WANTED

AGENTS

I. A. SI KAI»MAN.

Bru-hes,

sr.vn i.iviin v wakt
4 w

_

-si

1tee km an

n

liren.se. Interfering

B *ots,
t,;.
die Pud*.
Mane -nubs, shawl
Mra s, and everything per*
lining to Pus line of business car;
be found at this establishment, for
prices
that cannot tail to suit all dcsirou- *>t pure ha mg
g oil* ot th;* de
ripti -n.
Remember that our sh >p is n-arlv opposite H.
A a. K- Whiting's Block. Main >i Eli v.,nn.

^

4*

III) >i AM \
or "OI L CHAKXINU.How either sex may ta-cinate and sram the love
A afle. lion- ..f any person they choore msUmt:.
Ihi- -imple menial aeijuirement all can
po-..,--.
tree.by maii. lor lir. together with a marriage
Kind*-. Kk'> l-lian ifiiele. Hrcam-dimt- to Lad..
A .pi.-,*r ...
tVvdiliiiit-Nighl "Inrt. *Ste.
\.|UressT. WILLIAM A « o., I’ub-., i'nilu.
i.p

P"\|

MBSCUIBKIt hereby gives publie notice
all concerned that she has been duly
appointed. an.| has taken upon herstdf, the trust ot
an Administratrix of the E-tate of
WM. N.
late of Eagle Island,
in
the
County Hancock, yeoman deceased,
by giving bond as the law directs; *he therefore
request* all person* who are indebted to the said
deceased’.* »**t:ite, to m ike mine d;.t
payment,
and_tho.se who have any demand* thereon, to j
exhibit the same for settlement.
Okena Ci. On NS.
November 3, i*7:.
SwiS*

THE

Traveling Bags, Leather and
>at.he|-. Busked. Il,i>r
urry < onibs. H j.. *.-rk.Harriett* Od, Axel

(

ets,

a profitaf Je and
respectable business for men or
women who have or can make l«-i.-ur<* time and
"I'h lo convert it into money. K«u niculai
ad-

dre*s

Li :wis A. JOY.
Ellsworth, Oct. 15. i.«7 L

*•

CRUMBS
\n* a modern st
polish tar better than\
any other in exia-

»ve/”V1 1

Umce.

/

Vrc

j1 they
gloss

give
tiian

f

NEW FIRM AT THE OLD STAND.

I

better, bceati-e

polish.

bridge.

Sold by ail Drug-

Rangor, Hampden, VY'interport and Buckgport to Roston.4»:| Ot»
do
do
do
to Lowell. 4.1fc
1.00*11* TAl'LOn, Agent.
22 tf

Fares from
do

come
our

ROIX,

Capt. W. K.

Will leave Hunger f.»r Boston every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY'anti SATURDAY. at
II A- >!., touching at all the usual landmtr* on die river and buy.
Will leave Ronton for Rangor every MONDAY*, TUESDAY', THURSDAY' and FRIDAY at 5 oVock
P. M., touching as above.

In that fairer clime l»v the crystal sea.
When* the Uiverof Life flows calm and free;
Kruin Hie shadow of death, that can never
darken the sight of

liatalidiii,

Sl«‘aiin«*r

r H L" > Iv S

to

Domestic Ports.
S W Harbor—Ar 24th, *eh
Laur»l, Richardson. Some*’ .Sound for Rockland.
Ar 25th, -ch Sciota, Sadler, Hancock for

('anibritl^ts

again

To

03.

ONLY

Capt. J. P. JOHNSON,

■ba-

but for tin.* who are left,
wife and a fond mother U'-

gone.

,

Four Trips per Week.

the Route.

on

dTe~d-

C'a|>e IVrpoi.e

harbor in the (tale of 17th ult.
Notwithstanding ttie subseuuent storm, and severe cold, they
liav.- been rubied and sueeessfuIJy
launeuedby
master Ira Grant, tlie Water Witch wi'.b
cargo
in. on 22d, and the L 1) after di-eharging, on
the 2*Jth.

Rockland.
Ar 2»ith. sch* A T Havncs, King. Somes*
Sound for Rockland; Grace Lee, Sian lev, Rockland.
Ar 27th, seh-Gamecock, Robinson,
Portland;
Kate t lark. Thurstju, Boston; Blo>im-i, MaBusiness Notices.
son, Franklin.
Ar 2Mh. seh Flora Griadlc. Stanley, PortForewarnings ok Con sum it ion
Remland.
ember lhut a cough, a cold or home other com* Id 29th, sells
Bloomer, Mason, Lynn;Gamemon affection of the throat or
lung* alway* i cock. Robinson. < alais,
precedes Con*uinpt'ou. and that ail the*e ailC’ld 30th, seh Mora Grindle, Stanley, Milment* are cured with absolute certainty by
If

Two Steamer*

Hie sister* *a,L and the brothers lone.
And the parent who m .urn* for a

F°r

Freights Reduced.

PARE

-Weep not for her,
of a true hearted

;

LOWELL.

Arrangements for Season of1873.

1873.

notices, beyowl the Date, Name and
Aye must be paid for.
Haverhill, Mass.—On Mondav, Nov. 21, Mrs.
Su-an B wife of A. F. Drink water, Esq. She
was 4» years of
age, and had been married 20
years.
Her illness was long: but through its whole
course, she was patient, cheerful, and heroic:
and iu all her suffering, no murmur esoajM*d
her. As ever, she showed more concern for
others than for herself. She was a devoted
faithfUl friend, and a tiue Christian.
Those who knew her best. loved her most, and
her every acquaintance is a mourner.
K.
Hancock—Oct. 20th. Mrs. Emma A., wife of
Isaac N. Smith,
aged 20 years, 5 months and 6
da vs.
MuDenert—20th ult., Mr. Joseph Staulev.
aged iS years.
Hancock. Me.,—on the 25*th ult.. Mrs. Caroline Crabtree, beloved wife of I*emuel Crabtree, aged 23 years, 2 months and 17 days.
Hie subject of the above notice
professed
faith in Christ at the
early age of 17 yrs., was
baptized bv Elder Watson, and united with the
first Baptist Church in Hancock.
From the
time of her public acknowledgement of her
trust in the Redeemer, to the
day of her death,
she, by divine grace was enabled to adorn the
profession which she had made. For the last
10 or 12 years of her life she was a
great sufferafflicted with cancer in the breast.—
er* being Was
u, v, r known to murmur: but
was
frequently heard to sav, (when receiving
condolence of friends) “O, it is ail for the best.
* have more
reason to be thankful than to repine.
Everything that money or love could
do. was done by an affectionate''husband for her
recovery, but all in vain. Uod. in His wisdom,
had overruled it otherwise. Though she would
gludh have lived even amid sulerings that
none knew, so
long as she could serve the dear
ones that she loved so well,
yet she felt to “depart and Ih* with * hrist was far better." “To die
was gain."
Ibr life work is done, and she has
gone to her reward, and the holy influence of
th il work
performed in the family iu the
church and in the eoimnunitv where she lived
and labored, will Is* felt in th** ^„rtd.
long after
th.* marble monument erected to her meniorv
shall have crumbled into dust. For. she was
the -ympathizing wife, and the cheerful comof her husband: the judicious .'01111*0-1panion
lor and the loving
guardian of her children:
fhe kind affectionate -i-t. r and the d. \ot* il in.k
daughter: the respected. though ni«*dest ami unobtrusive iiicuiImt of *o.
irt>. Who
» an tell how
much of her woman** jM.wer, *»*• hid* d from
the public page, and silently exeri*»d in the home cinic—who ran tell h«>w
much of her tiuielv sympathy, her courage in
sickness, her patience in suffering, her prayers
f >r her children will
go from that sick room.—
No eye but that of Omniscience Itself can trace
the concealed lines of holv influences from
S4,ur...
t„
complete results. The work* of
many, though unseen l»\
the dull vi*ion of
mortals, and unwritten in the annals ..f Imman
achievements, ;ir«* all fully recorded and will
Im- preserved m the volume
kept in Heaven.—
Their recnrtl in on Uii/h.
I he unerring
p*n of Him who notes the
smallest incidents in the life of the humblest
D rstm. as well as the royal d*. d* of him who
fill* tie- chair of state or
occupies the throne of
an Kmpirc—ha* registered all the
secret toils,
t* irs. and
prayers that went from the obscurithat sick room, (though everv petition
ty
wa* uttered with a
groan of pain) to the ear of
Hun who licareth the -sighing of the
prisoner,
and who keeps the —lH*ok of remembrance” for those who fear the Lord and think
U|h»ii ilis name.
1 lie funeral of our
departed sister which
took place on Sabbath 30th ult.. was numerousand
the
ly attended,
mournful occasion was improved bv the writer, hv a discourse founded
oil the Word* found in Hrb. II
4.
-/brio/
lh.n
Ma\ Divine *up|s.rt U* given to the bereaved
husband, the sorrowing chihlren and the atflicted relations and friends, who m«urn the departure of a <ni fV, u mi d/ier,
ki,iii‘'n,
whose lift- was a
precious gift of God unto
them, and the memory piety will 1m* a jM-rpetual fragrum^e »f holy influences in after
years.
I^ the liereavcd we tender our svmputhv.
and iu the language of the poet, would *av :

|>er

and

Fares

Line.

Independent

FOR BOSTON AND

Orland.

2

44

—A while ago a farmer in the Highland,
lost his wife, and out of love for her memory called his estate "Glcnmary.” A

followed his

•*

Sanford’s

Obituary

••

•*

recent

of

December 4, 1873.
Apples per bbl. S.OM5.00 Maple Sugar per lb. .20
dried per lb. .loal2 Lemons
lj.uo
Bean* per bu.
3.50*4 00 Figs per ll>.
.25
Boi steak per lb. .2ua25
Sugar granulated

myself.”

known

PRICE CURRENT.

Corrected Weekly.

"No, I cannot" she replied, "for I have
been looking these twenty years for one
•

aside.—[X ithlmo49

ELLSWORTH

some

Crittenton's, 7 6th Avenue.

Adown the silent stream of time,
With memories tight aglow.
We see in misty form, the dream
Of fifty years ago.

No extra

—

The Uich-

a

Pickings

Time—"Lang Syne.

sent

Jacksonville.

work on the

divant.— [Argus.

Premiums, now ready for
delivery, ate a
very attractive pair of French chromos,
entitled "DELIGHT" and "ALARM.” both of
which are given to every subscriber who
pays $3.25 iti advance. These will be

They were knocked over-

Bueksport

railroad.

great nieasure to the care and faithtulof her officers, in addition to the
ability of her agent. Capt. Cyrus Stur-

Household Hints, and Agricultural and
Scientific Matters. No long continued stories are publisned, but
short, crisp and
sparkling tales and sketches. The new

Ellsworth. Dec. 1, 1S7J.
news

Bangor

been at

uess

department

uei

Overboard.—Sad

which have
&

in

-Late;

every department of this well-known
and popular Family Paper its the highest
state of efficiency during the
coining year.
Besides Original stories. Sketches and
Poems by the best writer*, special attention will be paid to the
of

dejMisitid

I-osT

horses

Of

I keep

of 0 |ier cent, to depositors, which is
the highest rate allowed by law.
Money

sea-

here in the afternoon.

mond has had

Premiun»».—Agents

rate

for the

Friday, arriving
She went up to Bangor Thursday afternoon. meeting with but slight detention
from the Ice, and returned yesterdsy.
She brought a full freight, including thirty
son

Want’d.—The Publishers of the Portland
Transcript have made arrangements to

a

trip

very successful season,
considerable of an increase over last year.
Not a single accident of any kind lias occured. This favorable result ls|attributable

The bridal wreath is faded now,
The marriage lights are dim,
That .hone where hope had built its .Lima
And sang its gladdening hymn.
\et love, that placed the alter flowers,
And gave tin* marriage kiss.
Is fresh to-day and brightlv links,
That "lsng syne" time with.
Oh! w hi«[***red vows, so sweet and low,.
That once with joy were given,
A bond of strength they have beeome
A sacrament of heaven.
Then in the dim and silent
past
memory's light still glow,
While love still echoes back the joy
Of fifty years ago.

down an old farmer by a shot In the leg.
The distance was sixty-six yards.

—

Not by taking new wives—
May that ne’er Ik* our lot,—
Put by rather rejoicing
Wgh the one* we have got.
Thev’re a bless ing from Heaven,
And mo-t mournful his fate.
Who know- not the charms

iky conjugal

—A Rochester editor went hunting the
day for the first time lu twenty-two
years.'and he was lucky enough to bring

—Guthrie, In

df-nce of the bride** n»rrnt«, hy Rev. E. A. Van
Ml« nary Ell.i King. »eeond laughter
I'Jeeek.
of Warren King. E«q„ and Mr. Anael C.
Heynohla *11 of Lamolne
fioukUbor—2 ith nit bv H. M 8owle.E*q
Mr. .Ian a X. «e man and MM Rhoda K.
Crowley, bith of GouM*bon.
Se>igwkk—Thank«givl ig Eve, by Rev. C. P.
Rartlett. Mr I«aae M All.n, Jr. and Mlaa Ada
F. Clo* on, both of 9
1,1 ln»* i>v K. K
Thomp»on. F»q.,
"T E. *h pley Hayne* and Mlaa 8u*an E.
Hod kln«. all of Trenton.
Bluchl'l—l*t ln»t at the residence of the
brkle'a f .th T. by I. T HI ek'ey, Eq. Mr.
•lam*-* F. Coomb* of Could boro, and M'«s
A nnE.D Ingalls,
daughter of X. H. Ingalls
of Xo. Bluehlll.
Bangor—29th ult., by Rev. 8. Goodenough,
Mr. Marcos O. Sweet of Holden, and Mlaa Lilian A. King of Dedham.
Orland—27th ult.. bv Rev. A. Plumer, Mr.
Edward J. Gray and Miss Louisa Abbott, both

Vowor sf Ipsakftsf BntsrsA
XftWitrf. Ontskio. D. C.f March 80,1870.
Mk Fellows—sir: 8onre two months ago
m? son I'Ht his v lice
I be *o n
very anxious
nbouthln. Xon*» of the physician* could do
bun any goo l. Having heard of vnurt'omiMiiin>l sy up of II vp.piho-phi’es. I obtained a
btdtle. Strange to **v,
my sou’s voice was
restored about two hours after taking the
second dose.
You are at liberty to publish this for the
benefit of other sufferers.

other

Steamer Citt ok Kicumonp.
This
steamer, of the Portland. Bangor and Ma-

tcinjiorary laying uj>. She will
probably he at work again iu a day or two.

cau-ing

a

made, which revealed the fact that
the cat had been at work there, and had
succeeded iu reaching the box enclosing
the coffin.

Tiie Portland Transcript, for 1874.
—New and Altrarlice

ight, when her rudder was knocked out

says that

was

Tuesday

t

iikkhykiklp.—'l’lie f’nion

had been very much attached, being observed to show many signs of grief, and to
return home several mornings covered
witli mud, an examination of the grave

time iu its flight.
Never find them less joyous,
Thau we see them to night.

the river

closing

<

May

Tuesday.

an

singular instance of affection and intelligence in an animal, has recently been
brought Pi light Id connection witli the
death ot Daniel Elliot Nickels, late of
Cherrvfield. A cat. to which deceased had

Hear it. all ye di-senter*.
Dispute it who can.
The earth was not perfect.
With Eden and man.

Kllawortli.

lias set up

M. B. D.

In the years that are olden.
In our Grand mothers’ day,
These duplicate nuptial*
Were not in their wav;
If more than one winding,
Took place in their lives,
It was on the occasion.
When they married new wives;
’Ti- our fashion of late.
To repeat all our weddings.
I n the decimal rate.

ue

..'

rose*

business,

—The shore fisheries, hereabouts, have
been almost a failure this season.

Old Time is no S|x -tre.
Who. in cerements grim.
crosses* our

A. C. Kernald of this town, in conjunction with a Mr. Babb of Portland,
w ho is
said to be the originator of the
establishment at Mutton's Island, lor the
preparation of that commodity.

year-

Mi. Derr her was ai— elected to
reprem >t. John. Vice Hon. S. L.
Tiller apd
1"
Lieutenant Governor oi New

sell for nearly first cost.

smoked haddock

married may we at length.
Mid hosts of friend- and children wait.
And hapnv, loved, and full of strength.
Our golden wedding celebrate.

Fifty

St. John. N. 15.. Dec. 2.
Hon. Mr. ISurfee minister ot Customs,
has ceil reflected to
represent St. John
in tin* Dominion Parliament.

Foreign

j

And you have earned while often blest
The rich reward that G«h1 has given.
After good deeds, untroubled rest.
After true lives, the life of heaven.

ex-

Mayo s

proba-

bly

So though full many a wintry storm,
I:- fro-t* uj*on > our head- doth lay.
Your hearts are -till as young and warm
A- on your youthful marriage day.

demanded the surrender of

removed to

we

Point. Kden. Damage
to vessel thus far does not exceed
$150.
but some delay is anticipated in
getting her
off. Cargo, though damaged, will

And love with years may warmer burn.
Life’s charities iu endless store.
Four hands have sown, without a doubt.
And none so homeless at your door,
ltui found for him the latcb-string out.

except the 37 that
and that if the American

G

and tilled at

i**rfe<*t marriage, where we learn
That early vows are often true.

xceutions.

cured,

as

again

A

santiai.o'dk ccba, 2nd.

■

year

Oh! loving parents,

Steamer Junnita. arrived on
2‘itli and her commander has visited
Om- 101 Virginiu. prisoners. He
telegraph.
<d Consul General Hall,
assuring him of
o,

by

Your lives

>.

more

recently

intention,

sjiecial care.
—Orontes. Capt. Geo. Bunker, of this
Port, from Boston for Eden with a full
assorted cargo, parted her chain,
during
the storm of Nov. IStb, and went ashore

oinv

And year

The Virginius Affair.

have

ms

the presence of some live man at
Portland,
who will make the
dis|>o>aI of them his

Max many a summer’s sun. for you
Still -bine upon your rock* aiid rills.

may have picked

1 !»■ l

has

of lids

men

—

altove your youthftil brow,
A w.-dding wreath of green wai bound,
Thereon a golden chaplet now.
Our loving hands anew have bound.

been

"

—

Where

•ban have In

-hip

community,

juruwiu.

From distant homes, from busy mart -,
S<>nie fitting hours we gather here.
And rc-unite our hand- and hearts
With word- of welcome and of cheer.

Nkw York, Dec. 2.
1 in- general traus-Atlautic
Steamship
Hi ial> in this city, .‘tale that many more
ilie pa->« n-ers of the Yille du Havre
y

all present.

Dear Parents,—
We hies* ilii- day that tills the sum
of fift> year* of wedd«*d love,
The full fruition toat ha- come
To u- below from God above.

From New York.

■

prominent and enterprising

oecasion:—

D>;r'n t ol Columbia.

tin-

Win. If. Preble, who lias long
been favorably known to a large
proportion of your readers as one of the most

...

Governor of

lor

enjoyed by

(Iowa) Post.J

us

as

—Mr.

little

was

North Bend.

I'rutnrr 1st*.

The presas well as

very Useful

Staples at

may be checked sod turned

ease

ao

Johnny's reply.

believe. is to
irli.1
rst.wl u-itli Ka,t u-i.li-. (/.. I... #■..
I
o|H-n a commission office for the -ale of
tun* happiness of (he host and his companeggs, the large and increasing production
ion.
The following were composed for the
of winch along our Maine coast demands

Justice of the

and A. K.

feast,

valuable articles.

Supreme
li. II. liri-ton. f<»r Attorney Gen-

lit;
ai.

some

■

itdlowiiig nominations:—George
lor

comprised

The occasion

In* i’ri ~id«*ut to-da\ sent to the Senate
•t,n>.

the bountiful

"We won't go home
hich w as followed by some

cuts

Washington. Dec. 2.

"

partaking of
joined in singing,

till morning.” w
of the tune- of the olden time.

From Washington.
i

witii

After

VN m. H. HorKINs,
Hi nky Howard.
Daniel Remington.

in Dist. No. 5.

will teach the winter

pra«*t’ce. Incases of seated consumption, ft
prolongs life aid softens the *t»y of the afflicted sufferer. About these days It Is well to hare
it In the bouse
By Its t mely use, serious dis-

—Fifteen pounds of dried apples were
taken as pay for publishing a marrage
notice by an Iowa paper, recently; which
leads to the Inference that the wedding
was a swell affair.

are

center.

King.

term

Nash

Praaklle.
—On Tuesday, Nov. 2.1th inst., Mr. T.
A. Crabtree, shot two deer, out of which
weighed 223 pounds.

gold coins; the
twenty dollar piece being placed in the

all

Albert

—The winter term of tne Eastern Normal School at Casline wMl begin tins Wednesday week.

alter

tastefully arranged tables, laden w ith
a variety and
abundance tempting to behold. Particularly noticeable was a large

Signed.

Mr.

Castlse

were

nieinber of the committee being in
York has not been consulted in re-

r

the occasion,

to

much water to get a

have drank
little.”

never

“When your father and mother forsake
you, Johnny, do you know who will take
you up?" “Yes. sir,” said he. “And
who?" said the friend. "The police," was

S. D.

which they
Munitioned to the dining-room, where

priate

I should

"or

Hodgkins, Miss Mary E. Byrne, of Baugor, Mrs. I. J. Eastman, of Trenton, and
Mr. Monroe J. Butler, of North Hancock.

Dec. 1st. under the instruction of Mr. Herbert Tiiden in the Grammar School, and
Miss S. B. Milliken in the Primary. W. S.
Green is teaching at Morgan's Bay. and

In the evening the company was entertained with an address, aud poems appro-

interested to assist in the faithexecution ot the trust. Mr. Ricker, the

..

their home

friends.

parti*

t

at

p'lcd,

very suggestive story, to this effect: A
friend ofliis. questioning a little boy. said,

Means, formerly of Surry, is
County Superintendent of Schools, for
Baker Couuty, Oregon.
—The schools in the village commenced

brought together the chilgrand-children, and numerous other
relations of the worthy couple; and a
goodly number of acquaintances and

ipi.un’ance with Mr. Chaffee, they are
i'
i'l to testify to his eminent tituess
lor the interest ot the creditors, will Ik*
hest subserved by a geueral < o.. operation
w ;:h the trustees.
They earnestly urge ail
t

marriage,

—••Sir." said tli« astonished landlady to
trave'er who had sent hi* cup forward for
the seventh time, “you mast be very fond
ofcoflbe.” “Yee, madam. I am.” hare•

—The schools in Dists. 2. 3. 4 and 6. are
now keeping, being taught by Mr. T. J.

—C. L.

dren.

on

expedient.

of their

fishing.
Mr. Uagkey,

Bam*

Tiic occasion

of the gentlemen
trust, without important

the part of the creditors,
they ciinsider the selection and acceptance
of Mr Chaffee as entirely proper and
guarantee

WedsMwg.

in Ellsworth.

unwillingness

accept said

to

Zachariah

without their

was

trust,
n

Mr.

gentlemen

the

tor

of

intended for the “Graud

from the Maine Central
Institute, has been engaged to teach the
Free High School.
—A

C.

Mibstitutiou

(no

Jere Wooster has on the stocks

She Is

Bank*’

morn-

On Thursday of last week, Mr. and Mrs.
John Hunker celebrated the flltieth anni-

Teachers?

line modeled schooner of about ICO tons

O. M.

sengers ticketed to all parte of the West
and Southwest. California &c.
tiolSrs

things.

offence Intended) do you know bow to
teach the National Speller?
W. L. G.

a

thing

hy the committee of Sprague creditors.
i’ho undersigned members of the Sprague
committee appointed by the creditors of
tlu A a. IN. >pt ague Manufacturing Co.,
<!
hi it their duty to say that although the

the "roots" of

to

—Capt.

Burrill, Insurance Agent, represents none but reliable
companies. Give him a call. He is also
■gent for the Pennsylvania Railroad. Pas-

rence

I

tairly

once

—Mr. D. B. Pink eloeed hie school of U
weeks, la tha West Bay District, last week.
Tills has been e very profitable school.—
There was no display—no “flourish ol
trumpets," bat a casual visitor would not
foil to notice a tireless endeavor to dig down

HastMk

comes up out of its
depths and marks 30“
odd above, which is showing some mercy
toward coal bins and wood piles.

substituted.

of the creditors committee.
Later.—The following card is

quicken-

ing the Thermometer respects itself and

city

of this

haffee

1

The intellect is

ed. one's thoughts are better and stronger.
Upon the whole, a clear cold Maine winter,

record iu the several towns of the State
w here the
property lies, the names of the
creditors trustees are struck out, ami

BBEf-

exhilarated.

tone

creditors were to give their final answei
to-day; but early this morning in the
mortgage deed which was deposited for

cardboard. 9x11 Inches. Tha VtuxscairT
will ba Mat la tboaa who do not care for
tha chrooMM for ft per year. Liberal
commissions to agents, who are wanted Id
every town. Add roe* Tnatrtcnin, Poorlaxd, Mann.

The subscribers t ine this method of
informing
the public generally that they have bought n,y
stand formerly occupied by Luther Liles. »« a
meat maiket, ard will continue the same.
It ia our intention to keep constantly on hand

J

a
flner
any other

comfOht

Yield a brilliant silvery sheen, with le«« than bull
the labor required when other polishes are use I.

j

CRUMBS
Are

neat

a

and

cleanly article,
dirt
mg
wheu Used.
no

inak-f"W'KT'ihe
nor ilu»lV^X
the

parior

trouble oi r*luruilure

moving

1

ITTUl*u.M.V IN

carpets.
Ila» no disagreeable sulphurous or strong arid
in ell
when prepared lor use, but are pleasant j

tried

bold

and
by Druggist*.

old prtronag- with as many new customer*
til to give us a call.
85U'
CAMPBELL, LEACH A

remedy.
4n4i»

a ne.it
in u
more cunvemeut
use than any other

style and

lu each box arc 12
1 stick is
sufficient lor anv
thus
stove,
all
waste is saved.

COMFORT
Are the cheapest polish in the market, l>«causc 1
box at 10 cent-* wdl u dish as much surface a. 2a
cent-’ worth of the old polishes.

1]RUMBS~
Have just taken the
1st premium at the In

incompetition with
of the be.-l
old *l«*v»

^ ^^_^T-everal
Exposi-^-^-®- of the

dianapolia
tiou,

polishes.

COMFORT
Crumbs of Comfort oi your storekeeper, if
he has them, or will pr«»cure them lor you ; il not,
send us one dollar, your name, and the name ot
your nearest express station,and we will send you
ten boxes, and sample oi Bartlett’* Blacking and
Pearl Blueittg, tree of cost.

Buy

CRUMBS of Comfort can be had of all Wholesale Grocers and Dealers in the United States,
ami Retail Dealers will timl them the most protit,
able, from the tact that they are the fastest selling article of the kind in the market.

H. A. BARTLETT A CO.,
115 North Front St.,
143 Chvnben St., New York.
43 Broad St., Boston.

Philadelphia.

|

cores all Ham ora from the worst Scrofula tc
a common Blotch or Pimple.
Yr- m tv
r«
six bottles are warranted to cure Salt It lie mo
or Tetter, Plmplcn on Face. UoiU, i\.r

bn 11clea, Fryalpcla* and Fiver Cone
c
plaint. Six to twelve bottles, warranted t<* <
the worst Scrofulous Swell!nr:** and Korn
Palm* In Bonea and Sore Throat ■
bv Poison in Blood or mercuri..! ti e.itm. ■: t
By its wonderful Pectoral properties it wjl
euro the most severe recent or ti e v
t lir
Cough in half the tir e reomrod bv anv •
medicine and is perfectly safe. loo-cuing cm;
soothing irritation, nn l rtllcv5- r sprite
l y all l’nir_'i -s.
K. V. Plt ltd
31. !>..
World’s* Uopeiikai), Buffalo, N. \.
Co W4U

Dissolution of

brines-.

name

Blacksmiths <$1

existing

Irom the lirst stroke
ot the paint brush.

by dissolved by mutual consent, both parties are
authorized to use the name ot the Ann in settlement
All account- not settled by the first «d
January next, will be left with an attorney tor

A RARE CHANCE FOR STUMPAGE!
un<ler,iKiie.|, agent, lorthe Frankly Lau.l
TH£

and Hater t o., offers all the stumpage,
cens sting »t Pine,
Spruce, Hemlock, Bock maple
and other hard wood
timber, on a thousand m ie
lot. in Townsnip No. 10, South Division. Hancock
County, near Franklin, Maine, at a great bargain.
A Are naving ran
through it la»t summer, but not
materially, if at all injuring the timber, if taken
off the present season anJ (Miming winter.
Also, to Let, a Saw-Mill, Mill-house Ac., near
said
lot.—For further particulars
apply to
Bunker A Gerrish, at Franklin;
Tozier A nail of Boston, or to
>lill

SIMPLE,
WILLING,
QUIET.
RELIABLE,
Ewy to Operate,
COMPETENT.

Agent for said
Nov. 15. 1873.

Co., at

KittoryPointV
^

-Faf Nale by-

&

Co.,

FURMTURE DEALERS.

A

ln»o47

i ^74.

THE NURSERY
.llwukl, Ih«I»
..

JUia Street,.Ellatrortli, 11*.
tin

Maker’s Line

repairing,

lo

the Inst draw
to

V\ e hope, with our long
experience in handlt ng
ami shoeing horses, to give entire satis'aci ion.
All we ask of von is to call and try «ur
shoeing
carnage work, and painting.
EA P. M. ROWE.
El I * worth, June 22d, 1873.
.j;t,
I

HAIR
th

X

she

is

citizens

prepared

WORK T

‘?te?thUrt»M»ortunity to inform
tti.tl

ot Ellsw’urth and
to do all kintis of

vicmiiv,

Eair Work In ths Latest and Best

Styles.

W-Si^ia1
luUrxi.,

attention Riven to h.li., Over
““•*
old .witchr.
** t niubings 11 adc into switches or weft.
Unom.* nt the house ol K. Kami, Kim St. (next
,WU^'°1*
run,*big parallel with, pine

Staeet

Miss FRANCES M1LLIKEN.

Ellsworth, October 22d, 1873.

*3tt

FaniuJtmis

H l .(SO.

Cunningham

of

Particular attention paid

W. T. Kmkuso.s
O. P. Do Kit.

by

Carriage

nous 1: SIIOKIXG.

collection.

1st, 1873.

but Found !

We would am ounce to the citizens of Ellsworth and vicinity that we have rented the .dd
lump and Block Shop, at the west end of the
Bridge, in the city ot Ellsworth, where we are
prepared to do all kinds ot businee in the

is here-

The subscriber will contiuue business at the
old
stand, where he hopes
attention to buaincs* t..
merit a continuauce ot the old
patronage with a.s
many new customers as see At to give him
cal'
O. V. D KB.

Lost,

j

Co-Partnership.

Co-

heretofore
Tllhunder thepartnership
of Emerson A I>orr

Orland Nov.

The Lilt Rimini "Domestic.”

Geo.

*-11

Rm< >46

eomo

E\TEKPItl*>E.

From the frequent enquiries made to me, within
past few years, |>y iho*e wishing to buy a
t
well Ib al Estate a* well as those
t
desiring to
and rent place*; 1 have been lorced to the
inclusion, that there was actually evisting a nrer*.
sity ot some one’s embarking m the enterpn-e
and of opening an office and b »ok*, and m atmi-lire, at least, provnle lor this gro.v ng necessity
I would therefore respectfully solicit the
patronage and encouragcmentol the puhlic. in
bringing into life and being this enterprise, l»v
giving
me their business, and
a
united
effort"
by
making
it mutually beueticial to ourselves
and others.
Therefore to all those having lands ami tenement*
to sell or to l«-t, if
they will give me a lull description of them, by calling or sending to me. I Will
to Keep open an avenue
iho.»e tltv-dring to purchase or sell, and thereby facilitate an
an existing demand.
I guarantee satisfaction us
to charges to all who may
favor me with their
Y. F. BURN 11 AM
Ellswoith. March 28th, 1872.
39.fi

lorin^~'W~MJWsiicks;

polish.

CO.

the

CRUMBS
pul up

AEW

A

d harmless.

An*

a*

REAL ESTATE BROKER,

1IUXE8.

sure

of NICE MEAT,

by accommodation, punctuality and honest
dealings, we hope to merit a continuum-.-,q He

WELLS’ CARBOLIC
TABLETS.
It LI' C
a

or

Supply

and

AMI ALL THRO IT DISEASES,
Uso

even in
without

COMFORT
n

COLGsfHOARSENESS

COUGHS,

Can be used

A

_4 w Is

_

**r,aaifea
Send

Supeibly illustrated.
number. Address,

R

Wanted.

AtiOOli
is

cate at

wa. ranted.
F01 further inform s ion
practice
ui. Buckwaster.or Sullivan
please address
uieeu
ai the Landing.
mf

Notice.'
hereby given tnat the
ture
ill be petitioned to
NOTICE
off isle
and adjacent Islands
is

w

Rcafirn.

stamp lor a sample
JOHN L. SHOREY,
Brumfield Street, Bos ton

PHYSICIAN AN,. SUKciEO.N to In<<eeos’ Landing, l>eer Isle. A g.»od

next

set

Legm!m•
an naut

Iroin the town ot l>eer Isle,
and incorporate the same into a new town.
HENRY C. dPlZ >UI E.
Nov. lft, 187S.
9w47*

to set

them, about the middle of March,
they hatch out he places the

coops with hen amt cliickem around the
edge of the field where he Intends to plant

Come, listen awhile

to me. my lad.
Come listen to me for a spell!
l>*t the terrible drum
For m moment lx* dumb,
For your unde is going to tell
What bcfel
A youth who loved liquor too well.

hours,

lad

my

October.

:

I

iml

fifty

average

giving
lets

good

dejd loss

a

lake

inc

to

j**ns

winter
tne

in

au

My

A

pullets

are

We

for themselves.

to care

Vegetables.—It

is

closed

are

and in

and not

frozen.

Wooden &

W. I. GOODS and
•f

is to set the heads In

practice

with the root- up

—[Kur il

How Eacily

sheep

tanner

w

Bitter

rite*

-m

il.

»'«

*

'.idly

plenty

product*

ter.

which I

wa*

that

wa*.

then

like spoiled beer.**

filthy, stagnant

a

packing,

breeze

directly

•*'lit of which

jar

to

An t.

r.

quantity

the milk

«»t the

commence

before it.

ail

to

opportunity

wearing,

strained

health—and
w

or

rivets

wotk
hi*-

l-KWIS
IP«
lias

make preparations to
Ohio Farmer.

give

winter

extra

Examples

in

Poultry Raisin

ana

out

a

and

weakcued.—[

Tex-it

nature

nearly always

tuis

under the barn. Before cold weather set in
1 banked it up all around, except where
windows were, which made it

rbat uaier only froze slightly iu the severest weather.
1 made arrangements with
fanner to

bring

me

T5 cents a barrel. 1 cooked them aud mixed with meal, aud fed my hens a mess iu
tile morning, aud at noon a mess ot w heat

are

screenings; then the next noon, com or
buckwheat for a change. Sometimes a
friend would bring in a dish of stale bread

1 also
leaves

chopped
of celery

up flue the trimmings or
aud cabbage, and fed the

liens two or three times
them all of the time
or

oyster shells in

a

week.

gravel
a

I

kept by

aud burnt clam

Ellsworth,

dish they could not
As often as conven-

scratch them out of.
ient I got at the slaughter-house

plucks and
lights, and cooked them aud chopped them
up like hash, aud fed them quite often.
By December 1 got a large share of the
pullets to layiug. and alter using a large
number iu the lamily. 1 sold all the eggs l
from 40 to 50 cents until
had to spare
along iu the spring, when I soid off part of
tor

for 91 to 91
apicee. 1 had othoccupation, so that all the time I had to
see to them was morning and noontime.
In the evening I cooked the potatoes and

the hen*
er

meat
lor

lor the next day.
were

laying

mostly

The hens I picked
Bolton Greys aud

Silver Pheasants, which I think cannot be
excelled lor laying eggs; but they arc not
of much account for the table.
I have a friend who resides in Greene
county, who Is very fond of poultry; he is
owuer

of

s

small

place of

about six acres

of land, divided up into two-acre lops,with
stoue wall around each, which keeps
a

high

chickeus in until about half grown. He
then
farms in rotation; plants potatoes,
with clover. He
out, then seeds down
Isom 90 to M bans, and sommeueas

keeps

tained. ami pour
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(hat
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CONDITION POWDERS
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GEO. A. PARCHER.
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of all kinds ol

be

to

"Wall

Papers,

now on

baud.

warm

Tie Licit nomine "Donestic."

hand
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above, will receive prompt attention.
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Easy

RELIABLE,
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Operate,

some-
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times another is required, washing thoraiterwards.

Greo.

oughly

Hale hr-

Cunningham

FUR \ITURE
ex-

We

at its Lowest

Figure,

giving our Custom Work Department
especial attention. Call and Examine our
Slock oi Clothes if'you want Nobby Goods aud
Stylish Garments.
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!
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ure 1J
tin- l nilcl Mat" «: :iUo III I,r* it llrll i.ii, f
*od oiln r fore go countries.
i.
-,
dons. Assignment* and all
’••n
executed on rea-onabb- te-'n
v.
b.
I'.ib
liesrai cho made to <lf*l. r ii:
v.ii
ill 1 mlilit\
1'atents ot In'.
..ml other ailviei.* rendered m
m
:t.e >ame. Copies of the eU.m-* ol
rni'li* d bv remitting <>iie
\
ir.
iorded in W ash \uglon
A- I jency in the I'nite.I Stater :>
'u< Utt u * for obtaining Patents, /r
n
uutcnUibilityof inventions.
A;: n«cenMty ol
a
U
journey
pro. uu-a l'atent, and the usual gr.-.it .K
are here saved inventors.
an

\ Thirty years,
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V
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T tVflllOMAl.M
.rd Mr. Kddy as one -i i.:
.r
u/ practitioners wth whom
I
-Hi
d intercourse.
< 11 \^. MA-<>.\
ii. r «• t l’n:> t >
Comm
1 have no hesitation in assuring mven •:
I

Boots
j

_

1

Rubber
For

Just published, anew edition of
®r* Culverwell’i Olebralrd
Esatsy <m the radical cure (without
medicine) of si’EKMAiouuoaiA or

Seminal Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Los»cs,
Imi'Oteucy, Mental and Physical Incapacity, Impediments to Marriage, etc.: also. Consumption,
Epilepsy and Fits, induced by self-indulgence or

43

Years Old !

sexual extravagance.
*irPrice in a sealed envelope only six cents.
The celebrated author, in this admirable essay,
clearly demonstrates iroin a thirty year*’ successful practice, that the alarming consequences of
self-abuse may be radically cured without the
dangerous use of internal medicine or the application of the
knife; pointiug out a mode of
cure at once simple, certain, and effectual, by
means of which every sufferer, no matt *r
hat
bis condition may be, may cure himself cheaply,
privately aud radically.
AffrThis lecture should be id the hands of every
youth and every man in the land.
Sent under seal, iu a plain envelope, to any address, on receipt of six cents, or two postage

stamps.
Al»o, Dr. CuivcrweU’s “Marriage Guide,•• price

MIK
OLDEST
AGRICULTURAL
AND
A Family Newspaper in New Eogland. Large
•lie—l-raetieal lnlurmalion—interesting Literary
Selection.—Choice stories. Poetry. Ac.—All the
News of the Day—Unequalled Cattle and Crop
Market Reports
Only St 50 a .year. Send letter
•lamp tor specimen.
a. P. BANK * CO.,
•w«*
BOSTON, Sin

& Co.,

t

Per sale bf R. P. 1UMINSBY A CO., Bnekspor
Maine.
fcaoll

Boots, Overs,

and

Overshoes,

to-

RUBBER
c

COATS,

heaper then any other

In our

.tore

to the

city.

The undersigned hereby iinfonn tin* Public, that
they have a line assortment "I

(AH1UA( ;■ 1 s,

two

to twelve

fteate

uvv

Anything in the Carriage

t

or

man

*

w »ri

eapuob-

■

...

<

DOORS. SASH (S BUNDS.

WAUOXS,
from

am. mure

a

..

TWO SEATED < ARUYALLS.
TOE AXD OPEX IirOOIES.
CO XI 'ODD AXD LIUIIT IlLSIXESS

r.Ai

employ

,,

hid

»p; i-c.ition- in a form to secure
Uh..
ami favorable consideration at the r.n. nt < >:!:
KDML'M) IJLIiKi.
Late Comm
'Mr. Ii II Kddy has made for me->v er I ii: 1.1 v
plication* for Patents, having been
a I iii"'t
every ca-e. Such unmi-r.i'.i
Uieat talent and
me
ability on bis part, b
re. commend all
inventors t-> apply t- him
nire their patents, as
Uiey
may !».'• -me : i,avi
.h»- most i.nthliil attention
be
..v.-don
•a-o. and at very leasouable .d a
JOHN
AUfi A It 1
Boston Jan. 1 Is73— jy

HOME MANUFACTURE.

Address the Publishers,
PH AS. J. C. KLINE AGO.,
Itf Itowerv. New York Post Office, 1.N8
lyiff

BEMOYAL!
subscriber having removed [from the
A T. Jellison’s siorej to the bou-e
Martha Jellison on Hancock street, is
to
receive
orders for doing hair work.
reanv
agon
Combings made into switches, or welt. Old
Switches made over aud enlarged
MR*. S. E CARD.
i7tl
Ell- worth. Sept 17th, 187*

THE
of Miss

rooms over

All persons in want of
well to call an.i examine

i

wurs.

sleigh line built

Grocery Department

find a choice lot of first class goods, such
Sugars. Teas, Molasses. Soaps, Spices,
Coffees, Canned Goods, Viuegar, Kerosene
and Linseed Oils, PorF, Beef, Lard,
Cheese, Tobacco, Uaisius, Ac., Ac.

Hepuiring

our

stock

uud

before pur-

l’aiulin;;,

done with neatness and

dispatch.

Blarksinith Work ol all Kinds,
done
notice.

by experienced workmen ami

Repauitarr
Ellsworth.

May

at

J. W. I>,\\ IS X
ls.'J.

6

short

ttiit

A Band in
is, oris

v. u.

hale.

Ellsworth
r. r. jot
3mo841

Ell.worth, Oct. Itith. 187S.

New Hotel in Ellsworth!
FRANKLIN
B. F. GKAY,

ROUSE.

Proprietor,

S

frasklls

*«.,

pllgworth Salas.

at

F ranklin St.,

short
near

notice

(

ity Hotel.

Moor,
'V.T. MOOU.

....

Kllsworth. Jan’y 1 <*7*2.

t|io

! !

Cornets, Altos, Basses,
or

any other Baud

all

Orchestral;

Instruments, which with

Violins, Guitars, Flutes,

SOLAH

HALE A JOY.

be furnished

on

J. I..

soon to be. and the mellow noi-e ol him
who practices the Cornet is heard all over the
land. So be in haste, in the ta-hi *n, ami in season, ami purchase the best coundin g

Parties

No. OS tlaln street,

Shop

Every Village

as

we guarantee to sell aa low
any o»her man. We mean business, and if you
do not beiieve the above, come and see us, and we
will prove it.
In regurd to old accounts, we would say that
having accounts with us running since
March 1st, can settle at 65 Main Ht. until November 1st, or, if they prefer it, settle with a lawyer
alter that date.

I he undersigned will
-.tie
keep constantly t
general assort men t of [X >« > r> s\sh Kiisit-,
.NlUTTKKs, WINDOW KKAMKv
i,
V*slI (tl,A/.Kl) or not to suit
purchaser-.
Also, all kinds oi

FINISHING MOULDINGS, STAIR
POsTS, RAILS & BALUSTERS.

SOS

iu fact, all instrument- in comuse. Violin ami Cuitar string-, and all Musical Merchandise will be found in pleuty. variety, an«l at reiouuahle prices, at the -litre ol
J.€ H 41A EM A !•».,
3.1 4 oari Ml.. Ifoaio*.
(Op. the Court House

just received, which

s

ClUaurlk.

I'ranklla Ml.,

aa

t

will

can

4,400 BuftheU Corn,
W Tons Short*.
ISO Bbla. Flour,

good Carriage* will do

chasing elsewhere.

as

cents.

CALL A T THU* OFFICE
AND OUT XOVU BUSINNSS
ffRIMOt 5f ffBffffUffrf*

amiot

trustu't.rthy,

Men, Women, Boys A Children,

bought before the late rise, which we propose to
give our customers the benefit of. A large assortment of

you

Manhood: How Lost, How Restored !

& Shoes.

In this line we cannot he beaten. This is our
best hold, an-l we intend to dispose of them so
l<»w. that all in want will find it to their advantage to come and see us belore they purchase. We
have everything that a man, woman or child can
want lor a Fouadallva

B.—All persons indebted to iu ion note or
account, MI’S I settle within GO days, if they
wouli settle with us.
4otf

Analytical t'hcm istr

rev’

.n

to oruer.

To Ilia E. tad tea.—Call and see the ELIAS
HOWE IMPROVED SEWING MACHINE, with
its Late Improvements, which make it perfection.

CO., Lowell, Mass..

Afeatt, for ElUwnrth.

j

Coti*i»ling in part of

NTS,

I ij*i.ts. and whole families will tell vou so. Our
prices for Prints are ten. eleven, and twelve and

CANNOT BE BEAT this side of Boston.

ot

8. d. wum* ft co..

I

ot

public

OUR READY-MADE DEPARTMENT

nr

~r=-,—TT-r-—-—,—

r,

I

PATROMZi:

wc would sav to the
that the*-e has been a
great deal of humbugging done m these
goods.—
W e do not profess to sell Prints for ten
cents that
cost us eleven ami eleven an. one halt cents, as
we cannot afford to do business in that
way; but
we do profess to sell good tsst color Prints lor
ten

are

our

DEALERS,

POSTERS and PROGRAMMES
printed at this oMoe

-< .i

For Inventions Trade Mark' lh*>i«ns

Goods

PHI

NEW and FASHIONABLE CLOTHING.

Hain Street,.Ellsworth, He.
ua

grow a l.eavy coat of
This becomes a hinderauce

soon

--•

;i

*

get

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

WILLING,

rn

[

including

cAcT.

Mm'W C :»ro .eliimr our 111.I tilnnW ..» i,rnm>, ....
rem. le-s than cost. Call and Examine Our Stock
if you want to wave inoiiey, and

Erysi|x—

new

p"".

u..

Hush!

»• complete,
Dress Goods. Uassiraerea
Flannels. Cottons, Prints, Felt and Balmoral
•skirts. Underclothing, Small Wares. Fancy Goods, Umbrellas, lio-e, Blankets,
and many other goods
pertaining
to the Dry Goods Business.

Collar*.
quality.

Lowest IV—d hie Pm-es. Now iu the time
It* buy and save

FIFTEEN PER

j ..mors. Jtlotcln
Pustules, Sort's

Female Weakness, Debility.
Leticorilni-n, when tliey art' turn;
tions of the scrofulous poisons.
It is an excellent restorer of It.-:
strength in the Spring. By n nowl
appetite and vigor of tin- digestive o
it dissipates the
depression and list:
guorof the season. Even where no
appears, penile feel Ix-tter. and lit.
for leansin. he hlood. The
syste-.. i,„n,
.-wed

\fnou»n.*«
l.i-iifiil
^.ntfm,

the V-r\

and which we will
for CASH. at prices
that will make any exchange
Man, Woman or Child happr
All our old stock Marked
!»•«*■ IO per
€ •*•«., which is virtually
resuming specie pav*
Uicnt. Our assortment ot

KOIl CASH,

.....

;ln- I. upd,

of the \ terns, sto«
■ It.
nntl Liver. It also cures Ollier ton:
to
which
it
would
not
seen,
plaints,
ally adapted, sti.-li .is i)rop>y, I>ys;».*v.
nitt. Fits, Neuralgia, Heart I )is<‘> .'.

re,

I*ilf«,

The remarkable ciite-.
huvr induced many pinmd
v% I»• 11» we know to
pre-.cn!" .n in*.
lam. lie*.
In ta. t, VK<tl LINK it r. n
vered for lh
III.imiii l»t ill | | | ;t
b« bn e the public.
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II >11 t I >

CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS11
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ee rat ions

with
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BOSTON.

Just returned from Boston with
huge stock of

Speaking
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life.
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)
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h
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White md Kaney shirt*. Bra. et, I’nder Garments
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Crisis

The Greal Fiaancial
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IV.
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| 11 11
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Iru pin •* «li*f
• Liu. I**** t ii I
*. I*iiii plf*. IB I ot < Ii •-«.
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CLOTHING
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.Ollli Ii
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.Vlilre-v.
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tna tori
*rurulgla. 8-out

loosens and cleanses the
lungs, and allays irritation,
thus removing the
ui-e of
the complaint.

All onlt-rs for ativtbiu£ ••numerated
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l'kr

«g>«-

I

a

up

to
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YEGST'

|

Cough, and leave the rau.se
behind, as is the ease with
most
preparations, hut it

a
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dry

not
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Throat, Pains or Sorein the Chest and Side,
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soap.

prevented
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M ATimf

Mi'.l „•;
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Complaint, Bleeding
the Lungs, &c.
Wi-tar's

at
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VKi.KTIM:
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HECEIPTS.
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the grease spot and
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Xliiin
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ly

plenty of soft soap

hair.

made. ever* juiir
w urn % itch.
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-FOR-

“■OLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS EVERYW HERE

SIMPLE,

rapid motion, aud should
by Judicious blanketing.

•

.1

Sarsaparilly

ortlers of the sic:

sold

All the ILLUSTRATED WEEKLY PAPERS,
and MONTHLY MAGAZINES, tnav be found at
this More.
Lovers of books are invited to call and make
this store, their Head Quarters.
A choice Library of the late popular publications may here be found, and each will be loaned
for the tlifling sum of i cts per day
•rA large lot of WRAPPING PAPER, PAPER BAGS and TWINE just received.
J. A. HALE.
October 1, 1873.
40lf

fades

A horse left uncovered when not in

.1 DDE ESS CA HDS,

s

DRUGGIST,

ELLsM’OItTII. MAINE
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LOW FOR CASH,

Urease Upon Floors.—An Iowa lady
writes that grease ,cau be readily drawn
from an uupalnted kitchen floor by putting
on

l.

lhjots,

hand

•!>.until

w •

!

nr

<

UI

and

the dress quickly;
Have the

rubbing a hot flat-iron through the
One application generally suffices;

MEN and ll«»V

rriiick

A

Kl» lb

Sore

ADDS,

takln,- I'a«J<r.

Ayers

—ALSO—

only

I'owlrr*.

This Powder it h’gblr recommended in cases
of <;i»temper. Coughs. Colds, Lo»- of Ap|*lte.
Roughness of Hair. SloppRae Of Water, ftwel l
Leg-. Horse All. lleares. Worm*, and for bringing Hor«es into general good condition.
I .,rv
will not interfere with the dally wotk of tiie l!**r-e.
and may bo given to Cattle «ithe«jaul advantage

STATIONERY, BOUGHT LOW,

it in cold water.

hot.

.<.

hiUworth

Jnlluenza, Asthma, Cold-,
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W EDDISH (

ItooG.

t.KU.

Croup, Whooping Cough,

ADDS.

(

-•

..

assortment

klbUia 1*1 .»

KUSISESS

■

sprinkled,
hut if allowed to become rouglt dry, they
should he iroued under a damp cloth. It
is better to wash them some day by themselves, when wa-hing and ironing can he
done at once.—[Country Gentleman.

to

Kit KM II

PAMPHLETS,
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«.h<>. » I NMM.I1AV, f
A. W\ ( I Hll MAN

iorty years. When
resorted to in season it seldom tails to effect a speedy
in the most severe
cure
cases of
Coughs, Bronchitis,
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ready
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of all Lung complaints,
and is ollcred to the lmlilic
sanctioned by the experience
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troduced for the relief and

lill.I.HEADS.

make
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he cured by a
resort to this standcan

cure
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Brooks,

here he

HAXrHIILLS,

\
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uoi too
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1

taste.

ready—hut

*1*!-*
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A LARUE STOCK OF DESIRABLE
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n

oven.

always

.rth

CrMVINOIIA

StyUs.

J.

/'OS THUS.

•••

TIIK

Mrs.

I.LJ* worth

large *-..»rUoont of
1'IliUllM'll'M KiIOIM .V SlllH-H,

into

Always place your line where the wind
will strike it rather than the sun. When
dry enough to iron, bring iu and iron di-

ercise

a

C all

noRit.

ouK.k

Kllsw

>:

—rinse the dress in it. wring it out. and
haug it up to dry. but not in the sun.

rectly.

SHOK

l.atlic’

*l
<

K-,
t,. |;

a*

different color*

ol

"

timely
iiril preparation,as has been
proved hv the hundreds of
testimonials received by the
proprietors. It is acknowledged by many prominent
physicians to he the most
reliable preparation ever in-

j

IN UOOl, M VI.K, such

ATIILICTON.
,1 i\ Mg •••metl*oughl the *»!
«t.>rw
*t t'
.if
«tand wr have enl
„••• I n
,,i.r
%
it until our a*
•rtuu-ut i- n. arlv
-m. let,-,
c* •« n|» r «!ng rnrvtli !,.•
fmi 1 in a well a«-.»rt.-|
>h,'r More
Consoling < I every \ariety of

Clothing

-ubscriber ha* removed from his old stand
to ll»e coiniDO'UuUb store lately occupied
by

pans, au inch

the hand—hot water

rinse

t

«

j

v r

Wo havr f
A.
4 (r

CONSUMPTION

which

llutldlng.
K

orl

I<*

Manufacture.

It«*tneni:.er that OW K\ M'UiW in
( U»toni 'A .*lk t ti»t
made in till* -t
1 hi* i* the only place wh :<■ i.»u
tom Made ii.MiT' t flat i* et.u.ai
New ^ork in tit tty
tnd i 1st*.

STKELT, ELLAWOKTM
LKVV Is KUI KN!»•
October J, 1073.
40 ti

thin batter is ob-

luto hot

calicoes.) and wash
then

mere*

New Stock !

care to wet thoroughly every part
of it, and then wring it out. Have warm
soapsuds all ready (but ouly pleasantly
to

CITY

a-.,

York

of all Colors.

nuc

whid*

AT THE Oil* 1ST 4 A II,

<•:

& GERMAN

tadgnd* Fun
.tod Vr*t:tig* of f re

NEW STORE!

little salt, two even teaspoonpulverized soda wim a little corn

warm

part

MAIN

taking
I

t'hoirrut Sti/hs,

-I>le

r\i-r\

••'Paint*

to execute

us

In

s

Paints, Oils, Varnishes

Till; GREAT REMEDY FOR

ALL h /XUS of Jl)II WORK

SAUNDERS & SARGENT'S,

U All EU S. KEE SE YS.

Quick sales and Small Profits.

Washing Ijght-Colorf.d Calicoes.—
Take a tableapooiiful of alum, and dissolve
it iu enough lukewarm water to rinse a
print dress. Dip the soiled dress iuto it,

crumbs, which I would soak soft aud mix
with my potato mash aud feed to the hens.

-tantly

m

Type,

it*.

lll<OAI)('l,(

»Uo a large variety of Klapy
CLOTH!SO fOl our OWN MAKE, which we
w ill give good satisfaction. and will he
low eat price*. Our Ulolto in

UAl»t

a

CATS 'ill

at

whirl, enable*

Co.,

"Ti'.ri r.

—

*

-lock of

I,’nrmshing (-roods,

a

sweeten to

.r-

p

i
I

Of all kind* w hich he it prepared to make Dp to
-»r I r. in the v.-ry latest styles, and at the short( all nud examine our stock u!
Cat n'*1 ice.

HATS i(

Good Presses and

1.1

■*■**•

liASKETS at all kimO.
WOODEN WARE.
CLOTHES WRINOER...

low price*.

A NEW AND LAEGE STOCK.

■

j

of milk, put
Children's Toys,
to it a glass of white wine, set it over the i
Pictures and
Are till it just boils agaiu. then set it off till
Fancy Goods.
the curd has settled, when strain it, and

iu small potatoes,

—*

ENGLISH, FRENCH

IVifiNfi, JTr., JTr.

gua*
at the

Wine Whet.—Boil

small for mai»et. for which I gave him

large

Coatings of all descriptions,

Over

out.

then add corn meal till

|

»*

hand and will

on

main street.

Umr,ktm*.

%

meal, and stir all together till it foam-;

so warm

OIKI

Poiurt.i

CLOTHING,

< mthtmrrtt

tell*

Corn Bukai>.—Jake four cups ol sour
milk, one of these partly tilled with cream;
egg.

a

SaitiDf* of

;

Itrmmdrtmih*,

IUi:r Cakk.—The remains of cold roast;
each pound of cold meat allow ed une-

oue

I.

from the largest importers. ron*i-ting
the linr-t

i

y»k*i.

them.

the

uug
space
->.uth-west corner about 8 by lo feet, ami o
feet deep, aud boarded up a room for bens
to roost and lay in; and in September X
bought about UO early pullet* and put them
ou

MIX

ami Oilcloths.

III. AXES,

Cash,

*

k Co.

at

BOOTS & SHOES.

4*.

goods Indore you

our

Hemp Carpet*, Straw Miming

MAIXE.

1‘HOC HAMM ES,

Maine,

READY-MADE

barn. I think of about 20 feet square
It was mi a side lull, and sto *d on posts on
I small square cakes, about halt an Inch
one side about four feet from the ground.
fhit-k. frv thniii in hof ilrimii ii-'s timl w.m
Oil the north side it was about 2 feet from
ill a dish with good gravy poured around
the ground. I put three wind* wg in the

too

WIIITINti.

In every variety of Material, sold in
lota to suit the Purchase*, at the
Very Lowest Living Rates.

small, and mix well together. Season. ?tir
in the herbs, and bind with an egg. or two
should one not be sufficient. Make it into

a

.-V

examine

" *Kd ami

Our office contains

41 If

ill sell

ioi-

CAli PErriXG
COM KORTKRS

large atock of

a

(jfullei-t

Mils

consisting of

very apt to
the nuts work off

or

UIK.M*

brought

I ji«|4M‘ii

bunch of miuced savory herbs, one or two
egg*. Mince the beet very finely (if underdone, it will be better,; add to it the
bacon w hich mu?t also be chopped very

\ few years ago I resided iu Albany, and
I had the use of what room there was un-

a

K.

KH1KXD,

Stocks of
ever

qual ter pound of bacon or haui; seasoning
to ta*te of pepper and salt, one small

care.—

the

v

M KUCHA NT TAILOR,
return* *1 fr» m II-'ton and New
with one of tlic

Largest

Domestic Recipes.
to

w

or all kinds.

<TR-

Goods !

also offer

Ilolnaeo

they wiI1Im-» ],|

mU-r

t' LOTUS of tin

rtuf

Jo*».»*H h

UMKHLY

ju»*

are

you see—and do not walk when you

would estimate who has not tried the
experiment. The first thing to determine
is what to do. and after that to kill, fatten

*11 and

reive

1873

look about you and take notice of what i>

one

sine

A

atock

Every thing dwlrebl* la thl* line

ol

-h»K-

hen such exercise is needed, and at what

utteily tired

>1.

t<» our mar-

GOODS

a

going on—take with you your wife or your
child or some companion—talk about w hat

tilated apartments and fed on bran mash,
oat and corn meal, with cut or steamed
hay. and at an expense much less than

t

l

can an

Cheap

I

FALL 9c WINTER

not

and of course flesh of animals.
toothless old cow may even be fatten1 in w inter by having w arm. yet well venA

j
I.-*-.

topt.2M.Ur7S.

our

country More* supplied

sail* price*

hl.li>" .V.l/. .v. /, u. I SITES.

The Best Exercise.—(jeutle ext-n >e.
moderate in its fotce and duration, is the
exercise that tell? in improving one's

fort

soti.u

one ran

re-

point it ought to cease. Walk at a leisurely gait in the open air—dismiss worrying
matters from your mind whilst walking-

der

everything

that any

FRESH ARRIVAL

Firmer.

importance, is the giving
{the centre of the stable;

•ell them.
Peddlers and

n <;

l.UKATLY RLDl'CKD PRB
Rcint

niiimg usually brought

II

the liolts. and the whole frame-work to become

Inch I

w

AT

Block,

\

1 oil would do well br calling mil
x naming
our 't'»ck lie tore puichadng «-!•• where.
Uiiikiii
!m r. we hive a Urge
stock, an 1 our g > < 1* are
cheaper than ever before, ai d w. arc b-mnd to

still sell

e

KlUwmlh

lady
pom] of

tl»‘-y having less flesh, need more warmth
and iu this position get it. Redding, such
as chaff, sawdust and litter, adds to com-

or

»r eTt

have

we

••

very little, and if the nuts
then tightened the parts
1

which

—and-

Corn.

TEX CENTS PER YARD.

of but-

the

a

t’oion Kiver Bridge

'Kant end I'nion Kivkii Bkidok )

Ilnl«. Cap, A I mlirellHs,

w

of old animals

e

!

we

with

Kurnisliing

l|K\P. I
«nd
aig-

<

PAPER CERTAI.Xs,
P/C’i URES, PICTURE FRAMES.
*
TICK/NOS, TA HI. E COVERS.
ENAMELED ( LOTH, d

r.evv

iim.ln sii.irt. ov.-r. thing that should in- krl>l
.... mil sK M ICMMIIM.
li.KI

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS.

■'III1TN of tall tkr best MHkrn,

hundred feet

room,

want to bn
ut.
I have

C L <> rI* II I

We also have

farmer should have a ui**ukHie
ey-wrencli and riviting hammer.
woodwork of w agons and farm implement.*
frequently shrink a tritle so that brace*

deem «*f some

w e

fart,

in

»ng.
ket. W

mER.—Every

A little
ay* of putting in partitions
through the manger will remedy all this
trouble, and give the old and slow eating
animals a fair chance. Another thing that
>rk iu the

5000

••

wa*

and bolts have

I

Oat*.

M1DDUXOS, FIXE FEED. SHOUTS,

of time to eat i; in.

either side first, and then take its time to
"

II ii «li.

that the cream and but*
ter would taste like the disagreeable odor*

winter that the entire summer is
required lor thvm to pick up again.
.\s managers in stables are usually cone* rueted each animal has to look out for it-

the

5000

away from their house, from which, when
the wind was from a certain direction, an
offensive efilvinm would be borne on the

in

consume

<

—al#o—

smelb-1 and

wa* a

few

water a

LOUIS FLO UK.

Another

writer observe* that there

provided
plenty to

self. aud the most tap id eater consuming
what there is before it, pulls a portion of
the fodder away from it< neighbor; and
we have seen horned < attic become so arttul as to eat what it could reach from

buy LOTH IM* if you
am selling at lew* than c
well selected stock of

—

from the pond. A* soon «■» the
Where i coming
p'”id wa* draim-d then- was no more daman old hor»e or row is
le
kept singly,
y
aged butter.
•ire sf. doiu -ecu
p-'or. but as *0011 ;i* nude
to sb;4re \n ;t h others, they run down so
M< *\K».Y-W KKV II A N I» lilVETlV. IIaMbut

to

OIL SHADES ami

m«l

NOW IS THE TIME

)•*( wh.d frau Ip. Yurk

300 ItltLS. ST.

Spoii.m.— A

is

**Uf all the

The result

ta*ted

driven hack by the stronger, and deprived
of suflb-ient food and sneiter.
Oil account
of poor teeth they require longer time to

eat

kau quit Illy.

furrow

,\>ir Fori-

riE.s, VELVETEEN.
1’AIN LACE. JEWELRY
A

READY-MADE

Turnips

a

RIBBONS.

Would respectfully inform his friei.ds and the
public at large that he is ready tor Im-ino*-

PLOWS and CAST I SOS.

farm, butter i* the

is determined to winter aged

tlr-ir food and should be so
lor that they may have not
only

.ad

Right Again!

01

FEATHERS AND MATTRESSES

No. 7 Coombs

ELLSWORTH.

il

WARE.
A select assortment

Block, Hast end of
•'•ff

Pa

01

CROCKERY AND GLASS

Loach & Co.
oomfis'

01

Chamber Sets at from $20 to $45. and
all other Furniture at the same
LOW RATES !

place.

Middle ••'lore,

OWEN KORAN

GROCERIES,

Kerne in her the

a&sortmet

before offered in this city, consisting
lor and Chamber Suita,

i ever

lor

Campbell,

WORSTED,
fi LOVES of all kinds, CORSETS,
II ANDKEIH HIKES.

We connect

SHEA THIXO PAPA II.

ci.

spring, tor tne

take

U.H.

JOB PRINTING

before.

complete

most

Furniture

Hhoes,

YARNS,

are.

OAKUM and H1001X0.

upon shelves in a dark cellar. C tillages are the quickest decaying vegetable
if kept in a warm place; and tin- u-ual

The gieatest cause of old animals
poor is artributrbte to their being

b«*iug

.11

W

Crockery

thinly

lioraes and cows, preparations tdiould be
made to give them extra protection aLd
care.

All

Ac

EGOS. HlliKS. WOOL,
and WOOL-SKINS.
Goods yiern in rxrhongr for
country pr^rl<irc
nt CASH rillCES.

STEAM

WATERPRt h >F8 <*f all colors,
SHAWLS, the greatest assortment in the city,
KELT sKIRTs.
TABLE LINEN,

UcUOWS.
ifl!

CARLTOX

Ellsworth, Oct. 28. 1*73.

(Hass of all Sizes.

ty are [placed together; and potatoes arc
often injured by bring stored in large bin-,
instead ot being put in barrels, or spread

un-

Ilrotluu’M,

the

stock of

a

at

*Yo. / Franklin Street.

B.-T.ERM CASH.
paid

fore

main street.
J. A.MCOOWX.

ever

N.
CmIi

We are able to ■**•11 good* cheaper than ever befor we hair been in New York during the
great Financial Panic.which affected almost* very
lni*tue*s man in tin* country and bought good* »lnio*t at our own price.
\\ <• are willing to give
tin* Ik*ncfll of our bargiin* to our customer-*
T*» mention all our Mingle articles which we
have on hind would bo impossible, 10 we only
iuenti >n of our great special*).

Paper;
ing Trunks, Valises. Bag*. Reticules. Book and
Shawl straps, Ac.
Also. NeatsftvdOil. Harness Soap. Axle tirease.
1 urry and .Mane I'omiit. Brushes, >addie and collar Pads, Ac.
•^Particular attention given to Orlcied W ik
And Repairing.

Xails of all Sizes, atid

more

actually

than

Hardware of all Kinds.

one

and beets, iu particular, are very liable to
heat, and become spoiled it a large quanti-

shelter.

Where it

in firstestablishments in Portland and Boston.*nch

c«m-a

THE ELLSWORTH AMERICAN

EXQL1S1I

FANCY
GGGBS

as Kugcne A Saratoga Trunks, in Zinc and 1.* ther; Folio A Ladies* Ores* Trunk- in Z.im
Lrsther and Patent
common l»ie-§ and Pack-

MoGcwu

O ERMA X,
<i«(l

above,

the

to

opening

GEO. CUNNINGHAM & CO’S,

including a line of Childrens*, misses’, and
Cadies’ serge goods, the work in every pair of
which !• Warranted aud satisfaction given or
monpy refunded.

larger stock of

a

EREXCIf,

Our Trunk Department

keep Curt< nu Made Root a and Shoes, winch
iu all

Harnesses,

comprises every variety manufactured
class

& Shoes !

we warrant

with

Just added

A:oots

lloMton

AMERICAS,

Now

beg

we

We have

&

York

New

Buffalo, Victoria, fcootch, English, and >*xonvlIle
Kobe*, street and Stable Blanket,,,
Surcingles, lialtar*. Ac.

large a»»orlnieut of Long and Square Shawls of

Boots

large

soon

and Double

past favor*,

our customer* for
we have

and FRESH.

With hone*t weight, and measure, small profits
prompt attention to Customers, and strict attention to business, we hope to iner i and receive a
fair share of the public patronage.

inform them that

r

New Goods ! !

The Lowest Cash Prices.

JUST RETURNED FROM

suitable for Riding or Heavy Team Work. We
have in store a carefully selected stock of

or all kinds.

most liable t<» be t tintgrowth of wool is not on such auimals of
ed by noxiouc odor* fi >ating in the utm***-uflicient length to make a very Urge adI»!»er»*. <> ir people laid * iue veal III the
vance in the price of the pelt.
It the older
cellar, trout which a little blood flowed out
ones are to be kept. «epnrate them from
and wa** neglected, until it commenced to
the flock and k* ep them guarded with

good

Single

Shawls ! Shawls ! !

converted into pot pie,
all the room. The pul-

then well fed. and

possible,

It is alold

be undersold.

not

tar roots from freezing; still they would
be of far better quality if kept as cold as

meal, pumpkins. A
and the sooner heavy
feed ng is begun tin* better. Old sheep
had better be pelted, if there is not two
chance- against one of their going through
m*»-t

will

INGS. BLANKETS. Ac.. Ac.

northern
Slate*, banked up with fresh liorae manure
from the stable. Of course it Is necessary
to keep potatoes, turnips, fleets, and simi-

may Ik* fitted for the
with cooked

condition.

the

are

dows

by plentiful feeding

a

w«

eggs

tiling to raise a good c rop ol vegetable-,
but quite another to keep them safely
through the winter. It is doubtles-, the
fact that more vegetables 'are injured by
beat than by cold, because must people
crowd such things together in large quantities. ami cover deeply to keep out the
frost. When placed in callars, the win-

when farmers should look over their flocks
aud herds aud determine the best course

tin* winter in

more

be selected from the

can

ate

Wintering

tiottstbolh.

cows

iu fact

to

Thankful for pas» patronage, we take pleasure
in announcing to our customers that our
present
quarter* are the best and most centrally located
in the city, where we have superior faciiitie- tor
manufacturing every variety of

VERT LOWEST PRICES.

•

Generally speaking, there U comparative little profit in wintering old animals of
any kind; and the time has now fully come

Old

the

at

CASHMERES ami FLANNELS. SHEET-

hatched In March.

the cocks

enough

Wintering Old Animals.

-fiaiubN

tell

Thanking

McGown Brothers,
Oppoeite Granite Block, Main St.

will

chickens

July

seventy-live

to

pullets, they

_

derling*.

they will

which

method, therefore, is to hatch a hundred
chicks in Aiigu-t for my own Use. As

the culls and

Whitings’

Dry

You've heard of the snake in the irrass my lad.
Iff the vijx*r conceal «d in the grass;
liut now you must know.
Men’s deadliest foe
Is a snake of a different class;
Alas!
*Tis a viper that lurks in the grass!
John G. Saxe.

adopted respecting

fc 8. K.

layers than those batched at any season of
the year. Early hatched chicks commence
Goods !
laying in Septemlier. and continue mitt
cold January weather, when they discon- CASHMERES, POPLINS, BRILLIANTS,
tinue until spring. On the other hand,
REPS. ALPACCAS, PLAIDS. TIIlwhen hatched in July or August they beBKTS, BLACK, BLUE »nd DRAB
HEPELLANTS, DOESKINS.
gin laying in Feborary and continue until

soon as

be

]

New Goods!

New Goods.

The subscriber# having leased one oi the stores
In Coombs’ new block are now
prepared ts sell
all goods usually found at a
flrst*class groat
cery store,

cheap! CHEAP!

CHEAP!

Firm! !

New

Everything NICE, NEW,

Groods

Blaslett, Surcimles, Collars, 4c.,

AT

hatched in the mouth of July make better

Next morning he took to his bod. my lad;
Next morning he took to his bed.
And he never got up
To dine or to sun.
Though properly physicked and hied:
And I read
Next day the poor fellow .was dead!

*

RECEIVED

Valises, Whips, Robes,

Store!

t

IN NEW YORK !

to be found in Ellsworth, is at the
store of

writes, "After nqieated experiments duriug the past twenty-live years in hatching
chickens. I am fully convinced that fowls

yearly than those

t

JUST

Late Chickens the1 Best Layers.—a
eorrespondent of the Country Ufutlrman

The viper, but he—
To hear the poor lunatic bawl.
“How they crawl
All over the floor and wall?"

Jfarm anh

He raises and

He feeds mostly buckwheat. which he buys of the farmers near.
—[Country (xentkman■

Tiie fellow went into a snooze, my lad;
*Tis a horrible slumber he takes—
He trembles with fear.
And acts very queer.
My eyes! how he shivers aud shakes
When he w akes.
And raves about horrid gn at snakes?
A

each time.

income trout them.

One evening he went to the tavern, my lad.
He went to a taveru one night.
And drinking too much
Hum. brandy, and such.
The chap got exceedingly “tight.'*
And was ijuitt*
What your aunt would entitle a “fright.

arning to you and to me,
particular caution to all.
Though no one can’see

little

sells from two to four hundred during the
season.
The breed are a mixture of Brahma and common foul. He receives
quite an

A clever young man was he. my hul.
And with beautv uncommonly blessed.
Ere with brandy and wine
He began to decline,
Aud behaved like a person possessed;
I protest
The temperance plan is the best.

a w

a

Fall Goods !

!| New

JOB PRINTING

Financial Panic

ot

Harnesses, Trunks,

through

—

*Tis

The beat assortment

potatoes, and after they are up. he ploughs
them quite often for the beuelH of
the chickens. He feeds them every two

A Snake in the Grass.

GREAT

Fall Goods ! 13PD0NTREAD THIS!

and as last as

lavng bought from A. J. ^’amoron tiiGroceries, lam prepared to -ell all k\
generally found in a grocery store

mon

"W

figure.
tfi'

N. 1.

,-n

-t

of

„!

l,i

\,.rv

STEWART

timos.i**

0

I’OHTHAllS.

RICHAKD90.1I, ARTIST,

•

Respectfully calls the Mien!loo of (he Public
that he has taken

gaged

in

ro<>ins

iu

Ellsworth, ami

is

I

en-

;

Portrait Painting.
Portraits | aimed iu Oil colors of any required
i lite size, to the size of life.

use, from

PICTURES OF ALL KINDS

or

luge, Paints and Oils, Tar, Pitch

.nd Oak
and Hanks. -tar. Tar, .nd
on
hand
\
inent of ship chandlery and -in.,
t--res can
always Ik* found at the oh| shn-v
taud on Water >t.
I. M, <,r\\:
11* worth, April 8th.
tt*.t

iin, Oarvonson •

general

Hoops

Copier Paint, constantly
assort

IMIli’T tlrive lame IIOItM;s
and Martin’s well known
r,
star
[JRA(JI>ON
bv Woodcock and
?rankhn isoc-dpied
now

COPIED,

inch a* Daguerreotype*.
Ambrotypes, Ac ; makl
mg them of any size, from i to lite size. By tnis
krt a splendid picture can be obtained.
Instruction* given in Drawing and Tainting.
Studio over Saunders A Sargent’s store.
•Hlf
LEWIS K1CHAllD-sON.

1

,.

?*>•“*
1-1-ai.

l,.

hoeing.
j hev udl*

o,M,n will,

a

well

.,

g

Horie

niiiiCtUS li.nl
U,!' aA"

a? *
me in tho shop
in the franklin
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